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1. Statement of the Problem Studied

The scattering of waves by randomly rough surfaces is a phenomenon that occurs in many fields, there have been hundreds of research papers on this subject, and many diverse theoretical and experimental investigations have been made. However, there remain many aspects of the surface scattering problem that are poorly understood and that are thus quite completely open to investigation.

In our experimental and theoretical research during our ARO grant, we have studied the optical scattering properties of rough conducting surfaces that have correlation length comparable to or slightly greater than the illumination wavelength. We have studied the diffuse and coherent scatter, as well as the angular correlation functions associated with the scattered light. We have written nine major papers for scientific journals of the highest standards, have presented five invited papers in five different countries, and have presented eleven contributed papers at other scientific conferences; all of this work has been supported exclusively by the ARO. In the following we summarize these contributions.

2. Polarization-Dependence of Light Scattered by One-Dimensional Rough Surfaces

A. Experimental Work

It is certainly true that a surface with one-dimensional (1-D) roughness will not depolarize an incident wave with $p$ or $s$ polarization; it was somehow concluded in previous work that the diffuse scatter from such a surface was thus specified by the mean scattered $p$- and $s$-polarized intensities $I_p$ and $I_s$. We were the first to show that these intensities comprise only two of the four quantities required to describe the diffuse scatter. In Ref. 1 we showed that the multiple scattering from a 1-D rough surface may be isolated by illuminating with a $+45^\circ$ polarization state and detecting the mean scattered intensity with $+45^\circ$ polarization (hereafter called $I_+$. More explicitly, in Ref. 2 we showed that the diffuse scatter from a 1-D rough surface is specified by four unique Mueller or Stokes matrix elements, two of which are equivalent to $I_p$ and $I_s$, while the other two ($s_{33}$ and $s_{34}$) are quite independent of $I_p$ and $I_s$. With experimental measurements, we then demonstrated the importance of all four matrix elements for a surface with Gaussian statistics and with sufficiently strong slopes to create backscattering enhancement. We showed that $I_+$ is related to $s_{33}$, and we again found that $I_+$ isolated the multiple scattering and hence the backscattering enhancement from the rough surface.
In some quite recent work (Ref. 8), we have investigated the effect of surface roughness on the four unique matrix elements. In addition to other results, we find unusual behavior in the coherent component of the scattered light, and we find that surprisingly smooth surfaces produce backscattering enhancement in $I_+$. 

B. Theoretical Work

We provided the first theoretical study of the four unique matrix elements of a 1-D rough surface in Ref. 3. Using exact numerical methods for a perfect conductor, we showed results for surfaces with Gaussian statistics and roughness sufficiently strong to create backscattering enhancement. Then, with the iterated Kirchhoff method for $p$ and $s$ polarization, we showed that the two series generated are composed of exactly the same terms but with differing signs (this is a remarkable result that had gone unnoticed for many years). We then discussed the significance of this result on the order-by-order expressions for the four unique matrix elements, and we rigorously showed that $I_+$ indeed corresponds to pure double scattering. In comparisons with experimental data, the most significant differences were seen in $S_{34}$ and were attributed to the finite conductivity of the experimental surface.

C. Comparisons of Theoretical and Experimental Work

In the previous work of others, significant differences had been seen in comparisons of theoretical and experimental results for $I_p$ and $I_s$ for surfaces that produce backscattering enhancement. In our recent work (Ref. 6), we showed that, for the first time, good agreement could be obtained in such comparisons. Moreover, we considered not just $I_p$ and $I_s$, but all four unique matrix elements. There were two essential reasons for this success. First, our experimental surface was of much higher quality than in previous work, and secondly, we developed new numerical methods based on an impedance boundary condition that worked well for highly conductive surfaces. We also found that rather subtle properties of the experimental surface (in this case the statistics of the surface curvature) can have significant effects on the scattering properties. The good agreements obtained are impressive in view of the many subtleties of the experiments (such as surface characterization), as well as a number of assumptions made in any "exact" theoretical method.
3. Angular Correlation Functions in Rough Surface Scattering

One may ask more general questions in light scattering from a randomly rough surface. For example, at a given illumination angle, when will the amplitude scattered to some scattering angle be correlated with another amplitude for differing incident and scattering angles? What form will this correlation function take? These questions had been approached in the 1970's in work employing the Beckmann formulation in surface scattering, and such considerations had been termed the "Memory Effect" in recent years in volume scattering from disordered media.

In Ref. 4, we used the stochastic Fourier transform method due to Brown to derive a correlation condition that determines when correlations may be significant. We then employed exact numerical calculations to study the form of these correlation functions for surfaces that produce backscattering enhancement. It was found that "coherent effects" could be seen in these correlation functions. In Ref. 5, we then employed experimental methods to study the angular correlation functions of intensity. We showed that these correlations appeared to be related to the amplitude correlations by the Gaussian moment theorem. Further, we showed that the the unusual behavior arose from the coherent addition of four distinct phasors, which clearly demonstrates the coherent nature of backscattering enhancement.

The correlation functions studied in Refs. 4 and 5 appear to be quite fundamental, as the amplitude correlation functions are generalizations of the Stokes matrix elements. They also provide considerable physical insight into the scattering mechanisms occurring on any rough surface so that it is likely that they will find considerable application in future work.

4. Additional Research

In Ref. 7, we have also provided investigations of the two-dimensional nature of the backscattering enhancement from a surface with two-dimensional roughness. For the special case of normal incidence, we showed that the co- and cross-polarized scattered intensities have secondary minima and maxima at field angles surrounding the backscattering direction. These observations appear to be beyond the grasp of existing theoretical methods, but will become increasingly relevant in future theoretical work as the speed of computers continues to increase.

We have also studied the effect of stylus width in our surface characterization methods in Ref. 9. This is the fundamental experimental limitation on the resolution
achievable with the mechanical methods used throughout our work. We showed that the measure profile is highly nonlinear in the surface height and its first two derivatives. We then conducted the averaging required to obtain closed-form expressions for the first two moments of a profiled Gaussian process, and showed that the measured roughness should initially decrease with increasing stylus width. Despite the widespread application of stylus profilometry, to our knowledge this is the first time that such results have been derived.
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Anomalous light scattering from a perturbed grating

M. E. Knotts and K. A. O'Donnell
The School of Physics, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332
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Both diffraction orders and backscattering enhancement have been observed in light scattering from a metallic diffraction grating with random groove depths. The polarization dependence of the observations is shown to be consistent with multiple-scattering models.

The scattering of electromagnetic waves from randomly rough surfaces is by no means a well-understood phenomenon. Recent measurements of light diffusely reflected from characterized rough surfaces have shown unusually enhanced backscattering toward the source of illumination. The backscattering effects observed have been attributed to multiple scattering by surface features, using arguments related to those applied to light scattering from particles. There has also been considerable effort directed toward a theoretical understanding of such phenomena, though the calculations can be difficult for surfaces that produce multiple scattering. Computational methods based on the Ewald-Oseen extinction theorem have predicted backscattering peaks similar to observations from corrugated surfaces. The full-wave method has also theoretically predicted unusual backscattering from deep surfaces. In most (but not all) of this research it is assumed, as in the experimental observations, that the surface profile is a Gaussian random process.

In this Letter we report experimental observation of a backscattering effect from a completely different type of surface. The surfaces that we have fabricated are nearly diffraction gratings, although they have a small, deliberate, and controllable random perturbation from the ideal periodic profile. Perfect gratings have been studied in detail theoretically; for such surfaces multiple scattering may occur if steep slopes are present, but the periodicity of the surface implies that the light may only be sent into the discrete directions of the grating orders. On the other hand, the perturbed gratings discussed here produce grating orders as well as diffuse scatter; it is in the latter that enhanced backscattering may be observed.

The perturbed gratings were fabricated on glass plates that had been spin coated with an 8-μm layer of Shipley 1650 photoresist. The plates were mounted on a precision x-y positioning stage, which was driven by a computer with a Newport 855 stage controller. An attenuated beam from a 10-mW He–Cd laser (Liconix 4207NB) operating at a 0.442-μm wavelength was focused to a waist of approximately 5-μm full width on the surface. The plate was scanned in a raster fashion by the computer to produce a grating of 10-μm period over a 10 mm × 10 mm area. The velocity of each line of the scan was determined by a Gaussian random-number generator in the computer, so that after development of the plate, the resulting grating structure had equally spaced Gaussian grooves with random fluctuations in groove depth.

The surface discussed here was then coated with a thin layer of vacuum-deposited gold to permit study of its reflective scattering properties. A profile of the prepared surface as measured with a diamond-stylus mechanical profilometer is shown in Fig. 1. There are clearly grooves present with a smooth Gaussian profile but with randomly varying depth. The dotted line plotted in each groove has length proportional to the reciprocal of the computer-generated random velocity, so that, assuming a linear photoresist response, this line should be equal to the groove depth. It can be seen that the agreement is generally good. From these profilometry data and the computer-generated velocities used in the exposing process, we estimate the groove width (full width at 1/e point of maximum depth) to be 2.4 μm, with an average groove depth of 2.5 μm and a standard deviation of 0.8 μm.

In the scattering experiments, the surface was oriented so that the incident wave vector \( \mathbf{k} \) was orthogonal to the groove direction at all angles of incidence. It is well known that if the electric field vector \( \mathbf{E} \) of the incident wave is then either parallel or orthogonal to the grooves (s or p polarization, respectively), the scattered field will have similar polarization. Furthermore, for a corrugated surface the scattered light will remain in the plane of incidence. The quantity that we present is the normalized differential scattering cross section \( \Sigma(\theta_s, \theta_t) \), defined as

![Fig. 1. Scan of a prepared random grating with a mechanical profilometer. The dotted lines have lengths proportional to the random exposure values generated by the computer.](image-url)
Fig. 2. s-Polarized scattering cross sections of the random grating as a function of scattering angle $\theta_s$ for angles of incidence $\theta_i = 0$ deg (A), 5 deg (B), and 10 deg (C), (D). The strong diffraction orders move into the forward-scattering direction ($\theta_s = n \theta_i$), although the broad fringes maintain a constant angle with respect to the backscattering direction ($\theta_s = -\theta_i$). The notch at the exact backscattering direction [note the missing zero order in (A)] is due to the occlusion of the detector by the source.

\[
\Sigma(\theta_i, \theta_s) = \frac{1}{P_{\text{inc}}} \frac{dP(\theta_i, \theta_s)}{d\theta_s},
\]

where $\theta_i$ is the angle of incidence and $\theta_s$ is the scattering angle with respect to the surface normal, $P_{\text{inc}}$ is the incident power, and $dP(\theta_i, \theta_s)/d\theta_s$ is the scattered power per unit angle. In our experiments the expanded beam from a He–Ne laser of 0.633-μm wavelength illuminated a 6-mm-diameter area of the sample. The scattered light was then measured on an arc of radius 70 cm centered on the sample, in a manner that was discussed in more detail elsewhere. \(^\text{2}\) Examples of scattering cross sections for this grating for s incident polarization are shown in Fig. 2. There are large zero- and first-order diffracted waves present, weak higher-order diffracted waves, and a small amount of diffuse scatter at other angles. As the angle of incidence increases, the diffraction orders move into the forward-scattering direction, as expected for an ideal grating. In contrast, the diffuse scatter exhibits a weak set of broad fringes that, as the angle of incidence increases, remain at the same angular position with respect to the source. This then appears to be a backscattering effect, although what is seen here is small compared to the diffraction orders and is perhaps not convincing.

However, we have found that a backscattering structure alone may be readily observed from this surface in a slightly different experiment. Figure 3 shows data taken with the incident field linearly polarized at +45 deg with respect to the grooves, with the scattered field resolved into parallel and orthogonal linear polarization components. The copolarized scattering [Fig. 3(A)] contains diffraction orders that, as in Fig. 2, move into the forward-scattering direction. Though it is not easily seen on the scale shown, there is also much less diffuse scatter present between the diffraction orders than in Fig. 2. The cross-polarized cross section is small [note the scale change in Fig. 3(B)] and is composed of essentially only diffuse scatter, as the dominant diffraction orders are completely extinguished near normal incidence and rise up only weakly at higher angles. Remarkably, these orthogonally polarized data have a completely different fringed structure that maintains a constant angular relationship with respect to the source, though different parts of this structure may rise or fall, depending on the angle of incidence. We thus conclude that a backscattering effect has been essentially isolated from the diffraction orders by resolving the detected polarization in this manner.

The polarization conditions employed above may seem unusual, since in previous experimental and theoretical research on enhancement from corrugated surfaces the incident polarization has been either the s or p case.\(^\text{4-6}\) Nevertheless, the polarization conditions used in Fig. 3 are significant because they are part of the procedure necessary to measure elements of the Stokes matrix of the scatterer.\(^\text{10}\) It is well known that, depending on the incident and detected polarization conditions, any scattering measurement corresponds to linear combinations of such matrix elements.\(^\text{10}\) We thus conclude that the backscattering effects and grating orders of this perturbed grating necessarily reside in distinct sums of Stokes matrix elements.

Apart from these formal considerations, there is a physical manner of interpreting these data. It has been postulated that enhanced backscattering as well
the intermediate wave sent to the other side of the valley will have the polarization shown so as to make the total electric field along the surface zero. When this is scattered at point 2, for similar reasons the light escaping from the surface will then be cross polarized with respect to the original wave. This path and its time-reversed partner are believed to give rise to backscattering enhancement so that, as was found in Fig. 3(B), the enhancement should then reside largely in the cross-polarized signal. Of course this perturbed grating is not a perfect conductor, and these models are quite naive when applied to wavelength-sized structures, yet observations of the surface field have been remarkably consistent with these arguments. The approximately 11.5-deg angular period of structure in Fig. 3(B) is consistent with multiple-scattering light paths of transverse length of 3.2 μm [through an angular diffraction width of arcsin(λ/l)], which is reasonable for grooves as in Fig. 1. Furthermore this structure is distinct from the 3.6-deg diffraction order spacing apparent in Fig. 3(A) [as predicted for a grating of 10-μm period P through arcsin(λ/P)].

We conclude that this perturbed grating produces enhanced backscattering in addition to the more usual 2.5 × 10⁻³ diffraction orders. Although enhanced backscattering has been observed in previous research for a Gaussian surface, its interpretation in this case is by no means straightforward, as multiple-scattering paths on such a surface occur in a highly random manner. On the other hand, the perturbed grating discussed here is random enough to produce backscattering enhancement but is sufficiently regular so as to associate the observed effects with unique light paths occurring within structures on the surface. It then presents a compelling argument that multiple scattering plays an essential role in all these observations.

This research was supported by the U.S. Army Research Office.

Fig. 3. Measured scattering cross sections Σ(θ, θ₁) (vertical axis) for the random grating with incident linear polarization at ±45 deg with respect to the corrugation direction; θ is the angle of incidence, and θ₁ is the angle of scatter with respect to the surface normal. (A) and (B) are copolarized and cross-polarized scattering, respectively. The line θ₁ = −θ, is the backscattering direction: the trough that is apparent there in (B) (heavy arrow) is due to the obstruction of the detector by the source.

Fig. 4. Multiple scattering within a corrugation of a surface. The arrow denotes the electric field direction.
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The scattering of light by a one-dimensional rough surface is investigated in terms of the Stokes scattering matrix. It is shown that only four unique quantities appear in this matrix. Two of these are simply related to the s- and p-polarized scattering cross sections, although the other two quantities contain the cross correlation of electric-field amplitudes scattered by s and p incident states. Through experimental measurements with a well-characterized rough surface fabricated in photoresist, it is shown that all four unique Stokes matrix elements are significant for a surface that produces backscattering enhancement.

1. INTRODUCTION

There has recently been considerable interest in light scattering from surfaces that are randomly corrugated in only a single dimension. Enhanced backscattering has been observed in the reflective scatter from one-dimensional surfaces that have Gaussian height statistics.\textsuperscript{1-5} These experiments have been done for comparison with theoretical predictions, as the one-dimensional surface may be approached with computationally intensive methods.\textsuperscript{6-9} Theory and experiment have reached significant agreement regarding the form of the enhanced-backscattering structure as well as its dependence on illumination wavelength, angle of incidence, and surface correlation length.

It has been well recognized in this research that, if the incident wave is linearly polarized in a direction parallel or orthogonal to the surface corrugation (s or p polarization, respectively), a one-dimensional scatterer will produce an identically polarized scattered field. This seems to be the reason that, in all previous theoretical and experimental research, the one-dimensional rough surface has been studied only in terms of its two scattering cross sections for s and p incident polarization states. However, it has not been made at all clear in what sense these two quantities characterize the scattering properties of the surface.

In what follows we show that past research has been incomplete and that the s and p cross sections are not sufficient to describe the scattering behavior. It is shown here that complete determination of the diffuse scattering properties (i.e., those involving second-order moments of the scattered field) of a one-dimensional surface requires not two but four scattering cross sections. Indeed, two of these are effectively the s and p cross sections, but the other two quantities must be determined with an incident state that is a mixture of s and p states.

The present paper is formulated in terms of the Stokes scattering matrix. First, in Section 2 we derive the form of the Stokes matrix of a one-dimensional rough surface. Four unique elements appear in this matrix, and the procedure necessary to determine these elements is discussed in Sections 2 and 3. Experimental results are then presented in Section 4 for a one-dimensional surface that produces enhanced backscattering. All the Stokes matrix elements are measured for normal and 10° incidence so that the diffuse scattering properties have been completely specified in these cases. In particular, it is shown that the quantities neglected in previous research are highly significant for a surface that produces enhanced backscattering.

2. STOKES MATRIX OF A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ROUGH SURFACE

Consider a plane wave, as shown in Fig. 1, incident upon a one-dimensional rough surface at angle \( \theta_i \). As in previous research we assume that the incident wave vector \( \mathbf{k} \), is orthogonal to the corrugation direction. It is well known that two conditions then follow: First, the scattered light will remain in the plane of incidence, and one-dimensional cross sections (scattered power per unit planar angle) are thus of interest. Second, if the incident field is linearly polarized with complex amplitude \( E_0 \) in the plane of incidence (p polarization), or else is linearly polarized with complex amplitude \( E_0 \), in the orthogonal direction (s polarization), the scattered light in the far field will have the same polarization as that of the incident field.

Now, if the incident field is an arbitrary (but deterministic) polarization state, it may be considered a linear combination of \( p \) and \( s \) states. The total scattered field must then be a vector sum of the scattered fields due to the \( p \) and \( s \) components of the incident field, but these fields are orthogonal to one another and cannot then interfere. More succinctly, this condition may be written in matrix form as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
E_1 \\
E_2
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
f_{11} & 0 \\
0 & f_{22}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
E_{1i} \\
E_{2i}
\end{bmatrix},
\]

where \( E_1 \) and \( E_2 \) are the components of the scattered field. The matrix elements \( f_{11} \) and \( f_{22} \) represent the far-field scattered amplitude for incident \( p \) and \( s \) states of unit amplitude, respectively, for a particular realization of the
The angle brackets in all quantities above imply an average over the ensemble of surfaces.

Clearly, all the Stokes matrix elements may be determined theoretically from second-order moments of the quantities $f_{11}$ and $f_{22}$. On the other hand, experimental determination of the Stokes matrix is not always a straightforward procedure. A general technique for measuring the Stokes matrix is given by Bickel and Bailey; this involves a lengthy series of 43 measurements, made with various incident and detected polarization conditions. Further, such measurements are sensitive to inevitable imperfections in polarization components, and much effort may be necessary to correct data. However, for the simplified Stokes matrix of Eq. (2), it is possible to use relatively straightforward procedures to determine the entire matrix. The methods to be discussed here amount to special cases of the general technique, and the presentation will be brief; a complete discussion may be found in Ref. 13.

We consider here the effect of illuminating the scatterer with four possible incident states: (1) an $s$-polarized wave with Stokes vector $V_s$, (2) a $p$-polarized wave with Stokes vector $V_p$, (3) a wave that is linearly polarized at +45° ($V_l$), and (4) a right-circularly polarized wave $V_R$. If these are assumed to have unit intensity the incident states are represented by

$$V_s = \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}, \quad V_p = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 1 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}, \quad V_l = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ 1 \end{bmatrix}, \quad V_R = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ 1 \end{bmatrix}$$

The scattered polarization state for an incident $p$-polarization state may be found by applying $V_s$ to the Stokes matrix $S$ of Eq. (2), with the result that

$$V_s = S V_s$$

and those of the incident field are analogously defined in terms of $E_s$ and $E_p$. Because the matrix of Eq. (1) is diagonal, the Stokes matrix $S$ contains only four unique elements, each of which appears in two places. These matrix elements are defined as

$$s_{11} = \frac{\langle |f_{11}|^2 \rangle + \langle |f_{22}|^2 \rangle}{2},$$

$$s_{12} = \frac{\langle |f_{12}|^2 \rangle - \langle |f_{21}|^2 \rangle}{2},$$

$$s_{23} = \text{Re}(\langle f_{11} f_{22}^* \rangle),$$

$$s_{34} = -\text{Im}(\langle f_{11} f_{22}^* \rangle).$$

(5)

The scattered polarization state for a pure $p$-polarized scattered state that has, on substitution of Eqs. (5), intensity $\langle |f_{11}|^2 \rangle$. The quantity $\langle |f_{11}|^2 \rangle$ is indeed the scattering cross section for $p$-polarization, as is to be expected. If we now apply an $s$-polarized state $V_s$ to the matrix $S$, we readily obtain the scattered polarization state as
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Hence, with these two incident fields, the p and s cross sections or, equivalently, the matrix elements s11 and s12, may be determined. However, the elements s20 and s30 do not appear in the scattered states, so it may be concluded that these elements may not be measured with either of these incident states.

On the other hand, if the +45° state V+ is applied to the Stokes matrix S, the scattered field has the polarization state

V =

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  s_{11} & -s_{12} & s_{31} & s_{32} \\
  s_{12} & s_{11} & s_{32} & -s_{31} \\
  s_{31} & s_{32} & -s_{22} & s_{21} \\
  s_{32} & s_{31} & s_{21} & -s_{22}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(8)

Noting that s11 - s12 = ⟨f221⟩ from Eqs. (5), we conclude that the scattered field is a pure s-polarized state of intensity equal to the s cross section, which is again expected. Hence, with these two incident fields, the p and s cross sections or, equivalently, the matrix elements s11 and s12, may be determined. However, the elements s20 and s30 do not appear in the scattered states, so it may be concluded that these elements may not be measured with either of these incident states.

The scattering properties of this surface were studied with the instrument shown in Fig. 2. The source was a Jodon HN-20 He-Ne laser of 1.152-Mm wavelength. A se-

series of mirrors sent the vertically polarized laser beam over a detector and through a half-wave plate. The beam was then reflected from a final mirror, passed through a polarizer, and was incident upon the rough surface. The half-wave plate enabled the incident polarization to be oriented as desired; the polarizer that followed removed any residual ellipticity of the polarization state. The incident beam was slightly divergent so as to illuminate a 20-mm-
diameter area on the surface.

An arm was mounted upon a computer-controlled rotation stage (Newport Model 495 stage with Model 855 con-

Fig. 2. Scattering instrument used in the measurements of rough surface scattering. The incident beam is brought over the detector and, after orientation of its polarization direction, is incident upon the rough surface. The detector arm may be moved out of the plane of the figure to measure the intensity at all scattering angles. M denotes a mirror, P denotes a linear polarizer, and W denotes a half-wave plate.
angles. The laser beam was modulated by a mechanical chopper, and the detector signal was processed by an Ithaco 3981 lock-in amplifier. A polarizer was mounted in front of the detector and, for reasons noted below, provisions were made for mounting a quarter-wave plate in front of the polarizer. Immediately in front of the detector, a field lens of 24.0-mm diameter imaged the rough surface onto the detector element.

Instead of using the incident states \( \mathbf{V}_o \) or \( \mathbf{V}_r \) to measure the Stokes matrix elements \( s_{11} \) and \( s_{12} \), we used a method to conform to previous research.\(^1\) That is, we determined the \( p \) cross section by using a \( p \) incident state, adjusting the detector polarizer in a collinear direction, and determining the scattered intensity at the detector. After measuring the \( s \) cross section in an analogous fashion, we computed the matrix elements \( s_{21} \) and \( s_{22} \) from Eqs. (5). A \( +45^\circ \) incident state \( \mathbf{V}_o \) was then employed to determine the matrix elements \( s_{31} \) and \( s_{32} \). The \( V_s \) state produces the scattered state of Eq. (9), and the third and fourth Stokes vector elements were found by a well-known procedure.\(^2\) That is, we found the third element by measuring the intensity with the detector polarizer set at \( +45^\circ \) (cross polarized) and then subtracting the intensity measured at a \(-45^\circ \) setting (copolarized) to obtain \( s_{33} \). We found the fourth Stokes vector element by recording the intensity measured with a detector sensitive to right-circular polarization and subtracting that measured with a detector sensitive to left-circular polarization. In this procedure a quarter-wave plate was mounted in front of the detector polarizer. It was oriented so that the fast and slow axes were suitably positioned at \( 45^\circ \) with respect to the detector polarizer in the right-handed configuration; the left-handed measurement was then taken after the wave plate had been rotated by \( 90^\circ \).

The measurements used to determine the last Stokes vector element are difficult ones, and several errors could occur. Errors may arise from a small degree of ellipticity of the incident state, retardation errors of the wave plate itself, and misadjustments of the relative angular positions of the wave plate and detector polarizer. Considerable care has made these errors inconsequential, so that data shown have not been corrected in any manner. Laser power was also monitored during measurement procedures, although fluctuations were less than 1% and were thus insignificant.

Another concern in this experiment is the normalization of the data, for correct relative normalization is crucial in taking differences of data as is required for Stokes matrix elements. Data should ideally be normalized in the sense of a differential scattering cross section, so that the integral of the cross section over planar angle is equal to the fraction of incident power that has been scattered. Correct normalization of experimental data is quite difficult; to our knowledge, all previous measurements have, in an \textit{ad hoc} fashion, simply normalized the scattering curve to unit area.\(^1\) We have done precisely this to the \( s \) cross section, though all subsequent data have been measured correctly with respect to the height of the \( s \) cross section. For example, as will be discussed in Section 4, the \( p \) cross section has been found to correspond to a lower total scattered power.

The difficulties with normalization are rooted in a deeper problem. The surfaces fabricated are only approximately one dimensional. A significant amount of the scattered power deviates from the plane of incidence and falls outside the detector's field lens, so that data cannot be normalized from first principles. This may be traced to a small amount of residual isotropic roughness in addition to the desired one-dimensional roughness; we believe that it arises from scattering within the photore sist during surface fabrication. However, to our knowledge this problem has been present in all earlier experiments, and we also have not been able to circumvent it.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The \( s \)- and \( p \)-scattering cross sections for normal incidence are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that these cross sections are similar and exhibit strong backscattering peaks with significant secondary maxima. There are subtle differences between the two curves; perhaps most apparent is that the \( s \) cross section falls more sharply in the range \( 70^\circ < \theta < 90^\circ \); this has been seen in previous experiments.\(^1\) Figure 4 shows measurements made with the \( +45^\circ \) incident state \( \mathbf{V}_o \). The scattered intensity resolved with the detector polarizer at \( +45^\circ \) contains

![Fig. 3. Scattering cross sections for the one-dimensional surface for normally incident \( s \)- and \( p \)-polarization states.](image)

![Fig. 4. Scattering cross sections for the one-dimensional surface illuminated with a normally incident wave with \( +45^\circ \) polarization. The solid curve is the scattered intensity passed by a polarizer at \( +45^\circ \) (cross polarized with respect to the source), and the dashed curve is that found with a polarizer at \( -45^\circ \) (copolarized).](image)
has been suggested that enhanced backscattering, as well as most of the depolarization, arises from multiple scattering among light paths occurring within surface valleys.\(^{17,18}\) As shown in Fig. 7, consider a single valley in the surface illuminated with an incident wave in the V. state. If the surface is a perfect conductor and a locally planar surface model is used, the intermediate wave sent to the other side of the valley will have the polarization shown so as to make the total electric field along the surface zero. When this is scattered at point 2, for similar reasons the light escaping from the surface will then remain polarized in the +45° direction. This path and its time-reversed partner are believed to give rise to backscattering enhancement\(^{17,18}\) so that, as was seen in Fig. 4, the enhancement should reside largely in the intensity polarized at +45°. Results of other experiments have shown that enhanced backscattering may be completely isolated from ordinary scattering behavior by using precisely these polarization conditions.\(^{19}\) On the other hand, measurements of the scattered intensity polarized at −45° should have contributions from single scattering from regions with weaker slopes and so should not have a significant backscattering structure. It is remarkable, however, that this measurement has the depressed levels surrounding \(\theta_s = 0\) seen in Fig. 4.

It is also possible to interpret the scattering of V. to right-elliptical states (on average) as implied by the predominantly negative values of \(s_{34}\). If one uses a model as in Fig. 7 and assumes that the metal is not a perfect conductor, the doubly scattered ray will be elliptically polarized because of the complex \(s\) and \(p\) reflectivities of the metal. To determine the role of these reflectivities, we have sent the V. state into a pair of 50 mm \(\times\) 50 mm gold mirrors that, in analogy to Fig. 7, made a 90° angle with respect to each other and sent the beam back toward the source. The measured Stokes vector of the reflected beam was that of a right-elliptical state with major axis nearly along the +45° direction, in a manner qualitatively similar to the polarization states present in the backscattering region of the random surface. It is also interesting to note that, in the experiment with the pair of mirrors, the exiting polarization state is strongly dependent on the complex refractive index of the mirror; this behavior suggests that \(s_{35}\) and \(s_{34}\) may be significantly dependent on the metal of the rough surface.

![Fig. 7. Multiple scattering of the +45° incident polarization state V. within a valley of the random surface.](image-url)
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We study theoretically the Stokes matrix of a perfectly conducting, one-dimensional rough surface that is illuminated by a polarized light beam of finite width whose plane of incidence is perpendicular to the grooves of the surface. An exact expression for the scattered field derived from Green’s second integral theorem is used to compute the angular distribution of the Stokes matrix that has eight nonzero elements, four of which are unique. Results are presented for the numerical calculation of each matrix element averaged over an ensemble of surface profiles that are realizations of a stationary, Gaussian stochastic process. All four unique matrix elements are significant, with the diagonal elements displaying enhanced backscattering and the off-diagonal elements having complicated angular dependences including structures in the retroreflection direction. With the use of a single source function evaluated through the iteration of the surface integral equation obtained from the extinction theorem for the p-polarized field, we derive an approximate expression for the Stokes matrix that indicates that multiple scattering plays an important role in the polarized scattering from a perfectly conducting rough surface that displays enhanced backscattering. The numerical calculation of each of the contributions to the Stokes matrix, taking into account single-, double-, and triple-scattering processes, enables us to assign the main features of the Stokes matrix to particular multiple-scattering processes. Experimental measurements of the matrix elements are presented for a one-dimensional Gaussian surface fabricated in gold-coated photoresist. The results are found to be reasonably consistent with the theory, although we suggest that differences in one matrix element may be due to the finite conductivity of the experimental surface.

1. INTRODUCTION

The manifestations of multiple scattering have aroused much interest in recent theoretical and experimental studies of the scattering of light from randomly rough surfaces. Enhanced backscattering has been observed in scattering from one- and two-dimensional surfaces when the height fluctuations are of the order of a wavelength and strong surface slopes are present. Theoretical evidence that strongly suggests that the observed enhanced backscattering is intimately connected to multiple scattering has been presented. For one-dimensional surfaces, numerical calculations have provided reasonable predictions for the angular dependence of the diffuse intensities scattered from a perfectly conducting or penetrable rough surface. A common feature of the theoretical studies of scattering from one-dimensional surfaces is that the incident electric field has been chosen to be linearly polarized either parallel or perpendicular to the grooves of the surface (s or p polarized, respectively) and, consequently, that the scattered field has the same polarization as the incident field. Although these are important cases, it has been shown that the p- and the s-polarized diffuse intensities are effectively only two of a total of four unique quantities arising in the Stokes matrix of a one-dimensional rough surface. Measurements that showed that all four quantities are significant for a one-dimensional rough surface producing backscattering enhancement were reported.

In the present paper we theoretically investigate the Stokes matrix of a one-dimensional, perfectly conducting rough surface. Exact expressions for the p- and the s-polarized scattering amplitudes derived from Green’s second integral theorem are used to obtain the matrix and its four unique elements are averaged over an ensemble of surface profiles that are realizations of a stationary, Gaussian stochastic process. Each Stokes matrix element is found to be significant for surface parameters that lead to enhanced backscattering. A method based on the iteration of the Kirchhoff term in the surface integral equation satisfied by the source functions of the scattered field is used to determine the role of multiple scattering in the elements of the Stokes matrix. Experimental measurements of the matrix elements are presented for a one-dimensional Gaussian surface fabricated in gold. For the incident wavelength employed (λ = 3.392 μm), the scattering behavior is found to be comparable to that of a perfect conductor.

2. SCATTERING OF POLARIZED LIGHT FROM A PERFECTLY CONDUCTING, ONE-DIMENSIONAL ROUGH SURFACE

In this section we derive exact expressions for the elements of the Stokes matrix of a perfectly conducting, one-dimensional rough surface that is illuminated by a beam of finite width. Consider the situation shown in Fig. 1 in which a perfectly conducting half space \( x_3 < \xi(x_1) \) is separated from the vacuum above it by a randomly rough surface of equation \( x_3 = \xi(x_1) \). The surface profile function \( \xi(x_1) \) is assumed to be a single-valued stochastic pro-
success having derivatives of arbitrary order and whose ensemble average \( \langle f(x_1) \rangle \) vanishes. Further, the surface profile is assumed to be one dimensional in the sense that \( \zeta \) is independent of \( x_2 \).

A polarized light beam whose plane of incidence is the plane \( x_1 x_3 \) perpendicular to the grooves of the surface illuminates the perfect conductor from the vacuum side. Such a beam may be expressed by a Gaussian angular spectrum of incident plane waves whose wave vectors all lie in the plane of incidence. The incident electric field amplitude may be written as

\[
\mathbf{E}(x_1, x_3; \omega)_{\text{inc}} = \frac{ie \omega}{2\sqrt{\pi c}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\theta \exp[-(\omega^2 \omega^2/4c^2)(\theta - \theta_0)^2]
\times [E_p \hat{e}_p(\theta)_{\text{inc}} + E_s \hat{e}_s(\theta)_{\text{inc}}] \exp[i(\omega/c)(x_1 \sin \theta - x_3 \cos \theta)],
\]

\[
|\theta| < \frac{\pi}{2},
\]

where

\[
\hat{e}_s(\theta)_{\text{inc}} = \hat{e}_2,
\]

\[
\hat{e}_p(\theta)_{\text{inc}} = -\hat{e}_3 \cos \theta - \hat{e}_1 \sin \theta,
\]

\[c\] is the speed of light, and the time dependency \( \exp(-i\omega t) \) is omitted. Equation (1) is an exact solution of Maxwell’s equations in vacuum that, in the limit of \( \omega \omega^2/2c \gg 1 \), describes a Gaussian beam propagating in the direction \( (\hat{x}_2 \sin \theta_0 - \hat{x}_3 \cos \theta_0) \) with transverse width \( 2\omega \) at the coordinate origin. The unit vector \( \hat{e}_p(\theta)_{\text{inc}} \) is in the direction of the electric field of a \( p \)- \( s \)-polarized plane wave with unit wave vector \( (\hat{x}_2 \sin \theta - \hat{x}_3 \cos \theta) \). The complex amplitudes \( E_p \) and \( E_s \) determine the incident polarization state.

It follows from Maxwell’s equations that Eq. (1) may also be written in the form

\[
\mathbf{E}(x_1, x_3; \omega)_{\text{inc}} = \frac{ie c}{\omega} \nabla \times [E_p \phi(x_1, x_3; \omega)_{\text{inc}} \hat{e}_2] + E_s \phi(x_1, x_3; \omega)_{\text{inc}} \hat{e}_3,
\]

\[
\phi(x_1, x_3; \omega)_{\text{inc}} = \frac{\omega \omega}{2\sqrt{\pi c}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\theta \exp[-(\omega^2 \omega^2/4c^2)(\theta - \theta_0)^2]
\times \exp[i(\omega/c)(x_1 \sin \theta - x_3 \cos \theta)],
\]

where the \( p \)- and the \( s \)-polarized contributions to the incident electric field are clearly separated. The \( s \)-polarized electric field and the magnetic field associated with the \( p \)-polarized electric field each have a single component along \( \hat{e}_2 \), and this component is the product of the scalar field \( \phi(x_1, x_3; \omega)_{\text{inc}} \) with the incident amplitude \( E_p \) or \( E_s \). For the one-dimensional problem of interest here, both the incident beam and the surface-profile function are independent of \( x_2 \). The boundary condition on the total electric field at the surface then separates into two boundary conditions, one of them containing only the \( p \)-polarized field and the other containing only the \( s \)-polarized field. Consequently, a \( p \)- \( s \)-polarized incident field is scattered only into a \( p \)- \( s \)-polarized field. The one-dimensional scattering of a \( p \)-polarized incident beam then reduces to the scattering of a scalar field satisfying a Neumann boundary condition at the rough surface. Similarly, the scattering of an \( s \)-polarized beam of light reduces to the scattering of a scalar field with a Dirichlet boundary condition at the surface. Exact expressions derived from Green’s second integral theorem may then be used to calculate the scattered fields numerically; these methods have been well addressed elsewhere. The \( p \)- and the \( s \)-polarized scattering amplitudes \( r_p(\theta_0) \) and \( r_s(\theta_0) \) may be obtained as solutions to the scattering of the incident field of Eq. (5) for the Neumann and the Dirichlet boundary conditions, respectively. These scattering amplitudes determine an exact expression for the scattered electric field in the far-field region \( x_1 \to \infty \) as

\[
\mathbf{E}(x_1, x_3; \omega)_{\text{scat}} = \frac{i}{4\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\theta \exp[-(\omega^2 \omega^2/4c^2)(\theta - \theta_0)^2]
\times [E_p r_p(\theta_0) \hat{e}_p(\theta_0)_{\text{inc}} + E_s r_s(\theta_0) \hat{e}_s(\theta_0)_{\text{inc}}]
\times \exp[i(\omega/c)(x_1 \sin \theta - x_3 \cos \theta)].
\]

The unit vector \( \hat{e}_p(\theta_0)_{\text{inc}} \) defines the direction of the electric-field vector of a \( p \)- \( s \)-polarized plane wave scattered in the direction (\( \sin \theta, \hat{x}_2 + \cos \theta, \hat{x}_3 \)).

It is convenient to define the polarization states of fields in terms of directly measurable quantities. We thus need to compute the power present in the projection of the incident and the scattered fields on polarization states that are linear combinations of the \( p \)- and the \( s \)-polarized states described by Eqs. (2) and (3) and Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively. A useful description of polarization light in terms of these powers is that of Stokes vectors. The following pairs of orthonormal vectors, defined here in the usual way, are needed to compute the Stokes vectors. These pairs of unit vectors determine the linearly polarized states at \( \pm 45^\circ \), as well as the right (R) and the left (L) circularly polarized states, and may be expressed as

\[
\mathbf{e}_+ = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\hat{e}_p + \hat{e}_s),
\]

\[
\mathbf{e}_- = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\hat{e}_p - \hat{e}_s),
\]

\[
\mathbf{e}_r = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\hat{e}_p - i\hat{e}_s),
\]

\[
\mathbf{e}_l = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\hat{e}_p + i\hat{e}_s).
\]
which are the observable quantities. The vector v(\theta, \epsilon) denote a dyadic product and \bar{1} is the unit dyadic. Indicate that an electric field may be completely decomposed into projections on (\bar{e}, \bar{e}') in the following manner: the projection of a field \( E(x, x_3, \omega) \) on \( \bar{e} \), \((\gamma = \alpha \lor \beta) \) is \( E(x, x_1, x_3, \omega) = [\bar{e} \cdot E(x, x_1, x_3, \omega)] \bar{e}, \) and \( E(x, x_1, x_3, \omega) = E_o(x_1, x_3, \omega) + E_p(x_1, x_3, \omega). \)

The elements of the Stokes vector \( V = (I, Q, U, V) \) may be expressed as

\[
I = P_p + P_\perp = P_+ + P_- = P_R + P_L, \\
Q = P_p - P_\perp, \\
U = P_+ - P_-, \\
V = P_R - P_L,
\]

where, in the case of the incident field, \( P_\perp \) is the total power incident upon the surface that is in the projection of the incident field \( E_o(x_1, x_3, \omega)e_c \). To obtain this total incident power we integrate the magnitudes of the third component of the time-averaged Poynting vector in the domain \( 0 < x_2 < L_2 \) of a plane in the far-field region that is parallel to the plane \( x_3 = 0 \) that is such that \( 0 < x_2 < L_2 \), where \( L_2 \) is an arbitrary length. The Stokes vector \( V_{inc} \) of the incident field becomes

\[
V_{inc} = \begin{bmatrix}
I_{inc} \\
Q_{inc} \\
U_{inc} \\
V_{inc}
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
|E_o|^2 \\
|E_p|^2 - |E_o|^2 \\
2 \Re (E_o E_p^*) \\
2 \Im (E_o E_p^*)
\end{bmatrix},
\]

where \( \Im (E_o E_p^*) = L_c/2[\delta(2\pi)^2] \) when \( \omega \omega/2c \gg 1 \), as is discussed in Section 3.

The quantities \( P_\perp \) of interest in the calculation of the Stokes vector of the scattered field of Eq. (6) are the differential powers per unit planar angle \( P_\perp(\theta_a) \), arising from the projection of the plane wave scattered at an angle \( \theta_a \) on the polarization states \( \bar{e}(\theta_a) \). \( P_\perp(\theta_a) \) is obtained by integrating the third component of the time-averaged Poynting vectors of this projection in the domain \( 0 < x_2 < L_2 \) of a plane in the far-field region that is parallel to the plane \( x_3 = 0 \). The vector \( v(\theta_a, \epsilon) \), calculated from the scattered field through Eqs. (6) and (13)-(16), for a single realization of the rough surface, is then given by

\[
v(\theta_a, \epsilon) = L_c^2 c^2 \begin{bmatrix}
|E_o|^2 + |E_p|^2 \\
|E_p|^2 - |E_o|^2 \\
2 \Re (E_o E_p^*) \\
2 \Im (E_o E_p^*)
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

With the use of the definitions [Eqs. (13)-(16)] of the elements of this vector, we may reintroduce directly measurable quantities in the following way. The total flux of the Poynting vectors \( P_\perp(\theta_a) \) is a measure of the power per unit angle transmitted through a filter passing the field in the polarization state \( \bar{e}(\theta_a) \). This power may then be normalized by the total incident power \( \bar{P}_\perp(\bar{E}_o^2 + |E_o|^2) \) to obtain the differential reflection coefficients \( \partial R_\perp / \partial \theta_a \), which are the observable quantities. The vector \( v(\theta_a, \epsilon) \) may be related to the differential reflection coefficients as

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\partial R_\perp / \partial \theta_a \\
\partial R_\perp / \partial \theta_a \\
\partial R_\perp / \partial \theta_a \\
\partial R_\perp / \partial \theta_a
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
V(\theta_a)_{inc} \\
2 \Re (E_o E_p^*) \\
2 \Im (E_o E_p^*)
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

At this point a matrix \( s(\theta_a) \) relating the incident Stokes vector of Eq. (17) and the vector of Eq. (18) through the equation

\[
v(\theta_a, \epsilon) = s(\theta_a) V_{inc}
\]

may be calculated by using the fact that the incident amplitudes \( E_o \) and \( E_p \) are arbitrary complex constants. We find that this matrix has the form

\[
s(\theta_a) = \begin{bmatrix}
s_{11}(\theta_a) & s_{12}(\theta_a) & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & s_{31}(\theta_a) & s_{32}(\theta_a) \\
0 & -s_{31}(\theta_a) & s_{33}(\theta_a) & 1
\end{bmatrix},
\]

where

\[
s_{11}(\theta_a) = C[r_0(\theta_a)]^2 + |r_1(\theta_a)|^2, \\
s_{12}(\theta_a) = C[r_0(\theta_a) - i r_1(\theta_a)], \\
s_{31}(\theta_a) = C[2 \Im (r_0(\theta_a) r_1^*(\theta_a))], \\
s_{32}(\theta_a) = C[-2 \Im (r_0(\theta_a) r_1^*(\theta_a))],
\]

\[
C = \frac{L_c^2 c^2}{32(2\pi)^3}. \]

For each realization of the surface profile function \( \chi(x_2) \) there is a corresponding realization of the vector \( v(\theta_a, \epsilon) \) and of the matrix \( s(\theta_a) \). In this study of diffuse scattering we consider the average of the vector \( v(\theta_a, \epsilon) \) over the ensemble of realizations of the surface profile function

\[
\mathbf{V}(\theta_a) = \langle v(\theta_a, \epsilon) \rangle,
\]

which is the scattered Stokes vector. The matrix \( s(\theta_a) \) averaged over the ensemble of realizations of the surface profile function

\[
\mathbf{S}(\theta_a) = \langle s(\theta_a) \rangle,
\]

is the matrix enabling us to compute the scattered Stokes vector for any given incident polarization state according to

\[
\mathbf{V}(\theta_a) = \mathbf{S}(\theta_a) \mathbf{V}_{inc},
\]
The experimental procedure to measure the cross section of the projection of the scattered field on the polarization is described in Section 5. The incident beam used in the computation may be obtained from Eqs. (41) and (5) through an approximate integration valid in the limit \( \omega w/2c \gg 1 \). The incident-scalar field of Eq. (5) may be approximated by:

\[
\phi(x_1,x_3) = \exp\{i(\omega/c)(x_1 \sin \theta_0 - x_3 \cos \theta_0) \}
\times \left[ 1 + W(x_1,x_3) \right]
\times \exp\{-((x_1 \cos \theta_0 + x_3 \sin \theta_0)^2)/w^2 \}. \tag{31}
\]

where

\[
W(x_1,x_3) = \frac{c^2}{\omega^2 w^2} \left[ \frac{2}{w^2} (x_1 \cos \theta_0 + x_3 \sin \theta_0)^2 \right] - 1 \tag{32}
\]

This analytic expression is simpler to evaluate numerically and is sufficiently accurate. The Stokes vector of the incident beam of Eqs. (4) and (31) is given by Eq. (17), where, for this approximation, \( S_{\text{inc}} \) is given by

\[
S_{\text{inc}} = L_s \frac{c}{4\pi} \left[ 1 - \frac{c^2}{2\omega^2w^2} (1 + 2 \tan^2 \theta_0) \right]. \tag{33}
\]

The 1/e half-width of the illuminated portion of the surface is denoted by \( g \), and it is related to the 1/e half-width of the incoming beam by \( g = \omega \cos \theta_0 \). \( N_s \) independent realizations of the surface profile were used to obtain estimates of the elements of the Stokes matrix. Each element of the matrix of Eq. (21) was arithmetically averaged over this finite ensemble. For the parameters discussed below, it was found that the coherent part of the Stokes matrix elements was negligible. All the results presented are for \( S(\theta_0) \) of Eq. (28), which was indistinguishable from \( S_1(\theta_0) \), hence we refer to all the results simply as Stokes matrix elements.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The Stokes matrix has been calculated for a surface-profile function assumed to be a stationary, Gaussian stochastic process characterized by the properties \( \langle \zeta(x) \rangle = 0 \) and \( \langle \zeta(x) \zeta(x') \rangle = \delta^2 \exp\{-((x_1 - x_3)^2)/\alpha^2 \} \), where \( \delta^2 \) is the variance of \( \zeta(x) \) and \( \alpha \) is the transverse correlation length of the surface. Each realization of the surface profile \( \zeta(x) \) was computed at \( N_s = 600 \) equally spaced abscissas, and the scattering amplitudes \( r_s(\theta_0) \) and \( r_o(\theta_0) \) were calculated as a function of the scattering angle by the method described in Section 2. The incident beam used in the computation may be obtained from Eqs. (41) and (5) through an approximate integration valid in the limit \( \omega w/2c \gg 1 \). The incident-scalar field of Eq. (5) may be approximated by:

\[
\phi(x_1,x_3) = \exp\{i(\omega/c)(x_1 \sin \theta_0 - x_3 \cos \theta_0) \}
\times \left[ 1 + W(x_1,x_3) \right]
\times \exp\{-((x_1 \cos \theta_0 + x_3 \sin \theta_0)^2)/w^2 \}. \tag{31}
\]

where

\[
W(x_1,x_3) = \frac{c^2}{\omega^2 w^2} \left[ \frac{2}{w^2} (x_1 \cos \theta_0 + x_3 \sin \theta_0)^2 \right] - 1 \tag{32}
\]

This analytic expression is simpler to evaluate numerically and is sufficiently accurate. The Stokes vector of the incident beam of Eqs. (4) and (31) is given by Eq. (17), where, for this approximation, \( S_{\text{inc}} \) is given by

\[
S_{\text{inc}} = L_s \frac{c}{4\pi} \left[ 1 - \frac{c^2}{2\omega^2w^2} (1 + 2 \tan^2 \theta_0) \right]. \tag{33}
\]

The 1/e half-width of the illuminated portion of the surface is denoted by \( g \), and it is related to the 1/e half-width of the incoming beam by \( g = \omega \cos \theta_0 \). \( N_s \) independent realizations of the surface profile were used to obtain estimates of the elements of the Stokes matrix. Each element of the matrix of Eq. (21) was arithmetically averaged over this finite ensemble. For the parameters discussed below, it was found that the coherent part of the Stokes matrix elements was negligible. All the results presented are for \( S(\theta_0) \) of Eq. (28), which was indistinguishable from \( S_1(\theta_0) \), hence we refer to all the results simply as Stokes matrix elements.

Fig. 2. The four unique elements of the Stokes matrix, \( S_1(\theta_0) \), \( S_2(\theta_0) \), \( S_3(\theta_0) \), and \( S_4(\theta_0) \), for a one-dimensional, perfectly conducting rough surface at normal incidence. \( \alpha/a = 0.6 \), \( L/g = 4 \), \( g/a = 3 \), \( g/a = 20 \), \( N_s = 600 \). \( N_r = 4000 \).

Stokes matrix [Eq. (28)] leads to

\[
S(\theta_0) = S(\theta_0)_{\text{coh}} + S(\theta_0)_{\text{incoh}}, \tag{30}
\]

where the contributions to the Stokes matrix that are due to \( r_s(\theta_0) \) and \( \Delta r_s(\theta_0) \) appear in separate terms. The mean scattering amplitude \( r_s(\theta_0) \) describes the specular part of the scattered field and the matrix \( S(\theta_0)_{\text{coh}} \), which is obtained by replacing \( r_s(\theta_0) \) by the mean scattered amplitude in Eq. (21), is then the specular or the coherent part of the Stokes matrix. The matrix \( S(\theta_0)_{\text{incoh}} \), calculated from Eq. (28) by using the fluctuating part of the scattering amplitude instead of the full amplitude, is the incoherent part of the Stokes matrix. Finally, the differential reflection coefficient \( \Delta r_s/\Delta \theta \), averaged over the ensemble of realizations of the surface profile may be calculated by replacing \( \delta \) by the scattered Stokes vector in Eq. (19). The quantity obtained is the differential scattered power per unit planar angle \( \theta_0 \). \( L_s(\theta_0) \) that is due to the projection of the scattered field on the polarization state \( \hat{e}_0 \), normalized by the incident power and averaged over the ensemble of realizations of the surface profile. The experimental procedure to measure the cross section \( L_s(\theta_0) \) is described in Section 5.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The Stokes matrix has been calculated for a surface-profile function assumed to be a stationary, Gaussian stochastic process characterized by the properties \( \langle \zeta(x) \rangle = 0 \) and \( \langle \zeta(x) \zeta(x') \rangle = \delta^2 \exp\{-((x_1 - x_3)^2)/\alpha^2 \} \), where \( \delta^2 \) is the variance of \( \zeta(x) \) and \( \alpha \) is the transverse correlation length of the surface. Each realization of the surface profile \( \zeta(x) \) was computed at \( N_s = 600 \) equally spaced abscissas, and the scattering amplitudes \( r_s(\theta_0) \) and \( r_o(\theta_0) \) were calculated as a function of the scattering angle by the method described in Section 2. The incident beam used in the computation may be obtained from Eqs. (41) and (5) through an approximate integration valid in the limit \( \omega w/2c \gg 1 \). The incident-scalar field of Eq. (5) may be approximated by:

\[
\phi(x_1,x_3) = \exp\{i(\omega/c)(x_1 \sin \theta_0 - x_3 \cos \theta_0) \}
\times \left[ 1 + W(x_1,x_3) \right]
\times \exp\{-((x_1 \cos \theta_0 + x_3 \sin \theta_0)^2)/w^2 \}. \tag{31}
\]

where

\[
W(x_1,x_3) = \frac{c^2}{\omega^2 w^2} \left[ \frac{2}{w^2} (x_1 \cos \theta_0 + x_3 \sin \theta_0)^2 \right] - 1 \tag{32}
\]

This analytic expression is simpler to evaluate numerically and is sufficiently accurate. The Stokes vector of the incident beam of Eqs. (4) and (31) is given by Eq. (17), where, for this approximation, \( S_{\text{inc}} \) is given by

\[
S_{\text{inc}} = L_s \frac{c}{4\pi} \left[ 1 - \frac{c^2}{2\omega^2w^2} (1 + 2 \tan^2 \theta_0) \right]. \tag{33}
\]

The 1/e half-width of the illuminated portion of the surface is denoted by \( g \), and it is related to the 1/e half-width of the incoming beam by \( g = \omega \cos \theta_0 \). \( N_s \) independent realizations of the surface profile were used to obtain estimates of the elements of the Stokes matrix. Each element of the matrix of Eq. (21) was arithmetically averaged over this finite ensemble. For the parameters discussed below, it was found that the coherent part of the Stokes matrix elements was negligible. All the results presented are for \( S(\theta_0)_{\text{coh}} \), which was indistinguishable from \( S_1(\theta_0) \), hence we refer to all the results simply as Stokes matrix elements.

Fig. 3. The four unique elements of the Stokes matrix \( S_1(\theta_0) \), \( S_2(\theta_0) \), \( S_3(\theta_0) \), and \( S_4(\theta_0) \) for the same parameters as in Fig. 2 with \( \theta_0 = 10^\circ \).
The four unique matrix elements of $S_i(\theta_i)$ calculated in the case $\alpha = \lambda$ are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for normal incidence and $\theta_0 = 10^\circ$, respectively. Enhanced backscattering is clearly observed in the two diagonal elements for both angles of incidence. The width of this peak at its base is approximately three times larger in the case $\alpha/\lambda = 1$ than in the case $\alpha/\lambda = 3$, as would be expected from the multiple-scattering interpretation of this effect.\(^\text{13,14}\) It is again found that the off-diagonal elements of the Stokes matrix are smaller than the diagonal elements. The element $S_{11}(\theta_1)$ has a peak in the retroreflection direction for both angles of incidence. The element $S_{11}(\theta_1)$ is positive at all the scattering angles, and the form of the curve is significantly different from the case $\alpha/\lambda = 3$.

4. DISCUSSION

For any incident polarization state, the Stokes matrix determines the Stokes vector of the light scattered from the surface and may thus determine the intensity passed by an arbitrary polarization component. One illustrative example of this property follows. Consider an incident beam in a linear polarization state at $\pm 45^\circ$, such that $(E_x, E_y) = (1/\sqrt{2}, 1, 1)$ in Eq. (4). The scattered Stokes vector obtained from Eq. (29) is

$$\vec{V}(\theta_1) = \mathbf{P}_{sc} \begin{bmatrix} S_{11}(\theta_1) \\ S_{12}(\theta_1) \\ S_{21}(\theta_1) \\ -S_{34}(\theta_1) \end{bmatrix}$$

Substituting $\vec{V}(\theta_1)$ into Eq. (19), we may express the power passed by a linear polarizer at $\pm 45^\circ$ in terms of the Stokes matrix elements as

$$I_x(\theta_1) = (1/2)[S_{11}(\theta_1) + S_{33}(\theta_1)].$$

Fig. 4. The four unique elements of the Stokes matrix, $S_{11}(\theta_1)$, $S_{22}(\theta_1)$, $S_{33}(\theta_1)$, and $S_{44}(\theta_1)$, for a one-dimensional, perfectly conducting rough surface at normal incidence. $\delta/\alpha = 0.6$, $L/\alpha = 4$, $a = \lambda$, $g/\alpha = 20$, $N_s = 600$, $N_p = 4000$.

The ratio $\delta/\alpha$ was 0.6, and thus the standard deviation of the surface slope $(\xi'(x, y))^{1/2}$ was 0.0465. The length $L$ of the surface was such that $L/\alpha = 4$, and the illuminated width $g$ was such that $g/\alpha = 20$. The angle of incidence $\theta_0$ is measured counterclockwise from $\hat{x}$, and the scattering angle $\theta_1$ is measured clockwise from $\hat{x}$; all the angles in the figures are in degrees. The total scattered power always matched the incident power to within 0.5%. Averages were obtained over $N_p = 4000$ surface profiles.

In Fig. 2 we show the Stokes matrix elements $S_{11}(\theta_0)$, $S_{22}(\theta_0)$, $S_{33}(\theta_0)$, and $S_{44}(\theta_0)$ calculated for the case $\theta_0 = 0^\circ$ and $\alpha/\lambda = 3$. First, strong peaks at $\theta_0 = 0^\circ$ are observed in the angular distribution of $S_{11}(\theta_0)$, and $S_{33}(\theta_0)$. The enhanced backscattering peak observed in $S_{11}(\theta_0)$, as well as the secondary maxima on both sides of the peak, is related through Eq. (19) to that found in previous studies of the $s$- and the $p$-polarized differential reflection coefficients for surfaces with comparable parameters. The peak and the secondary maxima observed in the angular distribution of $S_{33}(\theta_0)$ are similar to those observed in $S_{11}(\theta_0)$. The off-diagonal elements of the Stokes matrix are smaller than the diagonal elements, but they have clearly risen out of the statistical noise. The element $S_{22}(\theta_0)$ displays a peak at $\theta_0 = 0^\circ$, while $S_{44}(\theta_0)$ has a minimum at this angle. In Fig. 3 we present results with the same parameters as in Fig. 2 but with $\theta_0 = 10^\circ$. The angular distributions of the diagonal elements of the Stokes matrix display a peak in the retroreflection direction $\theta_1 = -\theta_0$. The amplitudes of these peaks relative to the magnitude of the background at $\theta_1$ near $-\theta_0$ is smaller than at normal incidence. A broad structure near the retroreflection direction is observed in the off-diagonal elements, and other extrema, located near an angle at which the diagonal elements have a maximum, are also observed.

Fig. 5. The four unique elements of the Stokes matrix, $S_{11}(\theta_1)$, $S_{22}(\theta_1)$, $S_{33}(\theta_1)$, and $S_{44}(\theta_1)$, for the same parameters as in Fig. 4 but with $\theta_0 = 10^\circ$. 
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s-polarized light. For the same ratio \( a/A \), the scattered field at \( \pm 45^\circ \) from Eqs. (35) and relations 4401 scatter the surface more efficiently than the power transmitted with a linear polarizer if the incident polarization state is \( \pm 45^\circ \). Consequently, if we assume that the amplitude \( r_{s}^{(0)}(\theta, \phi) \) of the series is the contribution to the scattering process of the amplitude \( r_{s}^{(0)}(\theta, \phi) \) of the series for a \( \pm 45^\circ \) linearly polarized field. The scattering amplitude \( r_{s}^{(0)}(\theta, \phi) \) arises from the Kirchhoff approximation, and the \( n \)th term \( r_{s}^{(n)}(\theta, \phi) \) of the series is the contribution to the scattering amplitude \( r_{s}^{(0)}(\theta, \phi) \) that is due to \( n \) successive interactions of the field with the rough surface.

We show in Appendix A that there is a fundamental relationship between these two series for \( s \) and \( p \) polarizations. In particular, it is shown that

\[
r_{s}^{(n)}(\theta, \phi) = (-1)^{n} r_{p}^{(n)}(\theta, \phi), \quad n > 0.
\]

so that the two series are composed of the same terms with only sign differences in terms of odd order. The matrix elements of Eqs. (22)–(25) may then be calculated in terms of \( r_{p}^{(n)}(\theta, \phi) \), only with the results that

\[
s_{11}(\theta, \phi) = \frac{2C}{\gamma} I_{p}(\theta, \phi) + I_{s}(\theta, \phi),
\]

\[
s_{12}(\theta, \phi) = \frac{\gamma}{2} [I_{s}(\theta, \phi) - I_{p}(\theta, \phi)].
\]

These Stokes matrix elements have complicated angular dependences, including peaks in the retroreflection direction and sign changes. In the case \( a/\lambda = 3 \), the light is also preferentially \( p \)-polarized at high scattering angles and around the retroreflection direction, although over a larger range of scattering angles than in the case \( a = 4 \). Figures 2 and 3 also show that the handedness of the elliptically polarized scattered light changes in this case: it is left handed at high scattering angles and right handed at scattering angles close to the retroreflection direction.

To clarify the origin of these features we carried out calculations displaying the effect of multiple scattering on the matrix of Eq. (21). Methods based on the iteration of the Kirchhoff term in the integral equation of the second kind satisfied by the source functions of the scattered field may be used to demonstrate explicitly the role of multiple scattering. In particular, it may be shown \( 11^{15} \) that the scattering amplitudes \( r_{s}(\theta, \phi) \) and \( r_{p}(\theta, \phi) \) may be written in the form of the series

\[
r_{\alpha}(\theta, \phi) = r_{\alpha}^{(0)}(\theta, \phi) + r_{\alpha}^{(2)}(\theta, \phi) + r_{\alpha}^{(3)}(\theta, \phi) + \ldots, \quad \alpha = p, s.
\]

where \( r_{\alpha}^{(n)}(\theta, \phi) \) \( (n > 0) \) is the scattering amplitude computed from the contribution to the source function calculated through \( n - 1 \) iterations of the surface integral equation derived from the extinction theorem for the \( \alpha \)-polarized field. The scattering amplitude \( r_{s}^{(2)}(\theta, \phi) \) arises from the Kirchhoff approximation, and the \( n \)th term \( r_{\alpha}^{(n)}(\theta, \phi) \) of the series is the contribution to the scattering amplitude \( r_{\alpha}(\theta, \phi) \) that is due to \( n \) successive interactions of the field with the rough surface.

We show in Appendix A that there is a fundamental relationship between these two series for \( s \) and \( p \) polarizations. In particular, it is shown that

\[
r_{s}^{(n)}(\theta, \phi) = (-1)^{n} r_{p}^{(n)}(\theta, \phi), \quad n > 0.
\]

so that the two series are composed of the same terms with only sign differences in terms of odd order. The matrix elements of Eqs. (22)–(25) may then be calculated in terms of \( r_{p}^{(n)}(\theta, \phi) \), only with the results that

\[
s_{11}(\theta, \phi) = \frac{2C}{\gamma} I_{p}(\theta, \phi) + I_{s}(\theta, \phi),
\]

\[
s_{12}(\theta, \phi) = \frac{\gamma}{2} [I_{s}(\theta, \phi) - I_{p}(\theta, \phi)].
\]

These Stokes matrix elements have complicated angular dependences, including peaks in the retroreflection direction and sign changes. In the case \( a/\lambda = 3 \), the light is also preferentially \( p \)-polarized at high scattering angles and around the retroreflection direction, although over a larger range of scattering angles than in the case \( a = 4 \). Figures 2 and 3 also show that the handedness of the elliptically polarized scattered light changes in this case: it is left handed at high scattering angles and right handed at scattering angles close to the retroreflection direction.

To clarify the origin of these features we carried out calculations displaying the effect of multiple scattering on the matrix of Eq. (21). Methods based on the iteration of the Kirchhoff term in the integral equation of the second kind satisfied by the source functions of the scattered field may be used to demonstrate explicitly the role of multiple scattering. In particular, it may be shown \( 11^{15} \) that the scattering amplitudes \( r_{s}(\theta, \phi) \) and \( r_{p}(\theta, \phi) \) may be written in the form of the series

\[
r_{\alpha}(\theta, \phi) = r_{\alpha}^{(0)}(\theta, \phi) + r_{\alpha}^{(2)}(\theta, \phi) + r_{\alpha}^{(3)}(\theta, \phi) + \ldots, \quad \alpha = p, s.
\]

where \( r_{\alpha}^{(n)}(\theta, \phi) \) \( (n > 0) \) is the scattering amplitude computed from the contribution to the source function calculated through \( n - 1 \) iterations of the surface integral equation derived from the extinction theorem for the \( \alpha \)-polarized field. The scattering amplitude \( r_{s}^{(2)}(\theta, \phi) \) arises from the Kirchhoff approximation, and the \( n \)th term \( r_{\alpha}^{(n)}(\theta, \phi) \) of the series is the contribution to the scattering amplitude \( r_{\alpha}(\theta, \phi) \) that is due to \( n \) successive interactions of the field with the rough surface.

We show in Appendix A that there is a fundamental relationship between these two series for \( s \) and \( p \) polarizations. In particular, it is shown that

\[
r_{s}^{(n)}(\theta, \phi) = (-1)^{n} r_{p}^{(n)}(\theta, \phi), \quad n > 0.
\]

so that the two series are composed of the same terms with only sign differences in terms of odd order. The matrix elements of Eqs. (22)–(25) may then be calculated in terms of \( r_{p}^{(n)}(\theta, \phi) \), only with the results that

\[
s_{11}(\theta, \phi) = \frac{2C}{\gamma} I_{p}(\theta, \phi) + I_{s}(\theta, \phi),
\]

\[
s_{12}(\theta, \phi) = \frac{\gamma}{2} [I_{s}(\theta, \phi) - I_{p}(\theta, \phi)].
\]
The approximate Stokes matrix elements obtained by combining these results as described by expressions (40)–(43) are presented in Figs. 7(d)–7(f). Comparing the angular distribution of each of these elements with the distribution of the exact matrix element of Fig. 2, we observe that they differ simply by a scaling factor when \( \theta_i < 70^\circ \). Similar calculations performed with narrower beams were found to produce a better agreement between the exact and the approximate matrix elements. This behavior presumably results from the fact that the terms \( 2C(\Omega r_i^2(\theta)) \) and \( 2C(\Omega r_i^3(\theta)) \) are contributions to the scattered power diverging logarithmically with the surface length. The inclusion of the contributions to the scattering amplitudes that are due to scattering processes of higher multiplicities cancels the contributions from scattering paths that are intercepted by the surface and restores unitarity. Similarly, the approximate matrix elements in Figs. 7(d)–7(f) will vanish at scattering angles \( \theta_i \) close to \( 90^\circ \) if all the scattering orders are included in the calculations. As was suggested in recent studies, these multiple-scattering processes can be taken into account on average by including an incident and a scattering shadowing correction function in the Kirchhoff approximation for the scattered power and a propagation shadowing function in the calculation of the iterated source functions of Eq. (38). The calculations presented in Figs. 7(a)–7(d) were repeated with the use of a Gaussian propagation function \( \exp[-(x_i - x_i')^2/D_i^2] \) only, and the resulting matrix elements were found to be within 5% of the exact calculations for \( D/\lambda = 8 \) and \( \theta_i < 70^\circ \). The significance of the propagation shadowing is also supported by the fact that the ratio of the total scattered power to the incident power is 1.167 in Fig. 7(d), while the inclusion of shadowing improves this to 1.093.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we present experimental results to illustrate further the significance of the Stokes matrix elements and to make qualitative comparisons with the theoretical predictions of Section 3. Previous measurements with the surface discussed here at a different illumination wavelength have been reported; however, for the wavelength used here the surface corresponds more closely to the perfectly conducting case.

The discussion of experimental procedures is brief; more detailed descriptions of the apparatus and procedures are available elsewhere. Speckle-exposing tech-
have been reported as $n = 1.958$ and $k = 20.7$, respectively. The infrared wavelength was chosen in part because $k$ is much larger than the values of common metals at visible wavelengths and thus is closer to the perfectly conducting case $k = \infty$.

The geometry used in the scattering experiment is shown in Fig. 8. An incident beam illuminated a 20-mm-diameter area of the surface, and a photodiode InSb mounted upon an arm was scanned on an arc of radius 70 cm centered on the surface. The detector had a field lens of 24.0-mm diameter that served to reduce speckle noise, and in front of this lens was a quartz depolarizer.

The incident state was prepared in a $+45^\circ$ linearly polarized state by a titanium dioxide polarizer in the incident beam with extinction greater than $10^{-1}$. This incident state was convenient because it produced the scattered Stokes vector of Eq. (34) containing all the unique Stokes matrix elements. The four scattered Stokes parameters were then measured with well-known procedures. Specifically, a polarizer mounted in front of the detection unit determined the scattered powers passed with the transmission axis at $0^\circ$, $90^\circ$, $+45^\circ$ and $-45^\circ$, and the first three Stokes parameters were determined from the appropriate sums and differences of these measurements. A quarter-wave plate was then mounted in front of the polarizer to produce sensitivity to right- and left-circular polarizations; the last Stokes parameter and first three Stokes parameters were then measured with well-known procedures. Any other corrections (such as for wave-plate retardation errors) were unnecessary.

The four unique Stokes matrix elements are shown in Fig. 9 for the case of normal incidence. First, the element $S_{11}(\theta)$ is the total scattered intensity for the $+45^\circ$ incident state; it clearly exhibits enhanced backscattering for angles roughly $\pm 20^\circ$ from the backscattering direction in the manner found in Fig. 4. The matrix element $S_{14}(\theta)$ is significantly positive in the backscattering region and then reaches a range of negative values; the general appearance as well as the height of maxima and minima is also similar to that in Fig. 4. The measurements also produce a small but experimentally significant curve for $S_{13}(\theta)$. In fact, the general form of the curve of $S_{13}(\theta)$ is strikingly similar to the theoretical results, although the scale of the experimental result is somewhat larger. The experimental result for $S_{13}(\theta)$ is negative for small $\theta$, and then becomes positive for $\theta > 1$ greater than approximately $15^\circ$, which is different from the theoretical result. Although it is not possible to determine the reason for this conclusively, the interpretation of $S_{13}(\theta)$ in previous work is dependent on the complex refractive index of real metals. Hence this result for $S_{13}(\theta)$ may be a manifestation of the finite conductivity of gold at this wavelength; this is further suggested by the fact that, with the same surface, the magnitude of $S_{13}(\theta)$ was considerably larger for $\lambda = 1.152 \mu m$, where the imaginary part of the refractive index of gold is less than one half of the value quoted above.

It is also apparent that there are secondary maxima in the experimental result for $S_{11}(\theta)$ that are not present in the calculations. A related difference is also seen in
Secondary maxima may be interpreted in terms of the fluctuations of multiple-scattering path lengths, although it is not clear whether the differences are due to limitations in the theory or in the experiments.

Further results are presented in Figs. 10 and 11 for $\theta_s = 10^\circ$ and $30^\circ$, respectively. At $\theta_s = 10^\circ$, there are similarities in $S_{11}(\theta_s)$ and $S_{33}(\theta_s)$ with the theoretical results of $S_{11}(\theta_s)$ and $S_{33}(\theta_s)$ for the one-dimensional surface; $\theta_s = 10^\circ$.

Fig. 10. Measured values of the four unique elements of the Stokes matrix, $S_{11}(\theta_s)$, $S_{12}(\theta_s)$, $S_{33}(\theta_s)$, and $S_{33}(\theta_s)$, for the one-dimensional surface; $\theta_s = 10^\circ$.

Fig. 11. Measured values of the four unique elements of the Stokes matrix, $S_{11}(\theta_s)$, $S_{12}(\theta_s)$, $S_{33}(\theta_s)$, and $S_{33}(\theta_s)$, for the one-dimensional surface; $\theta_s = 30^\circ$.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented results for the elements of the Stokes matrix of a one-dimensional, perfectly conducting rough surface calculated from an exact expression for the scattered field. The four unique elements of the Stokes matrix were found to be significant for a surface profile assumed to be a stationary, Gaussian stochastic process characterized by a Gaussian correlation function. In all the cases considered, the surface parameters and the incident wavelength were chosen such that enhanced backscattering was predicted in the two unique diagonal elements. The off-diagonal elements have complicated angular dependences, including extrema and sign changes. With the use of a method based on the iteration of the Kirchhoff approximation in the equations for the source functions, we showed that each term containing multiple-scattering amplitudes of even multiplicities contributes to the sum of the diagonal elements of the Stokes matrix, while each term containing multiple-scattering amplitudes of odd multiplicities contributes to their difference. The off-diagonal elements were shown to contain only contributions from cross terms between the scattering amplitudes of different multiplicities. In particular, for the surfaces considered here, enhanced backscattering is due mostly to pure double-scattering processes, as was apparent from the numerical calculations of each contribution to the diagonal elements. Similar calculations for the off-diagonal elements showed that the cross terms between single and double scattering and between double and triple scattering are the main contributions to these elements.

The experimental results with a characterized rough surface showed that the four distinct Stokes matrix elements were all significant. The results were largely similar to the theoretical results, although it was suggested that differences in one of the matrix elements could be attributed to the finite conductivity of the surface.
APPENDIX A: KIRCHHOFF ITERATES FOR DIRICHLET AND NEUMANN BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

In this appendix we derive the relationship (Eq. (39) of Section 4) between the scattering amplitudes computed through n iterations of the Kirchhoff approximation for s and p polarizations. We present this in the broader context of the scattering of scalar waves for Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions. For the one-dimensional surfaces of the present work these are equivalent to the s- and the p-polarized scattering problems, respectively.

A general result is established that relates the scattered fields computed from the source functions obtained through an iteration of the surface integral equation derived from the Helmholtz integral formula with Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions. The physical system and the coordinate axes considered here are identical to the one described in Section 2, but we derive the results for the general case in which \( \zeta \) depends on both \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \). It is assumed that an incident scalar field \( \phi(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega)_{\text{inc}} \) illuminates a finite section of the \( x_1, x_2 \) plane. In the region \( x_1 > \zeta(x_1, x_2) \), the scalar field \( \phi(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega) \) is a solution of the Helmholtz equation

\[
\left( \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x_1^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x_2^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x_3^2} + \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} \right) \phi(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega) = 0, \tag{A1}
\]

where \( c \) is the velocity of the field and the time-dependent factor \( \exp(-i\omega t) \) is omitted. Two boundary conditions are considered: the Dirichlet boundary condition

\[
\psi_p(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega)_{\text{inc}} = 0 \tag{A2}
\]

and the Neumann boundary condition

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial n} \psi_p(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega)_{\text{inc}} = 0, \tag{A3}
\]

where

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial n} = \left( 1 + \left[ \frac{\partial \zeta(x_1, x_2)}{\partial x_1} \right]^2 + \left[ \frac{\partial \zeta(x_1, x_2)}{\partial x_2} \right]^2 \right)^{-1/2} \times \left[ - \frac{\partial \zeta(x_1, x_2)}{\partial x_1} \frac{\partial}{\partial x_1} - \frac{\partial \zeta(x_1, x_2)}{\partial x_2} \frac{\partial}{\partial x_2} + \frac{\partial}{\partial x_3} \right] \tag{A4}
\]

is the derivative along the normal to this interface at each point, directed from the perfect conductor to the vacuum. We also impose the condition that \( \psi(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega) \) at \( x_3 \to \infty \) consist of an incoming field and outgoing waves. The Green's function \( G(x_1, x_2, x_3; x_1', x_2', x_3') \) is a solution of

\[
\left( \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x_1^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x_2^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x_3^2} + \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} \right) G(x_1, x_2, x_3; x_1', x_2', x_3') = -4\pi \delta(x_1 - x_1') \delta(x_2 - x_2') \delta(x_3 - x_3') \tag{A5}
\]

and satisfies an outgoing-wave boundary condition at \( |x - x'| \to \infty \).

Applying Green's second integral theorem to a volume bounded by the rough surface and a hemispherical volume of infinite radius in the vacuum and imposing both kinds of boundary conditions, we may obtain two different extinction theorems. In the case of the Dirichlet boundary condition we have that

\[
\Theta(x_1 - \zeta(x_1, x_2)) \psi_p(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega) = \psi(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega)_{\text{inc}} - \frac{1}{4\pi} \int \frac{d\omega'}{\omega' - \omega} \int d^3 x' G(x_1, x_2, x_3; x_1', x_2', x_3') \frac{\partial \psi_p(x_1', x_2', x_3'; \omega')}{\partial n}, \tag{A6}
\]

where \( \Theta(x) \) is the Heaviside step function, \( x \) is the vector \((x_1, x_2, x_3)\), \( X \) is the vector \((x_1, x_2, 0)\) and \( x' \) is the vector \((x_1', x_2', x_3')\) belonging to the reflecting surface. In what follows the primed coordinates \((x' \text{ and } x'')\) are always assigned to vectors residing on the surface. In Eq. (A6) the source function \( \frac{\partial \psi_p(x')}{\partial n} / \alpha n \) is the normal derivative of the total field evaluated at the surface. In the case of the Neumann boundary condition the extinction theorem is given by

\[
\Theta(x_1 - \zeta(x_1, x_2)) \psi_N(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega) = \psi(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega)_{\text{inc}} + \frac{1}{4\pi} \int d^3 x' G(x_1, x_2, x_3; x_1', x_2', x_3') \frac{\partial \psi_N(x_1', x_2', x_3'; \omega)}{\partial n}, \tag{A7}
\]

where the source function \( \psi_N(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega) \) is the total field evaluated at the surface. The scattered field is determined by obtaining a surface integral equation for the source function for either boundary condition. To compute the source function \( \psi_N(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega) \), we successively set \( x_1 = \zeta(X) + \varepsilon \) \((\varepsilon > 0)\) and \( x_1 = \zeta(X) - \varepsilon \) in Eq. (A7) and add the resulting equations; in the limit of \( \varepsilon \to 0^+ \), there results

\[
\psi_N(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega) = \Theta(x_1 - \zeta(x_1, x_2)) \psi_N(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega) + \frac{2\pi}{4\pi} \int d^3 x' G(x_1, x_2, x_3; x_1', x_2', x_3') \frac{\partial \psi_N(x_1', x_2', x_3'; \omega)}{\partial n}, \tag{A8}
\]

in which it is understood that only the principal part \( iP \) of the integral is kept. Similarly, if we set \( x_1 = \zeta(X) + \varepsilon \) and \( x_1 = \zeta(X) - \varepsilon \) in Eq. (A6) and add the normal derivatives of the resulting equations, the integral equation

\[
\frac{\partial \psi_N(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega)}{\partial n} = 2 \frac{\partial \psi_N(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega)}{\partial n} + \frac{2\pi}{4\pi} \int d^3 x' G(x_1, x_2, x_3; x_1', x_2', x_3') \frac{\partial \psi_N(x_1', x_2', x_3'; \omega)}{\partial n}, \tag{A9}
\]

for the source function \( \frac{\partial \psi_N(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega)}{\partial n} \) is obtained in the limit \( \varepsilon \to 0^+ \).

Equations (A8) and (A9) are Fredholm integral equations of the second kind, and we write the solutions as Neumann-Liouville series as

\[
\frac{\partial \psi_N(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega)}{\partial n} = D^{1\omega}(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega) + D^{2\omega}(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega) + D^{3\omega}(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega) + \ldots, \tag{A10}
\]

where

\[
D^{1\omega}(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega) = \frac{\partial \psi_N(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega)}{\partial n}, \tag{A11}
\]

\[
D^{m\omega}(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega) = -\frac{2\pi}{4\pi} \int d^3 x' G(x_1, x_2, x_3; x_1', x_2', x_3') D^{m-1\omega}(x_1', x_2', x_3'; \omega), m > 1, \tag{A12}
\]

\[
\psi_N(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega) = N^{1\omega}(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega) + N^{2\omega}(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega) + N^{3\omega}(x_1, x_2, x_3; \omega) + \ldots. \tag{A13}
\]
where

\[ N^{(1)}(\mathbf{x}' | \omega) = 2 \psi(\mathbf{x}' | \omega)_{\text{nc}}, \quad (A14) \]

\[ N^{(m)}(\mathbf{x}' | \omega) = \frac{2P}{4\pi} \int_{S} ds' \frac{\partial G(\mathbf{x}' | \mathbf{x})}{\partial n} N^{(m-1)}(\mathbf{x}' | \omega), \quad m > 1. \quad (A15) \]

When Eqs. (A10) and (A13) are substituted into Eqs. (A6) and (A7), respectively, the scattered fields may be expressed as the infinite sums

\[ \psi_D(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} = \psi_D^{(1)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} + \psi_D^{(3)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} + \ldots, \quad (A16) \]

where

\[ \psi_D^{(m)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} = -\frac{1}{4\pi} \int_{S} ds' G(\mathbf{x} | \mathbf{x}') D^{(m)}(\mathbf{x}' | \omega), \quad m > 0; \quad (A17) \]

\[ \psi_N(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} = \psi_N^{(1)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} + \psi_N^{(3)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} + \ldots, \quad (A18) \]

where

\[ \psi_N^{(m)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} = \frac{1}{4\pi} \int_{S} ds' \frac{\partial G(\mathbf{x} | \mathbf{x}')}{\partial n} N^{(m)}(\mathbf{x}' | \omega), \quad m > 0. \quad (A19) \]

Truncating the series of Eqs. (A16) and (A18) after the first term leads to the Kirchhoff approximation for the scattered fields in which only the single-scattering processes are taken into account. The term \( \psi^{(m)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} \) describes the contribution to the scattered field that is due to the source function generated by \( m \) successive interactions of the scattered field with the surface. To support this physical interpretation, we rewrite Eqs. (A12) and (A15), respectively, as

\[ D^{(m)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega) = 2 \frac{\partial \psi_D^{(m-1)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}}}{\partial n} - D^{(m-1)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega), \quad (A20) \]

\[ N^{(m)}(\mathbf{x}' | \omega) = 2 \psi_D^{(m-1)}(\mathbf{x}' | \omega)_{\text{nc}} - N^{(m-1)}(\mathbf{x}' | \omega), \quad (A21) \]

by adding and subtracting the contribution to the integrals arising from the singularity of the kernels. These equations indicate that, for either boundary condition, the source function describing the \( m \)th-order scattering processes is identical to the source function computed in the Kirchhoff approximation from the field scattered \((m - 1)\) times by the surface before being incident upon the surface, from which we must subtract the source function describing the \((m - 1)\)th-order scattering processes.

We now show that

\[ \psi_D^{(m)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} = (-1)^m \psi_N^{(m)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}}. \quad (A22) \]

The scattered fields computed within the Kirchhoff approximation \((m = 1)\) are

\[ \psi_D^{(1)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} = -\frac{1}{4\pi} \int_{S} ds' G(\mathbf{x} | \mathbf{x}') 2 \frac{\partial \psi(\mathbf{x}' | \omega)_{\text{nc}}}{\partial n}, \quad (A23) \]

\[ \psi_N^{(1)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} = \frac{1}{4\pi} \int_{S} ds' \frac{\partial G(\mathbf{x}' | \mathbf{x'})}{\partial n} 2 \psi(\mathbf{x}' | \omega)_{\text{nc}}. \quad (A24) \]

The sum of these fields is then

\[ \psi_D^{(1)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} + \psi_N^{(1)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} = -\frac{2}{4\pi} \int_{S} ds' \left[ \frac{\partial G(\mathbf{x} | \mathbf{x}')}{\partial n} - \frac{\partial G(\mathbf{x} | \mathbf{x})}{\partial n} \right] \psi(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} \quad (A25) \]

Applying Green's second integral theorem to \( \psi(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} \) and \( G(\mathbf{x} | \mathbf{x}') \) in a volume bounded by the rough surface and a hemispherical surface of infinite radius in the upper half-space and using the radiation condition satisfied by the Green's function, we conclude that the integral in Eq. (A25) vanishes and that there is only a sign difference between the scattered fields computed within the Kirchhoff approximation for the Dirichlet and the Neumann boundary conditions. This simple result is well known.\(^{22}\)

Assuming that Eq. (A22) holds for \((m - 1) > m > 1\), we compute the contribution to the scattered field that is due to the \( m \)th-order scattering processes as

\[ \psi_D^{(m)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} = -\frac{2}{4\pi} \int_{S} ds' G(\mathbf{x} | \mathbf{x}') \frac{\partial \psi_D^{(m-1)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}}}{\partial n} \quad (A26) \]

\[ \psi_N^{(m)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} = \frac{2}{4\pi} \int_{S} ds' \frac{\partial G(\mathbf{x} | \mathbf{x}')}{\partial n} \psi_N^{(m-1)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} - \psi_D^{(m-1)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}}. \quad (A27) \]

where Eqs. (A20) and (A21) were substituted for the source functions in Eqs. (A17) and (A19). Using Eqs. (A26) and (A27) and the assumption of Eq. (A22) for \((m - 1)\), we obtain

\[ \psi_D^{(m)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} = (-1)^m \psi_N^{(m)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} = -\frac{2}{4\pi} \int_{S} ds' \left[ G(\mathbf{x} | \mathbf{x}') \frac{\partial \psi_D^{(m-1)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}}}{\partial n} - \frac{\partial G(\mathbf{x} | \mathbf{x})}{\partial n} \psi_D^{(m-1)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} \right] \quad (A28) \]

Using Green's second integral theorem and the radiation condition on the functions \( \psi_D^{(m-1)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} \) and \( G(\mathbf{x} | \mathbf{x}) \), we see that the right-hand side of Eq. (A28) vanishes, thus the identity

\[ \psi_D^{(m)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} = (-1)^m \psi_N^{(m)}(\mathbf{x} | \omega)_{\text{nc}} \quad (A29) \]

has been established for any scattering order \( m \).

When the incident field and the surface profile are invariant under translation along a direction \( \mathbf{x}_2 \) of the mean surface, we apply Green's second integral theorem to a modified volume, and Eq. (A29) becomes...
\[ \psi_{1}(x', y', z') = 1 - 1/e^{2} \psi(x, y, z) \]. This result, applied in the far-field region to the angular spectra of scattered plane waves \( r_{s}(\theta) \) and \( r_{b}(\theta) \), is Eq. (39).
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We study theoretically the angular dependence of the correlation functions of the scattering amplitudes occurring in the interaction of a beam of polarized light with a one-dimensional, perfectly conducting rough surface. For an ensemble of surface-profile functions that are realizations of a stationary stochastic process, a necessary condition for the exact scattering amplitudes to be correlated is established. The projection on the mean surface of the difference between the incident wave vectors must equal that of the scattered wave vectors. The exact expressions for the amplitudes of the scattered plane waves constituting the far field are derived from Green's second integral theorem. By numerical simulations, the dependence of these amplitude correlation functions on the angle of incidence and on the incident and the scattered polarization states is computed for Gaussian surfaces producing enhanced backscattering. Results are presented for the complex correlation functions of the incident and the scattered amplitudes. However, it is argued that, for an incident field polarized at +45°, the single- and the multiple-scattering contributions to the amplitude correlation functions are clearly separated if the scattered field is resolved into -45° and +45° polarized plane waves. In this case the real part of the correlation function of the -45° scattering amplitudes displays two peaks of large angular width. The maxima occur for angles of incidence at which the correlation between the +45°-polarized scattering amplitudes has sharp peaks of angular width approximately equal to \( \lambda/\alpha \), where the surface correlation length \( \alpha \) may be interpreted as an estimate for the mean distance between successive scattering points on the surface. One of these maxima occurs when the correlated amplitudes are identical, and the other occurs when the role of the incoming and the outgoing directions is interchanged between the two scattering amplitudes, which are then related by the reciprocity condition. The coherent addition of the amplitudes arising from multiple-scattering processes and those of their time-reversed partners in directions close to the retroreflection direction is demonstrated in the calculations of the correlation functions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The consequences of multiple scattering in the interaction of waves with randomly rough surfaces have been of recent interest. The scattering of a beam of light from surfaces with strong surface slopes and height fluctuations comparable with the wavelength has been shown to exhibit enhanced backscattering. Theoretical studies have suggested that this enhancement results from the constructive interference of a multiple-scattering path with its time-reversed partner in directions close to the retroreflection direction where these two paths are correlated. The central quantities in these investigations have been the second moments of the scattered amplitudes, which may be introduced as the Stokes matrix elements of the scatterer. However, the existence of general correlations between scattering amplitudes for different incident and scattering angles has not to our knowledge been investigated, at least for randomly rough surfaces producing multiple scattering. Previous studies considered the correlation of scattering amplitudes produced by two angularly displaced beams incident upon a randomly rough surface when single scattering dominates. The Kirchhoff approximation has been used in the case of the scattering from a one-dimensional rough surface on a perfect conductor to determine the condition involving the angles of incidence and of scattering for which correlations exist between scattering amplitudes. An analytic expression for this correlation function was derived by Pedersen and by Léger et al., who also presented experimental measurements of this quantity in the case of scattering from two-dimensional, rough metal surfaces.

The correlations between scattering amplitudes were also considered more recently by Feng et al. for the case of the transmission of waves through a disordered medium. One of the predicted correlations between transmitted amplitudes occurs if the incident and the scattering angles are related in a similar manner, as in the work of Léger et al. However, multiple scattering is accounted for in the mathematical treatment of Feng et al. through the use of a diffusion approximation. This correlation between multiply scattered waves, termed the memory effect, has also been investigated experimentally. The effect was then predicted and observed in the reflection of waves from disordered media. Later, the introduction of time-reversal symmetry in the theory led to the prediction of two distinct peaks in the amplitude correlation function of waves reflected from random media. The influence of the vector nature of optical waves on the amplitude correlation function for light transmitted or reflected by random media has also been studied.

In this paper we study the angular correlation function of the scattering amplitudes in the interaction of a beam of polarized light with the one-dimensional, randomly rough surface of a perfect conductor. Previous investigations of these amplitude correlation functions used a single-scattering approximation. In this study, however,
exact scattering amplitudes are considered, and the correlations between the scattering amplitudes owing to multiple interactions are studied. Because polarization plays a significant role in the scattering from such surfaces, the scattering amplitudes considered are generalized to include any incident and scattered polarization states. An exact expression for these amplitudes derived from Green's second integral theorem is used to find a necessary condition for these amplitudes to be correlated when the statistics of the rough surface are stationary. The exact formulation of the scattering problem is then used to determine by numerical simulations the dependence of the amplitude correlation function on the angle of incidence for various incident and scattered polarization states. Results are presented for surfaces assumed to be realizations of a stationary, Gaussian stochastic process with a Gaussian correlation function. The role of multiple scattering is analyzed by considering the correlations between polarized amplitudes that have been shown to contain no contributions from pure single-scattering processes. Finally, we consider the physical significance of the amplitude correlation function, and its relationship to enhanced backscattering is discussed.

2. AMPLITUDE CORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR ROUGH SURFACE SCATTERING

We first consider the polarization dependence of the scattered field; a more comprehensive discussion may be found in Ref. 11. The general conditions for the existence of correlations between scattering amplitudes are studied at the end of this section.

Consider the situation in which the half-space \( x_1 < \zeta(x_1) \) is filled with a perfect conductor and is separated from the vacuum above it by a randomly rough surface of equation \( x_1 = \zeta(x_1) \). The stochastic surface-profile function \( \zeta(x_1) \) is assumed to be a stationary, zero-mean process having derivatives of arbitrary order. Further, the surface profile is one dimensional in the sense that \( \zeta \) is independent of \( x_2 \).

A polarized light beam whose plane of incidence is the plane \( x_1, x_2 \) perpendicular to the grooves of the surface illuminates the perfect conductor from the vacuum side. Such a beam may be expressed by a Gaussian angular spectrum of incoming plane waves and may be written as

\[
\mathbf{E}(x_1, x_2 \mid \omega)_{\text{inc}} = \frac{\omega w}{2\sqrt{\pi} c} \int_{-\pi/2}^{\pi/2} d\theta \exp \left[ -\frac{(\omega w)^2 (\theta - \theta_\perp)^2}{2c} \right] \times \left[ \mathbf{E}_p \hat{\mathbf{e}}_p(\theta)_{\text{inc}} + \mathbf{E}_s \hat{\mathbf{e}}_s(\theta)_{\text{inc}} \right]
\]

\[
\times \exp \left[ i \frac{\omega}{c} (x_1 \sin \theta - x_3 \cos \theta) \right], \quad |\theta| < \frac{\pi}{2},
\]

where

\[ \hat{\mathbf{e}}_p(\theta)_{\text{inc}} = \hat{x}_2, \]
\[ \hat{\mathbf{e}}_s(\theta)_{\text{inc}} = -\hat{x}_1 \cos \theta - \hat{x}_3 \sin \theta, \]

\( c \) is the speed of light, and the time dependency \( \exp(-i\omega t) \) is omitted. In the limit of \( \omega w/2c \gg 1 \), Eq. (1) describes a Gaussian beam propagating in the direction \( (\hat{x}_1 \sin \theta, -\hat{x}_1 \cos \theta) \) with transverse width \( 2\omega u \) at the coordinate origin. The unit vector \( \hat{\mathbf{e}}_p(\theta)_{\text{inc}} = [\hat{\mathbf{e}}_p(\theta)_{\text{inc}}] \) is in the direction of the electric field of a \( p- \) (s-) polarized plane wave with unit wave vector \( (\hat{x}_1 \sin \theta, -\hat{x}_1 \cos \theta) \). The complex amplitudes \( E_p \) and \( E_s \) determine the incident polarization state.

The scattered field may be determined by considering the incident field to be the sum of the \( p- \) and the \( s- \) polarized fields. It is well known that the scattering of a \( p- \) (s-) polarized incident beam from a one-dimensional surface reduces to the scattering of a scalar field satisfying a Neumann (Dirichlet) boundary condition at the rough surface. Exact expressions derived from Green's second integral theorem may be used to calculate the scattered fields numerically. The \( p- \) and the \( s- \) polarized scattering amplitudes \( r_p(\theta) \) and \( r_s(\theta) \) (Ref. 7) that may then be obtained as solutions determine an exact expression for the scattered electric field in the far-field region \( x_1 \rightarrow x \) as

\[
\mathbf{E}(x_1, x_2 \mid \omega)_{\text{scat}} = \frac{i}{4\pi} \int_{-\pi/2}^{\pi/2} d\theta \left[ \mathbf{E}_p r_p(\theta) \hat{\mathbf{e}}_p(\theta)_{\text{inc}} + \mathbf{E}_s r_s(\theta) \hat{\mathbf{e}}_s(\theta)_{\text{inc}} \right]
\]

\[
\times \exp \left[ \frac{\omega}{c} (x_1 \sin \theta - x_3 \cos \theta) \right],
\]

where

\[ \hat{\mathbf{e}}_p(\theta)_{\text{inc}} = \hat{x}_2, \]
\[ \hat{\mathbf{e}}_s(\theta)_{\text{inc}} = -\hat{x}_1 \cos \theta - \hat{x}_3 \sin \theta. \]

The unit vector \( \hat{\mathbf{e}}_p(\theta)_{\text{inc}} = [\hat{\mathbf{e}}_p(\theta)_{\text{inc}}] \) defines the direction of the electric-field vector of a \( p- \) (s-) polarized plane wave scattered in the direction \( (\sin \theta \hat{x}_1 + \cos \theta \hat{x}_3) \).

Incident and scattered plane waves of arbitrary polarizations may be described if the following pairs of orthonormal vectors are introduced. These unit vectors determine the linearly polarized states at \( \pm 45^\circ \) as

\[ \hat{\mathbf{e}}_+ = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\hat{\mathbf{e}}_p + i\hat{\mathbf{e}}_s), \]
\[ \hat{\mathbf{e}}_- = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\hat{\mathbf{e}}_p - i\hat{\mathbf{e}}_s), \]

and the right \( (R) \) and the left \( (L) \) circularly polarized states as

\[ \hat{\mathbf{e}}_R = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\hat{\mathbf{e}}_p + i\hat{\mathbf{e}}_s), \]
\[ \hat{\mathbf{e}}_L = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\hat{\mathbf{e}}_p - i\hat{\mathbf{e}}_s), \]

where \( \hat{\mathbf{e}}_p, \hat{\mathbf{e}}_s \) are the polarization states in the case of the incident field, and by \( \hat{\mathbf{e}}_p(\theta)_{\text{inc}} \) in the case of the scattered field. With these definitions, the projection of a field \( \mathbf{E}(x_1, x_2 \mid \omega) \) onto \( \hat{\mathbf{e}}_a \) is \( \mathbf{E}_a(x_1, x_2 \mid \omega) = [\hat{\mathbf{e}}_a \cdot \mathbf{E}(x_1, x_2 \mid \omega)] \), and \( \mathbf{E}(x_1, x_2 \mid \omega) \) may be decomposed as \( \mathbf{E}(x_1, x_2 \mid \omega) = \mathbf{E}_p(x_1, x_2 \mid \omega) + \mathbf{E}_s(x_1, x_2 \mid \omega) \), where \( (a, b) = (p, s, +, -) \), or \( (R, L) \).

Next we consider some of the observable quantities associated with the far field. The total power incident upon the surface that is in the projection of the incident field \( \mathbf{E}_a(x_1, x_2 \mid \omega) \) is denoted \( P_a \). To obtain this total incident power, the magnitude of the third component of the time-
averaged Poynting vector of $E_p(x_1, x_2)$ is integrated on the portion of the plane $x_1 = 0$ where $0 < x_2 < L_2$, in which $L_2$ is an arbitrary length. This incident power is then given by $P_s = \frac{\int \int |E_p|^2}{4\pi} + \frac{\int \int |E_s|^2}{4\pi}$, where $E_{in} = \frac{L_2}{\omega} \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}}$ when $\omega/2\pi >> 1$, as shown in Ref. 7. Similarly, the scattered power per unit planar angle $P_s(\theta_1, \omega)$ may be calculated from the field $E_p(x_1, x_2)$ by considering the flux of the third component of its time-averaged Poynting vector through a plane $x_2 = h > g(x_1)$, with $0 < x_2 < L_2$. The flux $P_s(\theta_1, \omega)$ is then a measure of the scattered power per unit angle transmitted through a filter passing the field in the polarization state $\hat{e}_\theta$ and is given by

$$P_s(\theta_1, \omega) = \frac{L_2 \omega^2}{64\pi^2} \int \int \left| \hat{e}_\theta \right|^2 |E_p|^2 |E_s|^2 + \int \int |E_p|^2 |E_s|^2$$

In this study the polarization state of the incident field is always a pure state $\hat{e}_\theta$. The correlation function of the scattering amplitudes depends on the statistics of the surface and is stationary. It is shown in Ref. 8, 9, 10, 11 that the incident power is of the speckles ($-\lambda/\omega$) this condition may be approximated by $\sin \theta_1 - \sin \theta_2 = \cos \theta_1 - \cos \theta_2$.

In particular, Eq. (13) implies that if the angles of incidence are taken to be identical ($\theta_1 = \theta_2$), as in the case where there is a single incident beam, a significant correlation may exist between the scattering amplitudes only when $\theta_2 = \theta_1 = \theta_2$, and this correlation decays within the speckle width as $\theta_2$ is moved away from $\theta_1$. Conversely, if $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$ are taken to be equal, as occurs when scattering intensities are considered, the scattering amplitudes may be correlated only if the two directions of incidence have an angular separation smaller than the speckle width $\lambda/\omega$. However, in general, a scattered amplitude at $\theta_1$ owing to the incident beam at $\theta_2$ will be correlated most strongly with the amplitude owing to the beam incident at $\theta_2$ only if $\theta_2 = \theta_2$ as prescribed by Eq. (14). As $\theta_2$ then deviates from $\theta_2$, the decorrelation of the amplitudes follows the behavior described by Eq. (13). Hence in Eq. (13) the values of the correlation functions at $(\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_1, \theta_1)$ are determined by the functions of only three independent variables:

$$\Gamma_{\alpha_1, \beta_1, \gamma_1}(\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_1) = (\alpha_1, \beta_1, \gamma_1)(\theta_1, \theta_2, \alpha_1),$$

where $(\theta_1, \theta_3, \theta_3)$ determines $\theta_3$ through Eq. (14).

The identity $\Gamma_{\alpha_1, \beta_1, \alpha_1}(\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_1) = \Gamma_{\alpha_1, \beta_1, \alpha_1}(\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_1)$ follows from Eq. (16). If $(\alpha, \beta) = (l, p)$, $(l, -p)$, or $(R, L)$, Eq. (12) may be used to obtain the identities $\Gamma_{\alpha_1, \beta_1, \gamma_1}(\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_1) = \Gamma_{\alpha_1, \beta_1, \gamma_1}(\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_1)$. In Appendix A the reciprocity condition is satisfied by the scattering amplitudes $r_\alpha(\theta_1, \theta_2)$ for an incident plane wave is used to show that, for $\omega/\lambda << 1$, $(\cos^2 \theta_1 + \cos^2 \theta_2)^2 \Gamma_{\alpha_1, \beta_1, \gamma_1}(\theta_1, \theta_2, \alpha_1) = \cos^2 \theta_1 + \cos^2 \theta_2)^2 \Gamma_{\alpha_1, \beta_1, \gamma_1}(\theta_1, \theta_2, \alpha_1)$ if the width of the Gaussian beam $w$ is kept constant when different angles of incidence are considered. Finally, because the surface profiles $\zeta(x_1)$ and $\zeta(x_2)$ are statistically identical, we may reflect the angles of incidence and of scattering in the surface normal, and it follows that $\Gamma_{\alpha_1, \beta_1, \gamma_1}(\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_1) = \Gamma_{\alpha_1, \beta_1, \gamma_1}(-\theta_1, -\theta_2, -\theta_3)$.

### 3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The correlation function of the scattering amplitudes defined by Eq. (16) was calculated numerically as a function of the angle of incidence $\theta_2$ and of the incident and the scattered polarization states $(\alpha_1, \alpha_2, \beta_1, \beta_2)$. The surface profile function is assumed to be a stationary, Gaussian stochastic process characterized by the properties $\zeta(x_1) = 0$ and $\langle \zeta(x_1) \zeta(x_2) \rangle = \delta^2 \exp(-|x_1 - x_2|^2/a^2)$, where $\delta^2$ is the variance of $\zeta(x_1)$ and $a$ is the transverse correlation length of the surface. Each realization of the surface profile $\zeta(x_1)$ was computed at $N = 400$ equally spaced abscissas, and for each of them the scattering amplitudes $r_\alpha(\theta_1)$ and $r_\alpha(\theta_1)$ were calculated as a function of the incident and the scattering angles by the method described in Ref. 7. The incident beam used in the computation may be obtained from Eq. (1) through an approximate integration that is valid in the limit $\omega/\lambda << 1$. The analytic expressions for the incident beam and for the total inci-
dent power derived in this fashion have been described elsewhere; these expressions are simpler to evaluate numerically and are sufficiently accurate. In all the calculations, the 1/e half-width of the incident beam \( w \) was kept constant when different angles of incidence were considered.

\( N \) independent realizations of the surface profile were used to calculate estimates for the amplitude correlation function. These estimates were obtained by arithmetically averaging the products of the scattering amplitudes \( r_p(\theta_1) \) and \( r_i(\theta_1) \) with the amplitudes \( r_p(\theta_2) \) and \( r_i(\theta_2) \) over the finite set of realizations \( (N \geq 1000) \). The correlation function \( \Gamma_{r_{pi}r_{pi}}(\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3) \) contains contributions from the coherent and the incoherent parts of the random scattered amplitudes, \( (r_p(\theta_1)) \) and \( \Delta r_p(\theta_1) = r_p(\theta_1) - \langle r_p(\theta_1) \rangle \), respectively \((= p, s)\). In all the cases considered in this section the standard deviation of the surface height is large enough with respect to the wavelength to extinguish the mean scattering amplitudes, and the results presented contain only contributions from the incoherent part of the scattering amplitudes.

The length \( L \) of the surface was chosen such that the half-width of the intercept of the beam with the mean surface \( w/\cos \theta \) was always several times smaller than \( L \) at the angles considered. The angle of incidence \( \theta \) is measured counterclockwise from \( \hat{x}_1 \), and the scattering angle \( \theta_2 \) is measured clockwise from \( \hat{x}_3 \); all the angles in the figures are in degrees. The range of allowed angles \( \theta_2 \) is determined by Eq. (14) and is given by the interval \([\arcsin(\sin \theta_1 - \sin \theta_1 - 1), \pi/2]\) if \( \theta_1 > \theta_2 \) and by \([-\pi/2, \arcsin(\sin \theta_1 - \sin \theta_1 + 1)]\) if \( \theta_1 < \theta_2 \). In the results presented here, this range was limited either by the lack of accuracy of the computation at shallow angles of incidence or by the amplitude correlation's being smaller than the statistical noise owing to the finite number of samples \( N \). The calculated correlation functions verify the identity derived from the reciprocity condition (Section 2) to within the statistical noise. The total scattered power normalized by the incident power for a single surface realization of the surface profile is given by the integral over all scattering angles \( \theta_1 \), of \( |A(\theta_1, \beta_1)(\theta, \alpha)|^2 + |A(\theta_1, \beta_1)(\theta, \alpha)|^2 \), where \((\beta_1, \beta_2) = (p, s), (+, -), (R, L)\); this quantity was always between 0.99 and 1.0.

In Fig. 1 we present the results of the calculation of the amplitude correlation functions \( \Gamma_{r_{pi}r_{pi}}(\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3) \) as a function of \( \theta_2 \) for \((\alpha, \beta) = (p, p), (s, s), (p, s)\), and \((s, p)\) and for \((\theta_1, \theta_2) = (-10°, 30°)\). The wavelength of the incident light is \( \lambda = \alpha/3 \). The surface roughness is such that \( \delta \theta = 0.5 \); the standard deviation of the surface slopes is then \( \sqrt{2} \delta \theta = 0.5 \). The four amplitude correlation functions are significant over an angular interval of \(-45°\). Two distinct peaks with their maxima at \( \theta_2 = -30° \) and \( \theta_2 = -10° \) are observed in the real part of each of the four complex correlation functions. The maxima occur for incident directions at which the two correlated scattering amplitudes either are identical \((\theta_2 = \theta_1 = -10°)\), in which case the correlation is perfect) or are related through the reciprocity condition \((\theta_2 = -\theta_1 = -30°)\). \( \Gamma_{r_{pp}} \) and \( \Gamma_{r_{ss}} \) have positive real parts and similar angular distributions; \( \Gamma_{r_{ps}} \) and \( \Gamma_{r_{sp}} \) are also similar but have negative real parts. The sign difference between these pairs of correlation functions may be interpreted if the Kirchhoff approximations for the scattering amplitudes \( r_{pp}^s(\theta_1) \) and \( r_{ss}^s(\theta_1) \) are used in Eq. (16) instead of \( r_{pp}(\theta_1) \) and \( r_{ss}(\theta_1) \); the amplitude correlations calculated within this single-scattering approximation would then be \( \Gamma_{r_{pp}} = \Gamma_{r_{ss}} = \Gamma_{r_{ps}} = \Gamma_{r_{sp}} \). The sign difference between the correlation functions is then understood if it is assumed that there are large single-scattering contributions to these functions. The imaginary part of the correlation function is approximately an order of magnitude smaller than the real part in each case. The normalized intensities \(|A(\theta_2, \alpha)(\theta_2, +)|^2 \) \((= p, s)\) computed with the same realizations of the scattering amplitudes as the ones used in the calculation of the correlation function display a well-defined enhanced backscattering peak, as expected from this surface. The retroreflection direction at which the enhancement is observed occurs when \( \theta_2 = -\theta_1 = -19.7° \), as obtained from Eq. (14), if \( \theta_2 \) is set equal to \(-\theta_1 \). At this angle the real parts of the amplitude correlation functions have only minima.

The four correlation functions of Fig. 1 are the fundamental quantities from which one may obtain by linear combination any function \( \Gamma_{r_{pi}r_{pi}}(\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3) \), according to Eqs. (12) and (16). The correlation functions \( \Gamma_{r_{pp}r_{pi}} \) and \( \Gamma_{r_{ss}r_{pi}} \) as computed from the results of Fig. 1 are shown in Fig. 2. The behaviors of these two correlation functions are very different. The real part of \( \Gamma_{r_{ps}} \) displays strong correlations between scattering amplitudes separated by as much as 50° and has maxima at \( \theta_2 = -30° \) and \( \theta_2 = -10° \). At each of these angles \( \Re \Gamma_{r_{ps}} \) has a narrow peak whose full width at zero is \(-10° \). The two peaks are separated by a minimum around \( \theta_2 = -20° \) where \( \Re \Gamma_{r_{ps}} \) is negative. Minima at which the correlation

\[ r_{pp}^s(\theta_1) = -r_{ss}^s(\theta_1) \]
has a negative value are also present on both sides of the angular intervals containing the two peaks. As in Fig. 1, the imaginary parts of the correlation functions of Fig. 2 are small in comparison with the real parts.

These remarkable features may be attributed to single and multiple scattering in the following manner: Studies of the scattering behavior of similar surfaces have shown that the first- and the second-order Kirchhoff approximations for the scattering amplitudes may be used to compute mean intensities in reasonable agreement with the exact calculations. The infinite series of Kirchhoff approximations are small in comparison with the real parts. 

The results of relations (17) and (18) suggest that, when single- and double-scattering processes are the dominant contributions to the scattering amplitudes, $\Gamma_{\ldots}$ and $\Gamma_{\ldots}$ arise exclusively from pure single- and pure double-scattering processes, respectively. If higher-order processes are important, relations (17) and (18) may be generalized to show that $\Gamma_{\ldots}$ contains all the terms of the form $(r_1^{2n-1}(\theta_1)r_2^{2n-1}(\theta_2))$ and that $\Gamma_{\ldots}$ contains all the terms of the form $(r_1^{2n}(\theta_1)r_2^{2n}(\theta_2))$.

The two correlation functions $\Gamma_{\ldots}$ and $\Gamma_{\ldots}$, according to the identity on the interchange of the polarization indices of Section 2, are needed to complete the description of the correlations of the amplitudes $A(\theta_1, z | \theta_2, z)$. However, in this case and in all the other cases discussed below, these functions were found to be more than an order of magnitude smaller than the functions $\Gamma_{\ldots}$ and $\Gamma_{\ldots}$, and the results were less significant given the level of fluctuations remaining after averaging over $N_\phi \sim 1000$ realizations. We thus surmise that most of the meaningful information is contained in $\Gamma_{\ldots}$ and $\Gamma_{\ldots}$, and in what follows we present further results for only these functions.

The dependence of the amplitude correlation functions on the surface correlation length $\alpha$ is illustrated in Fig. 3. The ratio $\beta/\alpha$ is kept constant and is 0.6 as in Figs. 1 and 2. The angles $\theta_1 = 0^\circ$ and $\theta_1 = 30^\circ$ characterize one of the scattering amplitudes of the correlation function. The dependence of $\Gamma_{\ldots}$ and $\Gamma_{\ldots}$ on $\theta_2$ is shown in Fig. 3 for ratios $\alpha/\lambda$ equal to 1, 3, and 6. Correlations exist at large angles in the three cases. The real part of each correlation function has maxima at $\theta_2 = 0^\circ$, where the two amplitudes in the correlation functions are identical, and at $\theta_2 = 30^\circ$, where the reciprocity condition relates them.

At those two angles $\Re \Gamma_{\ldots}$ displays a sharp peak whose full widths at zero are $27^\circ$, $9^\circ$, and $5^\circ$ when $\alpha/\lambda$ equals 1, 3, and 6, respectively. These widths have values close to the angular widths $\lambda/(2\alpha)$. Minima at which $\Re \Gamma_{\ldots} < 0$ are observed on both sides of each peak in the three right-hand panels, and their angular separation is close to $\lambda/\alpha$. The correlation function $\Re \Gamma_{\ldots}$ has much broader peaks at $\theta_2 = 0^\circ$ and $\theta_2 = -30^\circ$ that overlap at intermediate angles; the widths of these peaks also decrease with an increasing ratio $\alpha/\lambda$.
is the retroreflection amplitude in which one of the amplitudes in the correlation functions minima symmetrically located about the peak. The case observed. The imaginary part of \( r_{0,2} \) also has two.

The minima on either side of the main peak are clearly Fig. 3. The magnitude of the function \( \Re \Gamma_{0,2} \) is approximately the same as for \( \theta_1 = 15^\circ \), or 5^\circ. This shows that the single-scattering contributions to the retroreflection amplitude and their time-reversed partners are not distinct processes and do not have to be added in the amplitude of retroreflection. The two peaks observed in \( \Re \Gamma_{0,2} \) when \( \theta_1 = 15^\circ \) coincide in this case. The maximum value of the peak at \( \theta_2 = \theta_1 = 0^\circ \) is 0.6, which is approximately three times its value at 15\(^\circ\). The minima in \( \Re \Gamma_{0,2} \) occur at \( \theta_2 = \pm 10^\circ \), and the minima in \( \Re \Gamma_{0,1} \) occur at \( \theta_2 = \pm 25^\circ \). In this sequence of figures the constructive interference of the contributions of multiple-scattering processes with those of their time-reversed processes is clearly observed about the retroreflection direction where these contributions are correlated.

We now examine whether the result of Fig. 5 at \( \theta_1 = 0^\circ \) exhibits the same dependence on the characteristics of the surface roughness as observed in Figs. 3 and 4. The effect of \( \alpha/\lambda \) and of \( \delta/\lambda \) on the amplitude correlation functions \( \Gamma_{0,1}, \Gamma_{0,2}, \Gamma_{0,3} \) and \( \Gamma_{0,1}, \Gamma_{0,2}, \Gamma_{0,3} \) is thus considered in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. In Fig. 6 the surfaces are characterized by large surface slopes (\( \delta/\alpha = 0.6 \)) and increasingly large correlation lengths: \( \alpha/\lambda = 1, \) and 6, as in Fig. 3. The retroreflection direction is the

![Fig. 4. Two complex amplitude correlation functions, \( \Gamma_{0,1} \) and \( \Gamma_{0,2} \), for the same parameters as in Fig. 3 (\( \alpha/\lambda = 3 \)) but for \( \delta/\lambda = 0.3 \) and \( N_s = 1800 \). The solid curves represent the real parts, the curve marked with open circles represents the imaginary part of \( \Gamma_{0,2} \), and the dotted-dashed curve represents the imaginary part of \( \Gamma_{0,1} \).

![Fig. 5. Two complex amplitude correlation functions, \( \Gamma_{0,1} \) and \( \Gamma_{0,2} \), for the same parameters as in Fig. 3, that is, \( \alpha/\lambda = 3 \), \( \omega/\lambda = 7 \), and \( L/\lambda = 6 \) but \( \delta/\lambda = 0.0 \). Top row: \( \theta_1 = 15^\circ \), \( N_s = 2000 \); middle row: \( \theta_1 = 5^\circ \), \( N_s = 2000 \); bottom row: \( \theta_1 = 0^\circ \), \( N_s = 1300 \). The solid curves represent the real parts, and the curves marked with open circles represent the imaginary parts.](image-url)
served in the two functions in all the cases. The width of the correlation functions decreases when the ratio $a/\lambda$ increases. The magnitude of $\Gamma_{\ldots}$ stays constant, and the function is almost purely real. The maximum value of $\Gamma_{\ldots}$ decreases slowly when $a/\lambda$ increases, but the most striking effect of this increasing ratio is the decrease in the width of the peak. Measured at the minima of the function on either side of the peak, these widths are $50^\circ$, $18^\circ$, and $5^\circ$, which are close to the diffraction width $\lambda/\alpha$.

Figure 7 shows the case when $a/\lambda = 3$ and $\delta/\lambda = 0.3$, as in Fig. 4, but for $\theta_{\ldots} = -\theta_{\ldots} = 0^\circ$. The width of the real part of the function $\Re \Gamma_{\ldots}$ as well as its maximum value are much larger than in the case of the rougher surface. The imaginary part of this function is indistinguishable from the statistical fluctuations present in the calculations. The correlation function $\Gamma_{\ldots}$, in contrast, has a much smaller magnitude than in Fig. 4, and its imaginary part is nearly as significant as its real part. As expected from the statistical symmetry of the surface, $\Gamma_{\ldots}$ is, within the accuracy of the calculations, an even function of $\theta_{\ldots}$. The distance between the adjacent maxima or minima of $\Re \Gamma_{\ldots}$ is very close to $\lambda/\alpha$.

4. DISCUSSION

In the limit of plane-wave illumination $w/\lambda \to \infty$, the necessary condition for scattering amplitudes to be correlated [Eq. (14)] is that the projection onto the mean surface of the difference of the incident wave vectors must equal that of the scattered wave vectors. This property of the amplitude correlation function is a consequence of the stationarity of the height statistics of the surface profile. An identical condition was derived previously within the Kirchhoff approximation. 12-14 In another context the existence of correlations among the scattering amplitudes produced by the reflection of light from a random volume scatterer 18 was also shown to occur under the condition of Eq. (14) if the statistics of the disorder are homogeneous. In the case of Gaussian beam illumination, the correlation of the amplitudes has been shown to decay within the speckle angular width when one of the angles is moved away from a value such that the condition of Eq. (14) is fulfilled. This behavior has been used here to reduce the number of independent angles determining the correlation functions to three.

In Section 3 the results of calculations of the correlations between the exact scattering amplitudes are presented. These correlations are reported as functions of one of the angles of incidence ($\theta_{\ldots}$) and of the incident and the scattered polarization states. The real part of the correlation function of the scattering amplitudes $A(\theta_{\ldots}, +|\theta_{\ldots}, +)$, which are due exclusively to multiple-scattering processes, has two distinct peaks whose full widths measured between the adjacent minima are $\lambda/\alpha$ in all the cases considered. A maximum occurs either when the two amplitudes are identical ($\theta_{\ldots} = \theta_{\ldots}$) or when the roles of the outgoing and the incoming directions are interchanged between the two scattering amplitudes $\pm \theta_{\ldots} = -\theta_{\ldots}$, which are then related by the reciprocity condition. The height of a peak is given either by the mean intensity at $\theta_{\ldots} = 0^\circ$ or by this intensity multiplied by an angular factor derived from the reciprocity condition. The widths of the peaks in the correlation function of the scattering amplitudes are observed to decrease as $a/\lambda$ increases. The width of the correlation functions decreases when $\theta_{\ldots}$ changes by $\pm 10^\circ$. The same qualitative behavior is observed in these cases as in Fig. 5 for $\theta_{\ldots} = 0^\circ$, even though the angles of incidence and the parameters of the surface roughness are different. Correlations between scattering amplitudes over a large range of angles are observed in the two functions in all the cases. The width of the correlation functions decreases when the ratio $\lambda/\alpha$ increases. The magnitude of $\Gamma_{\ldots}$ stays constant, and the function is almost purely real. The maximum value of $\Gamma_{\ldots}$ decreases slowly when $\lambda/\alpha$ increases, but the most striking effect of this increasing ratio is the decrease in the width of the peak. Measured at the minima of the function on either side of the peak, these widths are $50^\circ$, $18^\circ$, and $5^\circ$, which are close to the diffraction width $\lambda/\alpha$.

Figure 7 shows the case when $\lambda/\alpha = 3$ and $\delta/\alpha = 0.3$, as in Fig. 4, but for $\theta_{\ldots} = -\theta_{\ldots} = 0^\circ$. The width of the real part of the function $\Re \Gamma_{\ldots}$ as well as its maximum value are much larger than in the case of the rougher surface. The imaginary part of this function is indistinguishable from the statistical fluctuations present in the calculations. The correlation function $\Gamma_{\ldots}$, in contrast, has a much smaller magnitude than in Fig. 4, and its imaginary part is nearly as significant as its real part. As expected from the statistical symmetry of the surface, $\Gamma_{\ldots}$ is, within the accuracy of the calculations, an even function of $\theta_{\ldots}$. The distance between the adjacent maxima or minima of $\Re \Gamma_{\ldots}$ is very close to $\lambda/\alpha$.
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In the limit of plane-wave illumination $w/\lambda \to \infty$, the necessary condition for scattering amplitudes to be correlated [Eq. (14)] is that the projection onto the mean surface of the difference of the incident wave vectors must equal that of the scattered wave vectors. This property of the amplitude correlation function is a consequence of the stationarity of the height statistics of the surface profile. An identical condition was derived previously within the Kirchhoff approximation. In another context the existence of correlations among the scattering amplitudes produced by the reflection of light from a random volume scatterer was also shown to occur under the condition of Eq. (14) if the statistics of the disorder are homogeneous. In the case of Gaussian beam illumination, the correlation of the amplitudes has been shown to decay within the speckle angular width when one of the angles is moved away from a value such that the condition of Eq. (14) is fulfilled. This behavior has been used here to reduce the number of independent angles determining the correlation functions to three.

In Section 3 the results of calculations of the correlations between the exact scattering amplitudes are presented. These correlations are reported as functions of one of the angles of incidence ($\theta_{\ldots}$) and of the incident and the scattered polarization states. The real part of the correlation function of the scattering amplitudes $A(\theta_{\ldots}, +|\theta_{\ldots}, +)$, which are due exclusively to multiple-scattering processes, has two distinct peaks whose full widths measured between the adjacent minima are $\lambda/\alpha$ in all the cases considered. A maximum occurs either when the two amplitudes are identical ($\theta_{\ldots} = \theta_{\ldots}$) or when the roles of the outgoing and the incoming directions are interchanged between the two scattering amplitudes $\pm \theta_{\ldots} = -\theta_{\ldots}$, which are then related by the reciprocity condition. The height of a peak is given either by the mean intensity at $\theta_{\ldots} = 0^\circ$ or by this intensity multiplied by an angular factor derived from the reciprocity condition. The widths of the peaks in the correlation function of the scattering amplitudes are observed to decrease as $\lambda/\alpha$ increases. The width of the correlation functions decreases when $\theta_{\ldots}$ changes by $\pm 10^\circ$. The same qualitative behavior is observed in these cases as in Fig. 5 for $\theta_{\ldots} = 0^\circ$, even though the angles of incidence and the parameters of the surface roughness are different. Correlations between scattering amplitudes over a large range of angles are observed in the two functions in all the cases. The width of the correlation functions decreases when the ratio $\lambda/\alpha$ increases. The magnitude of $\Gamma_{\ldots}$ stays constant, and the function is almost purely real. The maximum value of $\Gamma_{\ldots}$ decreases slowly when $\lambda/\alpha$ increases, but the most striking effect of this increasing ratio is the decrease in the width of the peak. Measured at the minima of the function on either side of the peak, these widths are $50^\circ$, $18^\circ$, and $5^\circ$, which are close to the diffraction width $\lambda/\alpha$.

Figure 7 shows the case when $\lambda/\alpha = 3$ and $\delta/\alpha = 0.3$, as in Fig. 4, but for $\theta_{\ldots} = -\theta_{\ldots} = 0^\circ$. The width of the real part of the function $\Re \Gamma_{\ldots}$ as well as its maximum value are much larger than in the case of the rougher surface. The imaginary part of this function is indistinguishable from the statistical fluctuations present in the calculations. The correlation function $\Gamma_{\ldots}$, in contrast, has a much smaller magnitude than in Fig. 4, and its imaginary part is nearly as significant as its real part. As expected from the statistical symmetry of the surface, $\Gamma_{\ldots}$ is, within the accuracy of the calculations, an even function of $\theta_{\ldots}$. The distance between the adjacent maxima or minima of $\Re \Gamma_{\ldots}$ is very close to $\lambda/\alpha$.
amplitudes $A(\theta, + | \theta, +)$ may be qualitatively understood if the width of the function $\chi_+ \left[ a(k_1), a(k_2), s \right]$ of Eq. (A5) in Appendix A is estimated. $\chi_-$ is the correlation function of the stationary parts of $j_-(x_i)$ and $j_+(x_i)$, where the source function $j_-(x_i) = j_j(x_i)$ contains only multiple-scattering contributions. The multiple-scattering paths contributing significantly to the source functions give rise to sequences of correlated source elements on the surface. The average length of these sequences is given by the distance between the first and the last interaction points. As suggested in studies of enhanced backscattering, for a surface with a Gaussian correlation function this distance may be approximated by the average groove width at $\xi = 0$ that has been shown to be of the order of the transverse correlation length. As a consequence the spatial extent of $\chi_-$ may be approximated by $a$, and from Eq. (A5) we conclude that the angular width around zero of the amplitude correlation function is of the order of $\lambda/a$, known in the numerical simulation results. The presence of well-defined peaks when the standard deviation of the surface slopes is 0.42 (Fig. 4) shows that multiple scattering occurs even though the magnitude of its contributions is an order of magnitude smaller than for slopes twice as large.

Two peaks have also been predicted in the correlation functions of amplitudes reflected from a random volume scatterer and are known as the memory effect. The angular width of these peaks, calculated within a diffusion approximation, is given by the diffraction width produced by the transport mean free path. The analog of this mean free path in the surface scattering case considered here is thus the correlation length $a$, as has been suggested in studies of enhanced backscattering for similar surfaces. The peak corresponding to pairs of scattering amplitudes related by the reciprocity condition, known as the time-reversed memory effect and obtained by imposing a reciprocity condition on the diffusion approximation in the volume scattering case, was obtained here directly from the exact scattering amplitudes, satisfying the reciprocity condition.

The correlation function of the scattering amplitudes $A(\theta, + | \theta, +)$ also has maxima at $\theta_2 = \theta_1$ and $\theta_2 = -\theta_1$, but these maxima are broader than the peaks in $\Gamma$. The widths of these broad structures decrease when the ratio $a/\lambda$ increases, if $\delta a/\lambda$ is kept constant. The scattering intensity given by the magnitude of the correlation function $\Gamma$ at the maximum $\theta_2 = \theta_1$ increases, and the width of the maxima increases when the standard deviation of the slopes is decreased while $a/\lambda$ is kept constant. The dependence of this correlation function on the roughness parameters is thus comparable with the results obtained within the Kirchhoff approximation. This indicates that, of all the scattering processes participating in the scattering amplitude $A(\theta, + | \theta, +)$, the contributions from single-scattering processes are dominant for the surfaces considered here.

When the correlations of all the scattering amplitudes with an amplitude of retroreflection are considered, the two peaks of $\Gamma$ coincide. The height of the peak is found to be more than three times the height when the peaks do not overlap. This maximum value is the scattering intensity in the retroreflection direction, and similar enhancement factors were observed in calculations of this intensity. The angular width of the unique peak measured between the adjacent minima is again $\lambda/a$. In this case all the scattering paths that are participating incoherently in the scattering amplitude when $\theta_2$ is different from $-\theta_1$ are contributing coherently. If these scattering amplitudes are due exclusively to multiple interactions, the pairs of scattering processes related by the reciprocity condition consist of distinct processes interfering constructively. The magnitude of the peak occurring when $\theta_2 = -\theta_1$ is thus enhanced owing to the constructive interference of these pairs of contributions, which are correlated. The width of the peak may be estimated as above, and thus the same width, of the order $\lambda/a$, may be obtained. The correlation $\Gamma$ does not change significantly when the direct- and the reciprocal-scattering amplitudes coincide. The single-scattering contributions do not differ from those of their time-reversed partners, and no addition of their contribution occurs in the retroreflection direction. The small enhancement observed in Fig. 6 at $\theta_2 = 10^\circ$ may then be interpreted as being due to pure triple-scattering contributions.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have shown that single and multiple scattering play significant and distinct roles in the amplitude correlation function of waves scattered from randomly rough, perfectly conducting surfaces. The generalization of the scattering amplitudes to incident and scattered fields of arbitrary polarizations was used to separate the single- and multiple-scattering contributions to the amplitude correlation functions. In the study of mean scattered intensities for incident and scattered fields of arbitrary polarizations it has been shown that four unique real Stokes matrix elements are required, for the general second-order amplitude correlation function, four complex quantities must be considered.

The calculation of the amplitude correlation functions from exact expressions for the scattered field by using a result of the stochastic Fourier-transform method developed by Brown was shown to lead to an analytic expression valid for wide Gaussian beams ($\lambda/\mu << 1$) of constant width and for stationary surface statistics. A necessary condition for scattering amplitudes to be correlated was written for the incident and the scattering angles in the limit of small angular speckle widths: the projection on the mean surface of the difference of the incident wave vectors must equal that of the scattered wave vectors. The amplitude correlation functions have thus been found to be completely determined when three different angles are specified.

The simulation results for the dependence of the amplitude correlation functions on one of the angles of incidence have shown that strong correlations exist between the scattering amplitudes if the condition concerning the wave-vector projections is fulfilled, even when the incident or the scattering directions are separated by angles much larger than the angular width of the speckles. The calculations were performed in the case of a Gaussian surface with a Gaussian correlation function; various standard deviations of the surface heights and transverse correlation lengths were considered. When single-
scattering processes account for all the contributions to the scattering amplitudes, correlation functions of large angular width are expected, and they have been investigated theoretically and experimentally. However, we have demonstrated the existence of strong correlations between scattering amplitudes that are due exclusively to multiple-scattering processes, and we have found that these correlation functions have a complex physical content.

The results of this paper show that when the scattering amplitudes are due exclusively to multiple-scattering processes the real part of the amplitude correlation function has two distinct peaks whose full widths measured between adjacent maxima are \( \lambda/\alpha \). A maximum occurs either when the two amplitudes are identical or when they are related by the reciprocity condition. In the reciprocal configuration the roles of the outgoing and the incoming directions are interchanged between the two scattering amplitudes. We have suggested that the angular width of the interval of angles of incidence over which direct or reciprocal scattering amplitudes are strongly correlated is inversely proportional to the characteristic distance separating the first and the last reflection of a multiple-scattering path on the surface. A good estimate of this mean free path for the surfaces considered here is the transverse correlation length \( \alpha \). Finally, we have clearly demonstrated the constructive interference of the direct- and the reciprocal multiple-scattering processes by calculating the amplitude correlation functions at angles of incidence and of scattering close to the retroreflection direction.

APPENDIX A: STATIONARY EXPRESSION FOR THE SOURCE FUNCTIONS

In this appendix we show how the expression of Eq. (13) for the correlation of scattering amplitudes characterized by arbitrary directions of incidence and scattering and arbitrary incident and scattered polarization states may be obtained from a result derived by Brown. The only assumption necessary is that the rough surface profile must be a stationary random process.

For one-dimensional surfaces, the \( s \)- and the \( p \)-polarized electromagnetic scattering problems reduce to the scattering of a scalar field with Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions, respectively. The scalar field corresponding to the \( p \)- [(\( E_{p}, E_{s} \)] = (1, 0)] and the \( s \)- [(\( E_{p}, E_{s} \)] = (0, 1)] polarized incident electric fields in Eq. (1) is given by Eq. (1) itself, in which the quantity in square brackets must be replaced by unity. Green's second integral theorem is then used to obtain the scattering amplitudes \( r_{s}(\theta_{1}) \) and \( r_{p}(\theta_{1}) \) in the form

\[
r_{s}(\theta_{1}) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dx_{1} \exp \left[ -\frac{\omega}{c} \left( x_{1} \sin \theta_{1} + \frac{1}{2} \{ x_{1} \cos \theta_{1} \} \right) \right] j_{s}(x_{1}), \tag{A1}
\]

Expressions for the source functions \( j_{s}(x_{1}) \) may be found in Ref. 7.

The correlation of the scattering amplitudes at scattering angles \( \theta_{1} \) and \( \theta_{2} \) is first considered for plane waves incident at angles \( \theta_{1} \) and \( \theta_{2} \), respectively. The incident scalar fields are then \( \exp[i k_{1} x_{1} - i \alpha(k_{1}) x_{1}] \) and

\[
\exp[i k_{2} x_{1} - i \alpha(k_{2}) x_{1}], \tag{A2}
\]

where the component of the incident wave vector parallel to the mean surface is \( k = (\omega/c) \sin \theta \) and \( \alpha(k_{1}) = (\omega/c^{2} - k_{1}^{2})^{1/2} \). Similar notation is adopted for the components of the scattered wave vectors in this appendix. The correlation of the scattering amplitudes \( r_{s}(\theta_{1} | \theta_{1}) \) for incident plane waves then becomes

\[
\langle r_{s}(\theta_{1} | \theta_{1}) r_{s}(\theta_{2} | \theta_{2}) \rangle = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dx_{1} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dx_{2} \exp \left[ -i k_{11} x_{1} - \alpha(k_{1}) x_{1} \right] \exp \left[ -i k_{12} x_{2} - \alpha(k_{2}) x_{2} \right] \langle j_{s}(x_{1}) j_{s}(x_{2}) \rangle. \tag{A3}
\]

The statistical properties of the expression in angle brackets have been studied by Brown, using the stochastic Fourier-transform approach to rough surface scattering. The method also uses the exact expression for the scattered field derived from Green's second integral theorem. Equation (21) of Ref. 29 may be used to obtain the behavior under translation along the mean surface of the statistical moments of \( j_{s}(x_{1}) \exp[-i \alpha(k_{1}) x_{1} \]} \), with the key result that this random function may be written as the product of the incident field evaluated on the mean surface times a stationary random process. The quantity in angle brackets in Eq. (A2) may thus be expressed as

\[
\langle j_{s}(x_{1}) j_{s}(x_{2}) \rangle \exp[-i \alpha(k_{1}) x_{1} \]} = \exp[i k_{1} x_{1} - \alpha(k_{2}) x_{2}], \tag{A4}
\]

With this equation, the amplitude correlation in the case of the incoming plane wave of Eq. (A2) becomes

\[
\langle r_{s}(\theta_{1} | \theta_{1}) r_{s}(\theta_{2} | \theta_{2}) \rangle = \delta(k_{11} - k_{12}) C_{sd}(k_{11}, k_{12}, k_{11}), \tag{A5}
\]

and \( C_{sd} \) is taken to depend only on the independent wave vectors \( (k_{11}, k_{12}, k_{11}) \), the wave vector \( k^{2} \) being determined through the argument of the Dirac delta function \( \delta(x_{1} \). With surfaces with stationary statistics, a correlation between scattering amplitudes may thus exist only if the differences between the parallel components of the incident and the scattered wave vectors are equal for both scattering amplitudes \( (k_{11} - k_{11} = k_{12} - k_{12}) \) or, equivalently, if the changes in the parallel components of the incident and the scattered wave vectors are equal \( k_{11} - k_{11} = k_{12} - k_{12} \). This necessary condition is identical to that derived within the Kirchhoff approximation and may be interpreted as the law giving the angular rotation of the speckle pattern when the angle of incidence is varied.

Next we consider the case in which a Gaussian beam with a fixed transverse width \( \omega \) illuminates the surface. When the incident plane wave \( \exp[i k_{1} x_{1} - i \alpha(k_{1}) x_{1}] \) is multiplied by \( \omega \exp(2 \pi c \alpha(k_{1}) x_{1}^{-} \) and integrated over all \( k \), the scalar field of Eq. (1) is obtained with a good accuracy. The amplitude
A manifestation of the reciprocity condition in the correlation of the scattering amplitudes for incoming Gaussian beams is thus established.

\[ (\cos^2 \theta_1 + \cos^2 \theta_2)^{1/2} (A(\theta_1, \beta_1 | \theta_1, \alpha_1)A^{*}(\theta_2, \beta_2 | \theta_2, \alpha_2)) \]
\[ = (\cos^2 \theta_1 + \cos^2 \theta_2)^{1/2} (A(-\theta_1, \beta_1 | -\theta_1, \alpha_1)) \]
\[ = (\cos^2 \theta_1 + \cos^2 \theta_2)^{1/2} (A(-\theta_1, \beta_2 | -\theta_2, \alpha_2)) \]
\[ \text{(A11)} \]
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Correlation for Gaussian incident beams then becomes

\[ \langle r_\theta(\theta_1) r_{\theta_\theta}(\theta_2) \rangle = \frac{1}{4\pi} \frac{1}{c} \frac{1}{a(\theta_1) a(\theta_2)} \]
\[ \times \int \int \frac{d\theta_1}{2\pi} \frac{d\theta_2}{2\pi} \exp \left[ -\frac{(\omega \theta)^2}{2} \left( \frac{1}{a^2(\theta_1) + a^2(\theta_2)} \right) \right] \]
\[ \times \delta(\theta_1 - \theta_2) \rho_{\theta_1,\theta_2} \]
\[ \text{(A6)} \]

Next we assume that the correlation function is nearly constant over the angular width of the Gaussian spectrum \( \lambda \cos \theta/w \). This is equivalent to the assumption that the angular width of the speckle is much smaller than the angular width of the correlation; the results of Section 3 justify this assumption. It follows that \( C_{\theta_1}(\theta_1, \theta_2, \alpha_1) \) may be factored out of the integral in Eq. (A6), which may then be performed exactly. The resulting approximation for the amplitude correlation function may be written as

\[ \langle r_\theta(\theta_1) r_{\theta_\theta}(\theta_2) \rangle = \frac{\omega}{c} \frac{w}{2\pi} \exp \left[ -\frac{(\omega \theta)^2}{2c} \left( \frac{(\theta_1 - \theta_2)^2}{a^2(\theta_1) + a^2(\theta_2)} \right) \right] \]
\[ \times \delta(\theta_1 - \theta_2) \rho_{\theta_1,\theta_2} \]
\[ \text{(A7)} \]

In the limit as \( \lambda \cos \theta/w \ll 1 \), the necessary condition for scattering amplitudes to be correlated is still \( \theta_1 = \theta_2 + \theta_2 \) if \( \theta_1 - \theta_2 = \theta_1 - \theta_2 \). Equation (A7) also indicates that

\[ \langle r_\theta(\theta_1) r_{\theta_\theta}(\theta_2) \rangle = \exp \left[ -\frac{(\omega \theta)^2}{2c} \left( \frac{(\theta_1 - \theta_2)^2}{a^2(\theta_1) + a^2(\theta_2)} \right) \right] \]
\[ \times \langle r_\theta(\theta_1) r_{\theta_\theta}(\theta_2) \rangle \]
\[ \text{(A8)} \]

where

\[ \sin \theta_1 - \sin \theta_2 = \sin \theta_2 - \sin \theta_2 \]
\[ \text{(A9)} \]

Finally, with Eq. (12) the correlation function of the polarized scattering amplitude in the case of incoming Gaussian beams with fixed width becomes

\[ \langle A(\theta_1, \beta_1 | \theta_1, \alpha_1) A^{*}(\theta_2, \beta_2 | \theta_2, \alpha_2) \rangle \]
\[ = \exp \left[ -\frac{(\omega \theta)^2}{2c} \left( \frac{(\theta_1 - \theta_2)(\theta_2 - \theta_2)}{a^2(\theta_1) + a^2(\theta_2)} \right) \right] \]
\[ \times \langle A(\theta_1, \beta_1 | \theta_1, \alpha_1) A^{*}(\theta_2, \beta_2 | \theta_2, \alpha_2) \rangle \]
\[ \text{(A10)} \]

where \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) (\( i = 1, 2 \)) can be any one of the polarization indices \( p, s, +, - \), and \( L \).

The behavior of \( \langle A(\theta_1, \beta_1 | \theta_1, \alpha_1) A^{*}(\theta_2, \beta_2 | \theta_2, \alpha_2) \rangle \) when the roles of the incoming and the outgoing directions are reversed in the second scattering amplitude is considered next. Under such a transformation, the scattering amplitude for an incident plane wave \( r_{\theta}(\theta | \theta) (\alpha = p, s) \) remains invariant according to the reciprocity condition, which is a consequence of time-reversal symmetry. However, this condition does not hold when the scattering amplitude concerns an incident Gaussian beam scattering into a plane wave of the angular spectrum. Nevertheless, we present here a consequence of the reciprocity condition that is used in Section 4. Starting with the reciprocity condition \( r_{\theta}(\theta | \theta) = r_{\theta}(\theta_1 | \theta) \), Eq. (A6) is used to compare \( (r_{\theta}(\theta_1 | \theta_1) r_{\theta_\theta}(\theta_2, \theta_2)) \) with \( (r_{\theta}(\theta_1 | \theta_1) r_{\theta_\theta}(\theta_2, \theta_2)) \).

The identity \( C_{\theta_1}(\theta_1, \theta_2, \alpha_1) = C_{\theta_1}(\theta_1, \theta_2, \alpha_1) \) is obtained, and Eqs. (12) and (A7) may be used to derive the identities
15. There is a typographical error in Eq. (14) of Ref. 14: the correlation length \( T \) in the argument of the exponential should be squared.
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Experimental results are presented for the angular correlation functions of far-field intensity scattered by a conducting, one-dimensionally rough surface that produces backscattering enhancement. A detailed study of the special case of equal incident and scattering angles is presented, in which it is found that the intensity correlation functions exhibit two distinct and equal maxima, both of which imply perfect correlation within experimental accuracies. One of these is an autocorrelation peak, and the second peak arises from the cross correlation between two distinct intensities related by a reciprocity condition. It is found that, if the rough surface is illuminated by a +45° polarization state, the angular correlation functions of scattered intensity polarized at -45° have broad structures that are interpreted as arising from single-scattering processes. The scattered intensity polarized at +45° has quite different correlation functions whose properties are attributed to multiple-scattering processes; this interpretation is based on generalizations of arguments presented in previous studies of backscattering enhancement. In support of these conclusions, rigorous theoretical results for the angular correlation functions of scattered amplitude are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The scattering of light by randomly rough surfaces has been of considerable recent interest. For conducting surfaces with steep slopes and roughness comparable with the illumination wavelength, backscattering enhancement has been observed in reflective scattering.2 This phenomenon manifests itself as a well-defined peak in the retroreflection direction in the angular distribution of the scattered light. For a surface rough in one dimension, these peaks are apparent in the p- and s-polarized mean scattered intensities.3-18 A more comprehensive description can be found in the Stokes matrix of the scatterer, which contains the second-order moments of the p- and s-polarized scattered amplitudes.16,17 These effects have been interpreted as arising from the ensemble-averaged interference between multiple-scattering paths on the rough surface.

Although the most obvious consequence of multiple scattering has been backscattering enhancement, there may be equally significant effects on other fundamental quantities such as the correlation functions of scattered amplitude or intensity. These correlation functions have been of wide interest in studies of laser speckle phenomena,18 in which single-scattering models have been applied to surface scattering. Nevertheless, the effect of multiple scattering on these basic quantities has not been widely addressed.

The far-field scattering properties of rough surfaces have been a central issue, so that it is of interest to investigate the angular correlation functions of the scattered light. We thus ask the fundamental questions: When will the amplitudes (or intensities) scattered into the far field for different incident and scattering angles be correlated with one another, and what form will these correlation functions take? Even assuming a reasonable statistical model of the surface roughness (such as a statistically stationary random process with well-behaved probability densities), rigorous answers to these questions appear to be quite difficult. In the context of speckle theory, previous studies of the angular correlation functions have been presented by Pedersen19 and by Léger and Perrin,20 who have applied the theoretical approach to surface scattering that is due to Beckmann and Spizzichino.21 Although these authors derive relatively straightforward expressions for the angular correlation functions, the results are limited to single scattering because of the assumptions of the Beckmann theory.

In what follows, we present measurements of the angular correlation functions of the intensity scattered by a one-dimensionally rough surface that produces backscattering enhancement. We show experimentally that the far-field scattered intensity may be effectively perfectly correlated for quite different angles of illumination, as long as the two scattering angles involved satisfy a reciprocity condition. At other angles we find a smaller but generally nonzero correlation between the two intensities, if the four incident and scattering angles involved satisfy a condition discussed by Pedersen19 and by Léger and Perrin.20 Further, depending on the polarization component of the scattered field that is measured, it is shown that different forms of the intensity correlation functions are found. It is argued that intensity correlation functions consistent with either single or multiple scattering may be observed and that these correlation functions provide considerable insight into the scattering processes occurring on a rough surface.

We also note that the results presented here have counterparts in recent studies of the angular correlation functions of intensity scattered by disordered volume media. The intensity correlation functions have been investigated by using approximate theoretical approaches that incorporate multiple scattering,23-24 and some experimental results have been presented.25-26 In this field there are also theoretical studies of the consequences of reciprocity27 and polarization28 that parallel experimental results presented
in this paper. Despite these similarities, the theoretical approaches as well as the form of the intensity correlation functions are quite different from those found in surface scattering.

Finally, it is important to note that a theoretical study of the angular correlation functions of amplitudes scattered from a perfectly conducting rough surface has recently been reported \(^{29}\) that is highly relevant to the experimental results presented here. In particular, the significance of polarization, reciprocity, and multiple scattering in the correlation functions of amplitude is addressed theoretically in Ref. 29, much as discussions here consider the role of these phenomena in the experimental measurements. The correlation condition presented here (Eq. (3) in Section 2) and the effect of a finite illuminating beam are also investigated rigorously in Ref. 29. As is discussed here in Sections 3 and 5, the relation between the theoretical correlation functions of amplitude and the experimental ones of intensity is expressed quite simply by the Gaussian moment theorem.

2. DISCUSSION

As Fig. 1 shows, consider a one-dimensional rough surface illuminated by a wave incident at angle \(\theta_i\). Let \(A_\alpha(\theta_i, \theta)\) represent the \(\alpha\)-polarization component of the amplitude scattered to angle \(\theta\) in the far field. The general angular correlation function of scattered amplitude may be written in the form

\[
C_{\alpha\beta}(\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3, \theta_4) = \langle A_\alpha(\theta_1, \theta_1)A_\beta^*(\theta_2, \theta_3) \rangle,
\]

where the angle brackets denote an average over an ensemble of surfaces. If \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) represent the \(p\)- and \(s\)-polarization components, these quantities reduce to the elements of the Stokes matrix in the special case \((\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3, \theta_4) = (\theta_1, \theta_2)\), \(^{18,17}\) so that Eq. (1) is clearly a more general moment of the scattered amplitudes.

The other properties of Eq. (1) are not immediately obvious, and it is important to determine for what other angles the scattered amplitudes may be significantly correlated. Some previous work may give insight into this question. Using scattering models that neglect polarization and assuming angles to be small, it has been shown in investigations of laser speckle \(^{18}\) that, if \(\theta_1 = \theta_2\), a correlation exists in the scattered field when

\[
|\theta_1 - \theta_2| \leq \lambda/w,
\]

where \(w\) is the illuminated width of the surface and \(\lambda\) is the wavelength. In more general analyses based on the Beckmann approach to surface scattering, \(^{21}\) Pedersen \(^{18}\) and also Léger and Perrin \(^{20}\) have investigated moments of the form of Eq. (1). Pedersen’s results, when applied to a one-dimensionally rough surface, imply that a correlation can be found only for angles satisfying

\[
\sin(\theta_1) - \sin(\theta_2) = \sin(\theta_3) - \sin(\theta_4)
\]

and that a correlation will exist as long as this equality is not violated by more than \(\lambda/w\). This result may thus be considered a generalization of relation (2) to arbitrary incident and scattering angles. Léger and Perrin \(^{20}\) have used a similar approach and have calculated the amplitude correlation function in the large surface roughness limit. Although the results of Léger and Perrin are written explicitly for their case of interest (when changes in \(\theta_i\) and \(\theta_s\) are small), their results are applicable to general angles and are entirely consistent with Eq. (3).

There are a number of restrictive assumptions in the analyses of Ref. 19 and 20 that lead to Eq. (3). For example, the surface height statistics are assumed to be Gaussian, there is neglect of depolarization, and there are other assumptions associated with the Beckmann theory (for example, the neglect of multiple scattering and shadowing). However, in recent work based on completely rigorous theoretical methods, it has been shown that Eq. (3) is a necessary condition for a correlation to exist for a perfectly conducting rough surface. \(^{27}\) Thus Eq. (3) has provided the choice of angles used in the experimental work of Section 4, even though, to the best of our knowledge, a proof of this correlation condition for a penetrable surface has not been presented in previous work. In any case, it is certainly true that, in the experiments described in Section 4, correlations (in the scattered intensities) were found only for angles obeying Eq. (3).

With the assumptions mentioned above, Léger and Perrin showed that, for angles satisfying Eq. (3), the amplitude correlation function takes on an exponential form that, at least in their cases of interest, is a smoothly decaying curve when plotted as a function of \((\theta_1 - \theta_2)\).

The purpose of the present paper is to investigate analogous correlation functions when the surface causes multiple scattering and depolarization, which is a regime well beyond the limitations of the Beckmann theory.

3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Although it is possible to measure the angular correlation functions of the scattered amplitudes by using interferometric methods, \(^{20}\) we have employed simpler means to measure the correlation functions of the fluctuations of scattered intensity. Of fundamental interest in such experiments is the quantity

\[
\Gamma_{\alpha\beta}(\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3, \theta_4) = \langle \Delta I_\alpha(\theta_1, \theta_2)\Delta I_\beta(\theta_2, \theta_3) \rangle,
\]

where \(\Delta I_\alpha\) denotes the fluctuations of the \(\alpha\)-polarized intensity about the mean. If the illuminated area contains many correlation cells of the surface, it is commonly assumed that the Gaussian factorization theorem may be applied. \(^{18,19}\) Applying this to the moment of Eq. (4) results in

\[
\Gamma_{\alpha\beta}(\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3, \theta_4) = \langle A_\alpha(\theta_1, \theta_4)A_\beta^*(\theta_3, \theta_2) \rangle^2,
\]

Fig. 1. Scattering of light by a one-dimensionally rough surface. The incident and scattering angles \(\theta_i\) and \(\theta_s\) are positive as shown.
so that the intensity correlation function is trivially related to that of the scattered amplitudes. In the experiments discussed below, we thus consider correlations between intensities for incident and scattering angles related through Eq. (3) because Eq. (5) then implies that these angles will produce the only significant correlation.

We have chosen to consider the correlation function of intensity such that one intensity corresponds to the symmetric situation \( \theta_1 = \theta_2 \), which, from Eq. (3), implies that a correlation will be found only with other symmetric intensities with \( \theta_2 = \theta_2 \). We have also employed polarization conditions that, for a highly conductive one-dimensional surface, isolate the single- and multiple-scattering contributions to the scattered intensity. It has been shown that, if the surface is illuminated with a +45° incident polarization state (equal \( p \) and \( s \) amplitudes), the mean scattered intensity with −45° polarization contains contributions from single scattering, while the mean intensity with +45° polarization contains contributions from double scattering.\(^{16,17\text{a}}\) Thus, to investigate the distinct effects of single and double scattering on the intensity correlation functions, we have chosen to measure

\[
\Gamma_{+} (\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_2) = \langle \Delta I (\theta_1, \theta_1) \Delta I (\theta_2, \theta_2) \rangle,
\]

\[
\Gamma_{-} (\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_2) = \langle \Delta I (\theta_1, \theta_1) \Delta I (\theta_2, \theta_2) \rangle,
\]

where the subscripts denote the ±45° detected polarization state and it is implicit that the +45° polarization state is incident.

The rough surface was strictly one dimensional and was fabricated in photoresist by using speckle-exposure techniques. A 50 mm \( \times \) 50 mm glass plate was spin coated with three layers of Shipley 1375 photoresist. The prepared plate was exposed to laser speckle patterns from a He–Cd laser operating at 0.442-\( \mu \)m wavelength and then was developed in Shipley 355 developer. As has been discussed in more detail elsewhere,\(^{13,20\text{a}}\) exposure to a large number of independent speckle patterns leads to a surface with nearly Gaussian height statistics; further, the Gaussian beam of the laser produces a height correlation function of Gaussian form. After the surface was developed, it was coated with 145 nm of gold, and its roughness was measured with a Talystep profilometer with a small chisel-shaped diamond stylus. A total of 20 scans of independent parts of the surface were made, with each scan consisting of 8192 data points taken at 0.23-\( \mu \)m intervals. The surface height was found to have 1.73-\( \mu \)m standard deviation and a correlation function of nearly Gaussian form with \( 1/e \) half-width \( a = 3.43 \mu \)m. The histogram of surface heights also provided a reasonable fit of the desired Gaussian form (coefficient of skewness, −0.19; kurtosis, 2.90).

A simplified diagram of the scattering experiment is shown in Fig. 2. A laser beam from a Jodon HN-20 He–Ne laser of wavelength \( \lambda = 1.152 \mu \)m was reflected from a series of mirrors and was incident upon the rough surface; the plane of incidence was kept perpendicular to the surface groove direction. The beam was focused to a waist of \( 1/e \) intensity diameter \( D = 230 \mu \)m on the rough surface (as estimated from the measured rate of speckle decorrelation with transverse sample motion). Both the rough surface and a detector arm were mounted upon computer-controlled rotation stages that allowed the incident and scattering angles to be set as required. A polarizer in the incident beam produced a +45° polarized incident state, and the detector polarizer could be set to ±45° polarization positions.

A field lens imaged the surface onto the detector element so that all power passing through the lens aperture would be detected. In the lens aperture was a slit of 150-\( \mu \)m width and 2.0-mm vertical length. The narrow slit resolved the (effectively one-dimensional) speckles of the scattered field in the sense that, at the distance \( R \) of the field lens from the surface (\( R = 700 \text{ mm} \)), the width of the slit was much smaller than the speckle size (\( AR : D = 3.5 \text{ mm} \)). The scattered light was detected by a cooled indium antimonide photodiode connected to a lock-in amplifier (Ithaco 3981), which served to reject ambient signals and other noise.

The correlation functions were determined by measuring a set of realizations of the intensity for a particular pair of incident and scattering angles, recording the data on a computer's hard disk, and later cross correlating this data set with analogous data taken for other incident and scattering angles. To achieve this, we first set the sample and detector stages to an initial pair of angles \( (\theta_1, \theta_2) \) and recorded the detected intensity. The sample was then moved by an amount \( \Delta x \) in a direction parallel to the surface roughness, and the corresponding new value of the scattered intensity was recorded. The stepping of the sample was repeated many times with the use of a computer-controlled linear translation stage, so that a finite ensemble of detected intensities was generated and then recorded on the computer disk. The incident and scattering angles were then changed to new values, the sample translator was reset to its starting coordinate, and the process was repeated. After this had been performed for all desired incident and scattering angles, the correlations between the sets of data were determined through direct computation.

The sample step size \( \Delta x \) that was used was 125 \( \mu \)m, which was found to provide an approximately 0.5 correlation coefficient between consecutive intensity measurements. The length of the surface that was used was limited by the range of the linear translator (26.5 mm), so that 212 intensities were generated for each pair of incident and scattering angles. Measurements of the inten-

---

**Fig. 2.** Scattering experiment used to measure the angular correlation functions of intensity scattered from the rough surface. The incident beam was reflected by a series of mirrors \( M_{1-5} \), passed through a polarizer \( P \) that produced a +45° polarization state, and was then incident upon the rough surface. One may rotate the surface about the vertical axis to determine the incident angle \( \theta_i \), and rotate the detector arm out of the plane of the figure to determine the detected scattering angle \( \theta_s \). A slit of 150-\( \mu \)m width (not shown) was mounted immediately in front of the field lens.
sity $I_+$. were performed for 82 pairs of angles $(\theta_1, \theta_2)$ between $(-36^\circ, -36^\circ)$ and $(36^\circ, 36^\circ)$, and measurements of $I_-$ were performed for 40 pairs of angles between $(-40^\circ, -40^\circ)$ and $(40^\circ, 40^\circ)$. The particular angles employed were chosen to provide adequate sampling of the correlation functions.

There were a number of critical practical concerns in this experiment. Considerable care was exercised in centering the incident beam upon the rotation axis of the sample stage as well as in aligning the plane of the rough surface with the sample rotation axis. Misadjustments of either of these parameters by as little as a few tens of micrometers would lead to an undesired decorrelation of the scattered intensity because different parts of the surface would be illuminated as the sample was rotated. Other crucial aspects of the experimental alignment were the angular orientation of the sample, determination of the polarization angles, and the adjustment of the detector's rotation stage with respect to the incident beam. After much effort was expended on such considerations, it was found that the system remained in alignment and that adjustments were not required during the extended experiment required to produce the results discussed in Section 4.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Before the correlation functions are presented, in Fig. 3 are shown the mean scattered intensities $(I_+ (\theta_1, \theta_2))$ and $(I_- (\theta_1, \theta_2))$ obtained from averaging the data sets. There is a distinct backscattering structure in $(I_+ (\theta_1, \theta_2))$ with secondary maxima at $\pm 7.0^\circ$. The intensity $(I_- (\theta_1, \theta_2))$ does not exhibit such effects but instead has a weak maximum near $0^\circ$ and then gradually rises to modest secondary maxima at $\pm 15.0^\circ$. These data have been normalized in the sense that $I_{+} (\theta_1, \theta_2) \Delta \theta$ represents the polarized power scattered into a differential scattering angle $\Delta \theta$ for an incident power of unity. It is significant that this presentation of the mean scattered intensities is different from that of most previous work, where the intensities have been studied as a function of $\theta_1$ for a fixed value of $\theta_2$. Although we do not show these results here, the scattered intensities and Stokes matrix elements of this surface, when plotted in the usual fashion, qualitatively resemble those reported for a different surface.

We first present the intensity correlation functions when one of the intensities corresponds to a relatively large incident angle. In Fig. 4 we show $\Gamma_- (\theta_1, \theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_2)$ and $\Gamma_+ (\theta_1, \theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_2)$ as a function of $\theta_2$ for $\theta_1 = 25.0^\circ$. It can be clearly seen that each curve has a pair of distinct maxima. The maximum at $\theta_2 = 25.0^\circ$ obviously arises where an intensity is being correlated with itself. The other maximum falls where $I_+ (25^\circ, 25^\circ)$ is correlated with $I_+ (-25^\circ, -25^\circ)$, which corresponds to a reciprocal scattering configuration. The correlation coefficient of intensity $I$ at $\theta_2 = 25.0^\circ$ is obviously unity, while at $\theta_2 = -25.0^\circ$ we find a strong decorrelation with $\rho = 0.91$ for both $I_+$. and $I_-$. The peak at $\theta_2 = -25.0^\circ$, as well as the overall symmetry of the correlation functions, is related to the reciprocity condition of scattering theory, which follows from the time-reversal symmetry of Maxwell's equations. Reciprocity may be expressed as follows: if a scatterer is illuminated with a polarized plane wave and gives rise to a scattered amplitude at a point in the far field, this amplitude is identical to that obtained by exchanging the incident and scattered wave vectors. Hence, for a given realization of a rough surface, the scattered amplitude for angles $(\theta_1, \theta_2)$ is expected to be completely identical to that obtained for the angles $(\theta_1, -\theta_2)$. Consequently one would expect not only the two distinct peaks in the intensity correlation functions of Fig. 4 but also the symmetry that is apparent throughout these results. Reciprocity also implies that even the residual statistical noise in the measured correlation functions should also be symmetric; this symmetry is evident in the small fluctuations that appear to be noise in Fig. 4.

The statement of reciprocity above does not strictly apply to the experimental situation. In the experiment the surface is illuminated not with a plane wave but with a beam, and we are detecting the scattered intensity integrated over the angular width of the detection slit rather than the intensity at a point in the far field. However, we may still surmise from our results that the symmetry of the experimental situation is entirely adequate to demonstrate the consequences of reciprocity in the near-perfect symmetry of $\Gamma_-$ and $\Gamma_+$ in Fig. 4. We also attribute any small departures from perfect correlation between an intensity and its reciprocal counterpart as being due to residual alignment errors, although our results clearly demonstrate that these are small. In any case, the manifestation of reciprocity in the experimental results is remarkably consistent with fundamental considerations.

It is otherwise clear in Fig. 4 that the peaks in $\Gamma_-$ are of $\sim 7^\circ$ full width (as measured at the half-maximum point), and there is nearly complete decorrelation of the scattering intensity correlation functions.
The correlation function \( \Gamma \) has analogous behavior with smaller heights and angular widths. We believe that the small structure present in \( \Gamma \) near 0° is due to the noise in the measurements, which is significant there because \( I(\theta_1, \theta_2) \) is large in this region, although we cannot conclusively justify this in view of the noise levels present after 212 realizations of the scattered intensities. The normalization of the correlation functions in Fig. 4 (and in following figures) is such that the mean intensities are normalized as in Fig. 3, and the smaller height of the peaks in \( \Gamma \) then only implies that \( I(\theta_2, \theta_2) \) is smaller than \( I(\theta_1, \theta_1) \), which is apparent in Fig. 3.

Making use of the same sets of intensity data, we have studied the form of the intensity correlation functions as \( \theta_1 \) decreases from 25.0° to nearly 0°, in which case the intensities are correlated with a backscattered intensity. In what follows, only the most significant results are shown. When \( \theta_1 \) reaches 15.0° we have the result shown in Fig. 5. There are forward and reciprocal correlation peaks present in both correlation functions at \( \theta_2 = \pm 15.0° \), the correlation coefficient \( \rho \) of the reciprocal peak is 0.99 and 0.98 for \( \Gamma_+ \) and \( \Gamma_- \), respectively. The forward and reciprocal parts of \( \Gamma_- \) are no longer completely distinct as was found for Fig. 4, and this correlation function remains significantly nonzero near \( \theta_2 = 0° \). The correlation function \( \Gamma_+ \) has a greater height than in Fig. 4 but has remained fairly narrow (2.5° full width at half-maximum), and the two peaks present have remained distinct from each other.

With a further decrease in \( \theta_1 \), similar results are found until the two peaks in \( \Gamma_+ \) approach each other. At first, one finds that \( \Gamma_- \) increases in size near \( \theta_2 = 0° \) for \( \theta_1 = 10.0° \), and this central region continues to grow until the situation at \( \theta_1 = 7.0° \) is reached as shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that \( \Gamma_- \) has the forward and reciprocal peaks present as in the earlier figures with their maxima at \( \theta_2 = \pm 7.0° \). It is remarkable that at intermediate angles the intensities completely decorrelate at \( \theta_2 = \pm 4.0° \) and then significantly recorrelate near \( \theta_2 = 0° \). We find at the reciprocal point that the intensities \( I_+ \) have a correlation coefficient \( \rho = 0.95 \), although this rapidly falls to \( \rho = -0.08 \) at the minima at \( \theta_2 = \pm 4.0° \), and then \( \rho \) rises to nearly 0.50 in the central region of the maximum near \( \theta_2 = 0° \). It is significant that the maximum height of the central lobe occurs when \( \theta_1 = 7.0° \), which is the location of a secondary maximum of \( I(\theta_1, \theta_2) \) in Fig. 3. The correlation function \( \Gamma_- \) does not exhibit such dramatic behavior, and the progressive merging of the forward and reciprocal parts of the correlation function is apparent, although the two peaks at \( \theta_2 = 7.0° \) are still distinct.

We find that the central lobe of \( \Gamma_- \) is reduced in height with further decrease in \( \theta_1 \) until it disappears at \( \theta_1 = 3.5° \), which is the case shown in Fig. 7. There is a pair of small maxima in \( \Gamma_- \) at the forward and reciprocal positions. At the reciprocal point the point the correlation coefficient of \( I_+ \) is \( \rho = 0.98 \), although this rapidly falls to \( \rho = 0.03 \) at \( \theta_2 = -2.0° \), and this coefficient remains essentially zero until the forward lobe of the intensity correlation function is encountered near \( \theta_2 = 3.5° \). It is significant that the angle \( \theta_2 = 3.5° \) is the location of a minimum of \( I(\theta_1, \theta_2) \) in Fig. 3. Although there are these dramatic differences in \( \Gamma_- \), compared with \( \Gamma_+ \) in Fig. 6, the other correlation function \( \Gamma_+ \) continues to show modest changes in Fig. 7. It can be seen that \( \Gamma_- \) again exhibits a broad form with peaks at the forward and reciprocal positions, although the shape of the curve is unusual in that there are minima appearing at \( \theta_2 = \pm 10.0° \).

As \( \theta_1 \) is reduced further, a central peak with secondary maxima reappears in \( \Gamma_- \), and for small \( \theta_1 \) this central maximum becomes extremely strong. In Fig. 8 is shown...
The small effects of spatial integration of the detected fringe-like structures into the forward return near the strong maximum at $\theta_2$ for large $\theta_1$.

At this point it is clear that the two intensities $I_+ \text{ and } I_-$ have completely different correlation functions, with the behavior of $\Gamma_-$ being quite remarkable. To illustrate the properties of $\Gamma_-$, we show a three-dimensional plot of the experimental results in Fig. 9, where $\Gamma_-$ is plotted as a function of $\theta_1$ and $\theta_2$. The continuous change of form of $\Gamma_-$ for $\theta_1$ among the cases shown in Figs. 4–8 is made clear in Fig. 9. Along the line $\theta_2 = 0^\circ$, the strong maximum at $\theta_1 = 0.5^\circ$ can be seen to decay rapidly and disappear at $\theta_1 = 3.5^\circ$, although this maximum reappears near $\theta_1 = 7.0^\circ$, and then finally vanishes for large $\theta_1$. The secondary maxima at $\theta_2 = \pm 7.0^\circ$ that are strong at $\theta_1 = 0.5^\circ$ similarly vanish at $\theta_1 = 3.5^\circ$ and return near $\theta_1 = 7.0^\circ$. For $\theta_1$ greater than $10^\circ$, these secondary maxima are seen to evolve into the forward and reciprocal correlation peaks that are apparent along the lines $\theta_1 = \theta_2$ and $\theta_1 = -\theta_2$, respectively.

There are a number of general comments concerning the experiment that are appropriate. First, the average intensity contrast $\sigma_1/(I)$ found in the experimental data was 0.92 for both $I_+$ and $I_-$. A contrast of unity is consistent with the Gaussian field assumption discussed in Section 3; the lower measured value may be attributed to the small effects of spatial integration of the detected intensity. A significant related topic is the amount of statistical noise present in the measurements. This noise is directly related to the effective number of statistically independent intensity measurements used in the estimates of the correlation functions. More practically, it is then dependent on the length of the surface used in the experiment. As described in Section 3, this length was 26.5 mm because of the travel limit of a translation stage, although the statistically uniform region of the rough surface was only slightly larger than this. Hence the noise in our results is at the practical limit imposed by the severe difficulties encountered in the fabrication of photore sist surfaces with significantly larger uniform areas. From the higher-order moments of the detected intensities, we can also provide estimates of the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurements. We estimate the signal-to-noise ratio of the correlation functions of $I_\pm$ (as opposed to the correlation functions of $\Delta I_\pm$, which have zeros in places) to be $6.0$, although this number varies by approximately $\pm 1.0$ throughout the correlation functions.

Although detailed data have been taken only for the symmetrical case $\theta_1 = \theta_2$ and $\theta_1 = \theta_2$, we have investigated asymmetrical cases. For example, we have confirmed experimental reciprocity for asymmetric conditions such as $(\theta_1, \theta_2) = (2.0^\circ, 40.0^\circ)$. We found that the reciprocal configuration generated a set of intensities that had a different mean but that was effectively perfectly correlated ($\rho > 0.9$) with the original one. We have also checked the correlation law of Eq. (3) for asymmetric intensities. Although we do not claim to have performed exhaustive tests of this correlation condition, statistically significant correlations have only been found for angles obeying Eq. (3), and other angles have not produced significant results.

5. DISCUSSION

In the experimental data discussed in Section 4, no statistically significant cross correlations between $\Delta I_+$ and $\Delta I_-$ were found. This indicates that $\Gamma_+$ and $\Gamma_-$ are of principal importance for such a surface because the total scattered intensity for the $+45^\circ$ incident polarization state is

$$I = I_+ + I_-,$$

and the correlation function of $\Delta I$ may then be expressed

$$\Gamma_{-\Delta I} = \Gamma_{I_+} + \Gamma_{I_-}.$$
as the sum of four terms. Two of these involve cross correlations of $\Delta I$ and $\Delta I'$ and are small, while the two significant terms are the correlation functions $\Gamma_\pm$ and $\Gamma_{-\pm}$ of Section 4. The procedures used in Section 4 thus separate the two main parts of the correlation function of $\Delta I$, presumably because they isolate the single- and double-scattering contributions to the total intensity.

It is also possible to interpret the different behavior of $\Gamma_+$ and $\Gamma_-$. It has been found that $\Gamma_+$ has broad forward and reciprocal lobes that progressively overlap one another as $\theta_1$ approaches zero. To the extent that $\Gamma_-$ is associated with single scattering, we may compare these observations with results for the angular correlation function of amplitudes predicted by the Beckmann theory, which predicts a perfect correlation between amplitudes at all angles of the symmetric case $(\theta_1, \theta_2) = (\theta_{s1}, \theta_{s2})$.23 Thus the single-scattered amplitudes [and, from Eq. (5), the intensities] must decorrelate for subtle reasons that are beyond the mechanisms included in the Beckmann theory. For surfaces with steep slopes as in Section 4, a probable mechanism contributing to the decorrelation of $\Delta I$ is shadowing by the surface roughness,24 which is a significant effect for angles where decorrelation is seen in Figs. 4-8.

The dramatic behavior observed in $\Gamma_+$ in Figs. 4-9 may be interpreted as arising from multiple-scattering processes. While backscattering enhancement may be understood as coherent interference between multiple-scattering paths and their time-reversed partners on a rough surface, we believe that the properties of $\Gamma_+$ may be attributed to coherent interference between two distinct sets of such paths for different incident and scattering angles. First, it is clear that, if the Gaussian factorization theorem is applied as discussed in Section 3, the behavior of $\Gamma_+$ is associated with the more fundamental amplitude moment

$$C_\pm(\theta, \theta') = \langle A(\theta, \theta') A^*(\theta', \theta) \rangle. \quad (9)$$

The amplitude $A(\theta, \theta')$ contains contributions from the pair of scattering paths shown in Fig. 10(a), and $A(\theta', \theta')$ contains contributions from analogous paths but for different incident and scattering angles, as shown in Fig. 10(b). In the usual far-field approximation, the phase delay along the geometrical path $A \rightarrow B$ in Fig. 10(a) is given by

$$\phi_{AB} = k \cdot r_A - k' \cdot r_B + h \Delta r, \quad (10)$$

where $k$ and $k'$ are the incident and scattered wave vectors, $\phi = k \cdot r = [k] \cdot r$, and $r_A$ and $r_B$ are vectors to points A and B, and

$$\Delta r = |\Delta r| = |r_A - r_B|. \quad (11)$$

The phase delays for the other three paths of Fig. 10 are of a form analogous to Eq. (10). After inspection of the amplitude moment of Eq. (9), it is clear that there are four contributions to $C_\pm$ that contain the phase differences $\Delta \phi_{AB,AB}, \Delta \phi_{AB,BA}, \Delta \phi_{BA,AB}, \Delta \phi_{BA,BA},$ where, for example, $\Delta \phi_{AB,AB}$ represents the phase difference between the paths $A \rightarrow B$ in Fig. 10(a) and $B \rightarrow A$ in Fig. 10(b). These follow from the four phases of the form of Eq. (10) as

$$\begin{align*}
\Delta \phi_{AB,AB} &= \frac{1}{2} (\phi - \phi'), \\
\Delta \phi_{AB,BA} &= \frac{1}{2} (\phi + \phi'), \\
\Delta \phi_{BA,AB} &= -\frac{1}{2} (\phi + \phi'), \\
\Delta \phi_{BA,BA} &= -\frac{1}{2} (\phi - \phi').
\end{align*} \quad (12)$$

and an additive constant common to the four phase differences of Eqs. (12) has been omitted.

The quantities $\Delta \phi$ and $\Delta \phi'$ are the phase differences for the pairs of paths in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), respectively. Following previous interpretations of backscattering enhancement from surfaces,12,13,15 this implies that the mean intensity should be enhanced when $\Delta \phi = 0$. A depleted intensity may be seen at angles where $\Delta \phi = \pm \pi$ and some enhancement may return when $\Delta \phi = \pm 2\pi$, although the strength of the secondary maxima should be less because of the fluctuations in $\Delta r$ occurring on a random surface. Such effects may be seen in $(I(\theta, \theta), I(h))$ in Fig. 3, and it is clear that the secondary maxima present are considerably weaker than the central one. In applying these arguments to the surface employed here, we find from the minima and maxima of $(I(\theta, \theta), I(h))$ in Fig. 3 that $\Delta \phi = \pm \pi$ for $\theta = \pm 3.5^\circ$ and that $\Delta \phi = \pm 2\pi$ for $\theta = \pm 7.0^\circ$.

These considerations provide considerable insight into the form of $\Gamma_+$ that is apparent in Fig. 9. For example, the large maximum at $(\theta_1, \theta_2) = (0^\circ, 7^\circ)$ is where $\Delta \phi = \Delta \phi' = 0$, so that from Eqs. (12) the four contributions to $C_\pm$ have identical phase angles $(0, 0, 0, 0)$. As expected, $\Gamma_+$ is then extremely large for this pair of angles. At $(\theta_1, \theta_2) = (0^\circ, 7^\circ)$ there are secondary maxima in $\Gamma_+$, where we have that $\Delta \phi = 0$ and $\Delta \phi' = \pm 2\pi$, and there is again coherent interference because the four phases of Eqs. (12) are $\{\mp \pi, \mp \pi, \mp \pi, \mp \pi\}$. Of course, averaging over fluctuations in $\Delta r$ would give rise to a weaker maximum than at $(\theta_1, \theta_2) = (0, 0)$, which is consistent with Fig. 9. Related arguments may also be applied to the maxima of $\Gamma_+$ near $(\theta_1, \theta_2) = (7^\circ, 7^\circ)$. For example, at $(\theta_1, \theta_2) = (7^\circ, 7^\circ)$ we have the case $\Delta \phi = \Delta \phi' = 2\pi$, so that the
phases of Eqs. (12) are \((0.2\pi, -2\pi, 0)\) and there are again coherent effects. Including fluctuations in \(\Delta r\), the net contribution to \(C_{..}\) would be somewhat different from that found at \((\theta_1, \theta_2) = (0^\circ, \pm 70^\circ)\), and it can be seen that there are indeed differences in the peak height and shapes at these two locations in Fig. 9.

Further arguments may be applied to the four phases of Eqs. (12) to explain qualitatively the minima seen in Fig. 9, where either \(\theta_1\) or \(\theta_2\) is \(\approx 3.5^\circ\) and thus \(\Delta \phi \approx \Delta \phi'\) is \(\approx \pi\), although detailed discussions are not presented here. We only note that the general condition at a reciprocal configuration follows from Eqs. (13) as \(\Delta \phi = \Delta \phi'\) and four phases of Eqs. (12) are then \(\{\Delta \phi, 0, 0, -\Delta \phi\}\) and \(\Delta \phi = \pi\).

There is thus coherence between only two contributions to \(C_{..}\), but this is sufficient to produce the reciprocal structure present in \(\Gamma_{..}\) throughout Fig. 9. It is interesting to note that there is enough residual constructive interference to produce the small but distinct reciprocal peak in \(\Gamma_{..}\) in Fig. 7, where \((\theta_0, \theta_2) = (3.5^\circ, -3.5^\circ)\) and \(\Delta \phi = \pi\).

These arguments are thus entirely adequate to enable us to appreciate the physical origin of the features seen in \(\Gamma_{..}\). It is naive to consider the model presented too concretely, but it is to be expected that the mean length of \(\Delta r\) must be comparable with the correlation length of a Gaussian-correlated surface, and a modest range of statistical fluctuation must be present, considering the presence of the secondary maxima seen in Figs. 3 and 9. In any case, these arguments may be more rigorously understood as implying that the paths shown in Fig. 10 are the significant Feynman paths contributing to \(C_{..}\) and \(\Gamma_{..}\).

Although a complete description of theoretical techniques is not appropriate here, we have carried out exact calculations of the amplitude correlation functions \(C_{..}\) and \(C_{c..}\), using methods analogous to those used in previous studies of the mean scattered intensities.\(^7\) We present only one such result here for a penetrable surface; more comprehensive calculations of \(C_{..}\) and \(C_{c..}\) for a perfectly conducting rough surface may be found elsewhere.\(^9\)

As in the experimental situation, the plane of incidence was perpendicular to the grooves of the surface; consequently the \(p-\) and \(s-\)polarized scattering problems could be solved independently. Expressions for the \(p-\) and \(s-\)polarized scattered amplitudes derived from Green’s second integral theorem were numerically evaluated for a beam of finite width incident upon a realization of a one-dimensional, randomly rough metal surface. The \(\pm 45^\circ\)-polarized scattered amplitudes were then computed from suitable combinations of the scattered \(p-\) and \(s-\)polarized amplitudes.

The wavelength of the incident beam was \(\lambda = 1.152 \mu m\), and the complex refractive index of gold near this wavelength has been reported as \((n + ik) = (0.312 + i 7.93)\).\(^6\) The impedance boundary condition method has been employed because it has been shown to provide an excellent approximation for surfaces of such high conductivity and with radii of curvature similar to the case of interest here.\(^7\) The statistical properties of the surface profiles were comparable with those of the experimental surface. Each profile was a realization of a Gaussian stochastic process with a standard deviation of surface heights \(\sigma = 1.5 \lambda\); the height correlation function was Gaussian with a transverse correlation length \(\alpha = 3 \lambda\). The ratio \(\sigma/\alpha\) was thus sufficient to produce a significant amount of multiple scattering.\(^14\,^17\)

The incident beam was of Gaussian form with transverse width \(2\mu\); the ratio \(\omega/L\), where \(L\) is the total length of the surface, was \(4.5\). First a realization of the surface profile was evaluated at \(N_1 = 400\) equally spaced points, the values of the incident and scattered field at the surface were then computed, and the corresponding realization of the scattered field was obtained as a function of the scattering angle. The number of points \(N_2\) used in the calculations was sufficient for us to obtain an accuracy of \(1\%\) in the scattered amplitudes. This procedure was repeated for 2000 realizations of the surface profile, and the realizations of the scattered field obtained in this fashion were used in the determination of the amplitude correlation functions \(C_{..}\) and \(C_{c..}\).

In Fig. 11 are shown the results that were obtained for \(C_{..}(\theta_1, \theta_1, \theta_1, \theta_1, \theta_1)\) and \(C_{c..}(\theta_1, \theta_1, \theta_1, \theta_1, \theta_1)\) for the symmetric case \((\theta_1, \theta_1) = (\theta_1, \theta_1)\) for \(\theta_1 = 0\). Both correlation functions contain significant real as well as imaginary parts. The real part of \(C_{..}\) exhibits a monotonically decreasing form that approaches zero near \(\theta_2 = 30^\circ\), and the imaginary part changes sign over the range of angles shown but remains small in magnitude. The correlation function \(C_{c..}\) is quite different in behavior. The real part of \(C_{c..}\) is large at first, but it rapidly passes through a zero at \(\theta_2 = 4.5^\circ\) and becomes significantly negative and then becomes slightly positive for \(\theta_2 \approx 19^\circ\). The imaginary part of \(C_{c..}\) is smaller in magnitude and oscillates over this range of angles, with the extrema of \(\text{Im} C_{c..}\) occurring at nearly the same angles as the zeros of \(\text{Re} C_{..}\).

The correlation function \(C_{c..}\) presents a gradual and monotonic decorrelation that is presumably due to slowly varying angular effects, while \(C_{..}\) shows an oscillation.
tory behavior that strongly suggests the interference of multiple scattering paths on the rough surface. The negative region of Re C.. is consistent with the arguments above concerning C. at a point where \( \Delta \delta = 0 \) and \( \Delta \delta' = 2\pi \); the four phases of Eqs. (12) are then \( \{-\pi, \pi, -\pi, \pi\} \), and one should indeed expect Re C.. to be significantly negative. Finally, on taking the modulus squared of the results of Fig. 11, one obtains results that are qualitatively similar to the experimental data of Fig. 8.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an experimental study of the angular correlation functions of far-field intensity scattered by a one-dimensionally rough surface. Statistically significant correlations of intensity have been found only for particular sets of incident and scattering angles. The general condition was that the difference of the sines of the incident and scattering angles must be constant, and a detailed study of the special case of equal incident and scattering angles has been undertaken. In this case it has been clearly demonstrated that the measured intensity correlation functions always exhibit two distinct and equal maxima corresponding to, within experimental accuracies, perfect correlation. One peak occurs where an intensity is correlated with itself, while the second corresponds to a correlation between two different intensities related by a reciprocity condition. As has been discussed, the reciprocal correlation peak is a direct manifestation of fundamental properties of Maxwell's equations, and its observation is a significant achievement when the experimental tolerances are considered.

The surface employed in the experiments was sufficiently rough to produce backscattering enhancement in the mean scattered intensities. To consider the distinct effects of single and double scattering, a +45° polarization state was incident upon the rough surface, and two differently polarized scattered intensities were considered. The correlation functions of the intensity polarized at -45° were found to have broad angular structures that have been attributed to single scattering. The intensity polarized at +45° was found to have entirely different correlation functions that have been attributed to multiple scattering. With intuitive models, it has been shown that the form of the correlation functions of +45°-polarized intensity may be qualitatively understood through generalizations of multiple-scattering arguments previously presented in the interpretation of backscattering enhancement. Theoretical calculations have been presented to provide a rigorous and clear confirmation of the nature of the angular correlation functions.
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For a conducting surface with one-dimensional roughness, we compare experimental and theoretical results for the four unique elements of the Stokes-scattering matrix that provide a complete description of the diffusely scattered light. The rough surface has been fabricated with new techniques and is strictly one dimensional, and scattered intensities at infrared wavelengths show clear backscattering enhancement that arises from multiple scattering within surface corrugations. To obtain theoretical results for the Stokes matrix elements, we numerically apply an impedance boundary-condition method, appropriate for the roughness and the high conductivity of the experimental surface, to a statistical ensemble of rough surfaces. The experimental surface has been found to have nearly Gaussian first-order height statistics, and experimental measurements of the matrix elements are compared with theoretical results for a surface consistent with a Gaussian process. These comparisons suggest that there is more multiple scattering in the experimental data than is accounted for by the theoretical calculations. We attribute this observation to the properties of the second derivative of the experimental surface, which are found to be inconsistent with those of a Gaussian process. In further calculations that take account of the unusual properties of the experimental surface, excellent agreement of theoretical and experimental results is obtained.

1. INTRODUCTION

The scattering of electromagnetic waves by randomly rough surfaces has remained a challenging field of theoretical and experimental research. There have been a number of theoretical approaches to the problem of scattering by rough surfaces.1–6 These approaches are sufficiently complex that, in the determination of physically measurable quantities, many assumptions are usually necessary. There has also been considerable experimental study of scattering from rough surfaces, though such research has also presented significant challenges. For example, it is usually difficult to determine the statistical properties of a rough surface,7 and the experimental procedures necessary for characterization of the scattering properties may be complex.8 Thus it is not surprising that critical comparisons of theory and experiment are generally quite difficult in rough-surface scattering.

The theoretical and experimental methods employed in surface scattering depend on the nature of the rough surface. For surfaces with roughness that is small compared with the illumination wavelength, experimental measurements of the angular distributions of scattered intensity have been compared with the results of perturbation theories.9–15 In those studies significant differences have been seen in critical comparisons.9–12 Better agreement has been obtained through the less satisfying procedure of adjusting theoretical results to fit data through assumptions for the statistical properties of the surface.13–15 For rougher surfaces, where the Kirchhoff method may be applied, measurements of the angular scattering distributions of a rough surface have been compared with theoretical results.16 Considerable care was taken in surface fabrication and characterization in Ref. 16, and good agreement was found with the Kirchhoff method for small angles of illumination.

Of more direct interest here is a rough conducting surface with strong slopes and correlation length comparable with the illumination wavelength. It has been observed that multiple scattering occurs under these conditions and that backscattering enhancement may be seen in the diffusely scattered intensity.16,17 Considerable development of theoretical methods has been necessary to account for such effects. With the use of rigorous computational methods that average scattered intensities over a statistical ensemble of rough surfaces,16 backscattering enhancement has been predicted for surfaces with one-dimensional roughness.18–27 Others have predicted such effects from analytical extensions of the Kirchhoff method for surfaces that are rough in one27,28 or two29 dimensions.

In comparisons of theoretical and experimental results for rough surfaces that create backscattering enhancement, significant differences have remained. In particular, measurements of the p- and s-polarized intensities scattered from approximately one-dimensional rough surfaces have been found to be significantly different from the predictions of the numerical methods for a perfect conductor.30,31; these differences have been most obvious for large incident or scattering angles. As discussed in Ref. 31, it is difficult to discern whether the disagreement is due to fundamental problems with theoretical methods or else arises from a number of possible experimental errors. Ishimaru et al.27 have suggested that the differences could arise from a roughness spectrum of non-Gaussian form, though the optical surfaces had been believed to have Gaussian spectra.30,31

More recently, it has been appreciated that the properties of the light that is diffusely scattered by a one-
dimensional rough surface are not fully specified by the p- and s-polarized scattered intensities. Instead, they are specified by the Stokes-scattering matrix, which has four unique elements in this case. The additional information in the Stokes matrix elements is the cross correlation of the p- and s amplitudes, which may be determined from measurements of four additional polarized scattered intensities. Through comparison of theoretical results for a perfect conductor with data for an approximately one-dimensional surface with similar statistics, it becomes clear that significant differences also appear in these matrix elements. Some of these differences (particularly those in the matrix element $s_{13}$) are analogous to those reported in the p- and s-polarized intensities, while previously unseen differences of significant magnitude are present in other matrix elements.

Thus, for rough surfaces that produce backscattering enhancement, there has been substantial development of both theoretical and experimental techniques, both of which should produce accurate results. Yet there is a clear lack of quantitative agreement, so the validity of both theoretical methods and experimental techniques must remain open to question. The resolution of this situation is clearly a highly significant issue. Hence, in the present paper, we discuss critical comparisons of theoretical and experimental results for a one-dimensional rough surface that produces backscattering enhancement. To provide a complete description of the diffusely scattered light, we employ the four unique elements of the Stokes-scattering matrix throughout these comparisons.

In order to isolate clearly the nature of possible disagreements, we have carefully chosen our theoretical and experimental techniques and parameters. We have conducted the experiments under conditions for which both the profiometric data and the scattering data should be reliable. Specifically, we consider measurements of the diffuse scattering from a strictly one-dimensional, metallic, rough surface that has nearly Gaussian first-order height statistics and a Gaussian height correlation function. The surface has structures that are large enough to be well resolved by a mechanical profilometer but are comparable with the infrared wavelengths used in the experiments. Furthermore, the surface has been fabricated with new techniques such that the scattered intensity remains strictly confined to the plane of incidence. This surface quality permits the absolute normalization of the measured intensities and of all elements of the Stokes-scattering matrix. The experimental techniques necessary for fabrication, characterization, and study of the scattering properties of the rough surface are discussed in Section 2.

We have also employed rigorous theoretical methods that are accurate for highly conductive rough surfaces with strong slopes. As in previous studies, the scattered field derived from Green's second integral theorem has been evaluated numerically in the case of an illuminating beam of finite width. For the highly conductive case of interest here, difficulties arise in the numerical solution of the required integral equations by the method of moments. We have avoided these difficulties through the use of an impedance boundary condition for curved surfaces, which extends the range of validity of numerical methods developed in earlier research to highly conducting surfaces. This method and the details of its numerical implementation are described in Section 3.

Because of the Gaussian first-order height statistics of the experimental surface, in Section 4 we compare experimental measurements with numerical calculations for a rough surface consistent with a Gaussian process, as has been done in previous studies. Our comparisons of the Stokes matrix elements are good, but some differences remain, and in Section 5 we investigate the origin of these differences. We first demonstrate that the experimental rough surface has curvatures that are not consistent with those of a Gaussian process. The experimental scattering data are then compared with further numerical calculations that take account of these unusual properties of the experimental surface. Significant improvements are found in these comparisons, and in the conclusions of Section 6 we summarize our interpretation of the results.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

A. Surface Fabrication and Characterization

We first discuss the fabrication and the characterization of a strictly one-dimensional rough surface. Some aspects of our fabrication techniques are similar to those used in earlier studies. In this procedure a 50 mm × 50 mm photoresist-coated glass plate was exposed to an anisotropic speckle pattern produced by a helium–cadmium laser of wavelength $\lambda = 0.442 \mu m$. In one direction this speckle pattern had fine structure (approximately 3-μm correlation width), but in the orthogonal direction it had broad structure (correlation width of a few millimeters). We have previously noted that direct exposure of the photoresist to this speckle pattern, in the manner used previously, does not necessarily produce a surface with strictly one-dimensional structure. Because of scattering from optical components in the exposing system and because of scattering in the photoresist itself, previous surfaces had structures that were not entirely one-dimensional and therefore significantly affected the scattering properties of the surface.

We have eliminated the above problem partly through the use of low-scatter components and light baffles in the exposing system. During exposure we have also slowly and continuously moved the photoresist plate 25 mm in the direction of the large correlation scale of the exposing speckle pattern. This guaranteed that the time-averaged exposure of the photoresist plate was strictly one-dimensional over the scanning length. Further, because a given point of the plate was exposed to a large number of correlation cells of intensity, the net exposure had nearly Gaussian statistics. On inspection of the processed plate, either visually or in an optical microscope, the resulting surface appeared to be completely constant over approximately 20 mm in the direction of motion. In the orthogonal direction a fine correlation scale was apparent with a uniformly rough region of length 40 mm.

A more meaningful measure of the quality of the fabricated surface is seen in its scattering characteristics. After the surface was coated with a thick layer (145 nm) of gold, the angular scattering distribution was examined with a visible laser source. As one would expect for a
one-dimensionally rough surface, a narrow line of one-dimensional speckles was observed in the far field of the surface. No significant deviations of scatter from the plane of incidence were seen. Figure 1 shows measurements of the intensity scattered in directions orthogonal to the plane of incidence at the wavelength $\lambda = 1.152 \mu m$. There is a narrow distribution of 0.3° width, which is comparable with the width of the detector aperture and demonstrates the effective confinement of scattering to the plane of incidence. Figure 1 also shows a similar measurement for the best surface that we fabricated using previous techniques, which exhibits (note the scale change) a broad distribution surrounding the plane of incidence. The new fabrication techniques thus represent a significant improvement over earlier methods.

To determine the statistical properties of the rough surface, we have employed a Talystep profilometer with a chisel-shaped stylus that is suitable for the characterization of one-dimensional roughness. In the direction of the surface roughness (i.e., the direction of the profilometer scan), the stylus had a 60° vertex angle and ended in a narrow blunt point of 0.4-\(\mu m\) width. In the orthogonal direction (that of the grooves of the rough surface), the stylus was of 2.0-\(\mu m\) width. The output signal of the profilometer was amplified and then digitized by an analog-to-digital converter connected to a personal computer. Twenty scans were made at uniformly spaced positions along the 40-\(\mu m\) rough dimension of the surface, with each scan consisting of 8192 height data taken along a 1.88-\(\mu m\) length. The data were corrected only for an unknown slope over the scan length by means of a least-squares fit to a linear function. Data were also calibrated to height standards and horizontal spacing standards, which ensured vertical and horizontal accuracy of ±0.1% and ±0.3%, respectively. Repeated scans of the same part of the surface were extremely reproducible; repeating a particular scan with a stylus tracking force higher than normal did not produce significant surface damage or distortion.

The correlation function and the histogram of surface heights were then determined directly from the sets of profilometric data. As we can see from Fig. 2, the correlation function provides a close fit to a Gaussian function. The standard deviation $\sigma$ of surface height was found to be 1.73 \(\mu m\), and the $e^{-1}$ half-width $a$ of the fitted correlation function was found to be 3.43 \(\mu m\); these parameters were determined through a weighted least-squares fit of the measured spectrum. The histogram of surface heights is shown in Fig. 3 and provides a close fit to a Gaussian probability density. The higher-order moments of the height data yield a skewness of -0.190 and a kurtosis of 2.90, which are near the desired values of a Gaussian variate (0 and 3, respectively).

**B. Experimental Procedures**

As Fig. 4 shows, the surface was illuminated by a laser beam that was oriented so that the plane of incidence was perpendicular to the grooves of the rough surface. Under this condition the scattered light must remain in the plane of incidence, and thus one-dimensional distributions of intensity (scattered power per unit planar angle) are measurable quantities. Further, if the incident field is in a pure $p$ or $s$ polarization state, there will be no depolarization of the scattered light. It has been shown that this
The vector $V_{\text{ext}}$ may be determined with standard procedures through the measurement of six polarized intensities. Specifically, the four elements of $V_{\text{ext}}$ follow from

$$
\begin{align*}
    s_{11} &= I_p + I_s - I_+ + I_- = I_R - I_L, \\
    s_{12} &= I_p - I_s, \\
    s_{33} &= I_+ - I_- = -s_{14} = I_R - I_L, \\
    s_{34} &= I_+ + I_- = I_L - I_R,
\end{align*}
$$

where $I_p$, $I_s$, $I_+$, and $I_-$ denote the mean scattered intensities transmitted by a linear polarizer at $0°$, $90°$, $+45°$, and $-45°$, respectively. The intensities $I_R$ and $I_L$ are those transmitted by polarization components with sensitivity to right- and left-handed circular states, respectively; the necessary components are a quarter-wave plate followed by a properly oriented linear polarizer. The intensities and the matrix elements are formally defined through averages over a statistical ensemble of surfaces; as we discuss below, the experiments determine these quantities partly through an average over a small range of scattering angles.

The details of the scattering experiment are shown in Fig. 5. The source was a Jodon HN-20 helium-neon laser of wavelength $\lambda = 1.152$ or $3.392 \mu m$. A series of mirrors sent the vertically polarized laser beam over a detector and through a half-wave plate. The beam then reflected from a final mirror, passed through a polarizer, and was incident on the rough surface at angle $\theta$. The half-wave plate permitted the incident polarization to be oriented predominantly at $+45°$; the polarizer that followed removed any residual ellipticity and produced a $-45°$ polarization state with extinction stronger than $10^{-4}$. The scattered light was detected as a function of scattering angle $\theta$, by a Cincinnati Electronics indium antimonide photodiode that was scanned on an arc of radius 70 cm centered on the surface. Suitable polarization components were mounted in front of the detector's field lens as required.

Because of the strict one-dimensional nature of the surface, an astigmatic illuminating wave was used in the experiment. In the plane in which the surface was rough, a slightly divergent wave illuminated a wide region of the surface to reduce speckle noise in the measured intensities.

Fig. 4. Scattering of an incident wave by a surface with one-dimensional roughness. The direction of the incident beam is orthogonal to the groove direction.

Fig. 5. Diagram of the scattering instrument used in the measurements of rough-surface scattering. The grooves of the rough surface are oriented in the vertical direction. The incident beam is brought over the detector and, after orientation of its polarization direction, is incident on the rough surface. The detector arm may be moved out of the plane of the figure for measurement of the intensity at all scattering angles. M denotes a mirror, P denotes a linear polarizer, and W denotes a half-wave plate.
In the orthogonal plane the illuminating wave converged on the detector aperture after reflection from the surface. This guaranteed that all the scattered power entered the detector aperture during measurement procedures, with the consequence that it was possible to normalize data, as we discuss below. The illuminated region of the sample was approximately \( \Delta \theta_s = 1.6^\circ \) full width, which also served to reduce the speckle noise in the measurements. Nevertheless, each scan of intensity still contained a significant amount of reproducible speckle noise. To provide better averaging, we moved the surface in the direction of its roughness, made another angular scan of intensity, and repeated this procedure until all the rough surface had been illuminated. Six scans of each intensity were performed with a transverse sample motion of 5.0 mm between scans, such that the illumination remained within the 40.0-mm sample area. Then we averaged the six scans to provide the final measured intensity, and this process was carried out for each of the polarized intensities required by Eqs. (4).

The above procedures produce correct relative normalization of the four matrix elements. In a final procedure an accurate absolute normalization of all the matrix elements was performed through normalization of \( s_{11} \). For the incident state \( V_1 \), \( s_{11} \) is the first element of \( V_{in} \) in Eq. (3) and thus represents the total scattered power per unit angle. To normalize \( s_{11} \), we removed all the polarization components from the detector arm, removed the sample, and inserted an attenuating filter in the incident beam. The detector arm was rotated so that the incident beam was directly incident on the detector, and the incident power (apart from a proportionality constant) was determined. The attenuator was then removed, the sample was remounted, and an angular scan of the scattered intensity \( s_{11} \) was completed. By dividing these data by the constant determined from the detection of the incident beam, we achieved a correct absolute normalization of \( s_{11} \). Finally, the incident power was again checked for reproducibility; a change of less than 0.5% was seen for all the results presented here. Thus results are normalized such that \( s_{11} \) represents the total scattered power per unit planar angle for an incident \( +45^\circ \) state of unit power. The accuracy of this normalization is dependent largely on the calibration of the attenuation filter, which we estimate to be accurate to better than \( \pm 1\% \).

The results of the experiments are presented in Section 4, where they are compared directly with the results of the theoretical techniques discussed in Section 3.

3. THEORETICAL METHODS

In this section theoretical methods for the computation of the diffuse scattering properties of a randomly rough metal surface are presented, and in later sections the results of such calculations are discussed. The surface profile is one dimensional and is assumed to be a realization of a stationary stochastic process. As in the experimental situation of Section 2, the wavelength of the light is assumed to be comparable with the transverse correlation length of the surface, the slopes of the profile are permitted to take large values, and the metal is assumed to be highly conducting.

The computational method employed here is directly related to those employed in the study of the interaction of a monochromatic Gaussian beam with the one-dimensional, randomly rough surface of a dielectric or penetrable medium.\(^{20-22,26}\) For the type of randomly rough metal surface considered here, this method has provided accurate theoretical results for the \( p \)- and \( s \)-polarized scattered intensities when the wavelength is in the visible part of the spectrum. In contrast, in the present paper we wish to describe completely any polarized scattered intensity, and the incident wavelength is in the infrared part of the spectrum. Our description of the polarization dependence of the scattering is similar to the method that has been described recently for the case of a perfectly conducting surface.\(^{21} \) In this description the diffuse scattering properties of one-dimensional rough surfaces are completely determined by four unique Stokes matrix elements, which are the second-order moments of the \( p \)- and \( s \)-polarized scattered amplitudes.\(^{22,23}\)

Comparisons of experimental data for rough metal surfaces at infrared wavelengths with calculations that assume perfectly conducting surfaces have suggested\(^{11} \) that the finite conductivity of the metal surfaces should be taken into account. The matrix elements that characterize surfaces of finite conductivity may be obtained by substitution of the exact expression for the scattered amplitudes of penetrable surfaces\(^{23} \) in the general expressions for the Stokes matrix elements.\(^{32} \) However, this approach fails at infrared wavelengths, where it is well known that the high conductivity of metals leads to numerical difficulties in the solution of the integral equation for the total field and its normal derivative on the surface.\(^{38} \) In what follows we use an approximate method based on the impedance boundary condition for curved surfaces calculated by Garcia-Molina et al.\(^{56} \) in order to obtain accurate estimates for the Stokes matrix elements of a highly conductive rough surface.

Consider the situation in which the half-space \( x < \zeta(x) \) is filled with a metal and is separated from the vacuum above it by a randomly rough surface of equation \( x_3 = \zeta(x) \). The surface is assumed to be one dimensional in the sense that its height \( \zeta \) is independent of \( x_2 \). The surface-profile function \( \zeta(x) \) is described by a single-valued, zero-mean, stochastic process with continuous second derivatives. The metal is characterized by an isotropic, homogeneous, complex dielectric constant \( \varepsilon(\omega) = \varepsilon_1(\omega) + i\varepsilon_2(\omega) \). In the infrared portion of the spectrum the real part of the dielectric constant, \( \varepsilon_1(\omega) \), is taken to be negative and large in magnitude, so that \( 0 < \varepsilon_2(\omega) \ll -\varepsilon_1(\omega) \).

A polarized beam of finite width, whose plane of incidence is the plane \( x_2, x_3 \) perpendicular to the grooves of the surface, illuminates the metal surface. The beam used in the calculations may be expressed as a Gaussian angular spectrum of incoming plane waves.\(^{23} \) The half-width of the aperture of this beam with the mean surface is denoted by \( g \) and is kept constant when the angle of incidence \( \theta \) is changed. The wavelength of the incident light is given by \( \lambda = 2\pi/c \omega \), where \( c \) is the speed of light and
\[ \omega \text{ determines the value of the dielectric constant of the metal.}^{38} \]

In the scattering situations considered here, all the incident wave vectors are orthogonal to the grooves of the one-dimensional rough surface. Consequently, the Stokes-scattering matrix has the form given by Eq. (1), and the four unique matrix elements are the second-order moments of the \( p \)- and \( s \)-polarized scattered amplitudes.\(^{32,33} \)

In the case of dielectric surfaces, exact expressions for these scattered amplitudes have been obtained\(^{32,33} \) through the use of Green's second integral theorem. These results are well known, but they will be outlined here to show how they may be used in an accurate and efficient way in numerical calculations that involve highly conductive surfaces. For each polarization the scattered amplitude may be expressed as an integral over two source functions, which are the values of the total field in the vacuum, \( \psi_0(x') \), and its normal derivative \( \partial \psi_0(x')/\partial n' \) evaluated on the surface. In what follows, the primed vectors \( x' \) and \( x'' \) reside on the surface, and the vector \( n' \) \((n'_x > 0)\) is normal to the surface. The two source functions satisfy the pair of coupled inhomogeneous integral equations

\[
\begin{align*}
\psi_0(x') = & \left( 2\psi_0(x') \right)_{\text{inc}} + \frac{P}{2\pi} \int ds' \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial n'} G_0 (x' | x'') \right) \psi_0(x''), \\
& - \frac{1}{2\pi} \int ds' G_0 (x' | x'') \frac{\partial}{\partial n'} \psi_0(x''), \hspace{1cm} (5a) \\
0 = & \psi_0(x') + \frac{P}{2\pi} \int ds' \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial n'} G_s (x' | x'') \right) \psi_0(x''), \\
& - \frac{\epsilon_0}{2\pi} \int ds' G_s (x' | x'') \frac{\partial}{\partial n'} \psi_0(x''), \hspace{1cm} (5b)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( P \) indicates that only the principal part of the integrals is kept and where \((\alpha, \beta) = (p, 0)\) or \((\alpha, \beta) = (s, 0)\) for \( p \) or \( s \) polarization, respectively. The two Green's functions \( G_s (x | x') \) and \( G_s (x | x') \) are the solutions of the two-dimensional Helmholtz equations \((\nabla^2 + \omega^2/c^2) G_s (x | x') = -4\pi \delta(x - x')\) and \((\nabla^2 + \epsilon \omega^2/c^2) G_s (x | x') = -4\pi \delta(x - x')\), respectively. \( G_0 \) satisfies an outgoing wave condition at infinity, and \( G_s \) vanishes at infinity. Using a point-matching method, several authors\(^{10,23,24,26} \) have obtained accurate solutions of Eqs. (5) when the wavelength of the light incident on the surfaces is in the visible range. For highly conductive metals \((i.e., \text{gold at infrared wave-} \text{lengths})\), a numerical difficulty arises\(^{35} \): the integration of the kernels of Eqs. (5) over each discretization interval may require many evaluations of the Green's function, since these kernels are sharply peaked at the origin. To overcome this problem, we note that the small width of \( G_s \) and of \( \partial G_s / \partial n' \) indicates that Eq. (5b) should be approximately equivalent to the imposition of a local linear relationship between the total field in the metal and its normal derivative evaluated on the surface. This relationship is called an impedance boundary condition, and an expansion of this boundary condition in powers of the skin depth \( d = c/\omega \sqrt{\epsilon - \mu} \) has been calculated by Garcia-Molina et al.\(^{36} \) in the case of a curved surface. When the boundary condition is used to eliminate one of the unknown source functions, the following equations are obtained:

\[
\begin{align*}
\psi_0(x') = & 2\psi_0(x')_{\text{inc}} + \frac{P}{2\pi} \int ds' \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial n'} G_0 (x' | x'') \right) \psi_0(x''), \\
& - \frac{1}{2\pi} \int ds' G_0 (x' | x'') \frac{\partial}{\partial n'} \psi_0(x''), \\
& - \frac{1}{2\pi} \int ds' G_0 (x' | x'') \frac{\partial}{\partial n''} \psi_0(x''), \\
& - \frac{\epsilon_0}{2\pi} \int ds' G_s (x' | x'') \frac{\partial}{\partial n'} \psi_0(x''), \hspace{1cm} (6a)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
0 = & \psi_0(x') + \frac{P}{2\pi} \int ds' \left( \frac{\partial}{\partial n'} G_s (x' | x'') \right) \psi_0(x''), \\
& - \frac{\epsilon_0}{2\pi} \int ds' G_s (x' | x'') \frac{\partial}{\partial n'} \psi_0(x''), \hspace{1cm} (6b)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
& \frac{\partial}{\partial n'} \psi_0(x') = Z_s (x') \psi_0(x') - 1 \psi_0(x')_{\text{inc}}, \\
& Z_s (x') = \frac{1}{d\epsilon} \left( 1 - \frac{d}{2} \frac{\xi (x')}{[\xi (x')]^2} \right) \left( \frac{d^2}{8} \frac{[\xi (x')]^2}{[1 - (\xi (x')]^2} \right), \\
& \hspace{1cm} (6c)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( Z_s (x') \) is the impedance boundary condition calculated in Ref. 38. The range of validity of this approximate integral equation is limited by the assumption made in the calculation of \( Z_s (x') \). The exact boundary condition is linear but nonlocal, and the existence of a local and linear relationship between the source functions is an accurate approximation only if the skin depth \( d \) of the metal is much smaller than the incident wavelength \( \lambda \).\(^{36} \) Moreover, the terms neglected in the truncated series \((6c)\) are small only if \( d \xi (x') / dx' \approx 1 \). Since both conditions will be fulfilled in the cases considered here, the boundary condition is sufficiently accurate. In addition, this approximation permitted highly efficient numerical calculation. The improvement is apparent if one considers that the elimination of one of the unknown source functions reduces by half the size of the linear system of equations that must be solved when a numerical solution of Eqs. (5) is calculated with the point-matching method. As a consequence, we used this method to obtain the numerical results presented in Sections 4 and 5.

### 4. COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR A GAUSSIAN STATISTICAL MODEL

In this section the data from the experiment discussed in Section 2 are first compared with the results of the numerical methods that employ the surface impedance method described in Section 3. In the numerical results \( N_s = 500 \) discretization points spaced by \( \lambda/12.5 \) along the mean surface were used. The illuminated width was \( g = 10\lambda \), and the surface length \( L \) was such that \( L/g = 4.0 \). We arrived at the value of \( N_s \) by increasing it until convergence in each Stokes matrix element was achieved, for a particular surface realization, to better than 1%. The values of the refractive index of gold were taken as \( n - ik = 0.312 + 17.93 \) and \( 1.96 + 120.7 \) at \( \lambda = 1.152 \) and 3.392 \( \mu \text{m} \), respectively, which are values reported at near- wavelengths.\(^{36} \) In all the numerical results of this section the surfaces employed were 4000 realizations of a Gaussian process with a correlation function of Gaussian form. The statistical parameters of the surface were \( \alpha = 3.43 \mu \text{m} \) and \( \sigma = 1.73 \mu \text{m} \), which were values determined from the profilometric measurements described in Subsection 2A. In all figures the backscattering direction is given by \( \theta = -\theta_0 \).

We first present results for the wavelength \( \lambda = 1.152 \mu \text{m} \). Figure 6 shows the four unique elements of the Stokes-scattering matrix as a function of \( \theta \), for \( \alpha = 0^\circ \). First, \( s_{\text{II}} \)
and $s_{12}$ are, respectively, the sum and the difference of the p- and s-polarized scattered intensities from Eqs. (4). For surfaces like the one discussed here, these intensities are generally large but similar, so that $s_{11}$ resembles either intensity and $s_{12}$ remains small in magnitude. Near $\theta_i = 0^\circ$ in Fig. 6, it can be seen that $s_{11}$ clearly exhibits backscattering enhancement with secondary maxima. The agreement of theory and experiment is excellent in $s_{11}$ for $|\theta_i| \geq 20^\circ$. For smaller $|\theta_i|$, there are significant differences and the experimental data present considerably stronger central and secondary maxima. Some differences are also apparent in $s_{12}$, although this matrix element remains small in both theoretical and experimental results.

The matrix element $s_{33}$ in Fig. 6 has an unusual upward-turning shape with a positive central region that has been associated with multiple scattering in previous studies. As we saw for $s_{11}$, the agreement of the theoretical and experimental results for $s_{33}$ is excellent for high scattering angles, though the experimental results again exhibit a significantly stronger backscattering structure for $|\theta_i| < 25^\circ$. The $+45^\circ$-polarized scattered intensity $I_s$ is also shown in Fig. 6; this intensity is determined from the matrix elements as $(s_{11} + s_{33})/2$ from Eqs. (4). $I_s$ is of interest because it contains large contributions from double scattering, which one can see from either heuristic arguments or rigorous arguments for a perfect conductor. Thus $I_s$ contains strong backscattering enhancement, and, in the comparison, differences like those seen in $s_{11}$ and $s_{33}$ are apparent for small $|\theta_i|$.

The matrix element $s_{34}$ in Fig. 6 is negative in the backscattering region, which implies from Eqs. (4) that the $+45^\circ$ incident state is, on average, scattered to right-handed elliptical states. This behavior may be interpreted as arising from the finite conductivity of the surface; that is, application of the Fresnel reflection coefficients two times (as in double scattering) to the $+45^\circ$ incident state produces a final state that has significant right-handed ellipticity. The theoretical and experimental results for $s_{34}$ provide the closest agreement in any of the matrix elements, particularly for small $|\theta_i|$.

For $\theta_i = 10^\circ$ (Fig. 7) it can be seen that the backscattering enhancement has remained strong in $s_{11}$ and that $s_{33}$ still presents a peak in the backscattering direction. The intensity $I_s$ again shows backscattering enhancement but has become stronger for $\theta_r > -10^\circ$, which indicates that the double scattering is preferentially distributed in the forward-scattering direction. In $s_{11}$, $s_{33}$, and $I_s$ the general shape of the theoretical results is similar to the experimental results, and for large $|\theta_i|$ the agreement remains quite good. However, there are again significant discrepancies in the heights of the structures related to backscattering enhancement, and the largest differences are now seen in the secondary maxima at $\theta_r = 50^\circ$. As in Fig. 6, the small values of $s_{12}$ show some differences and $s_{34}$ provides relatively good agreement.

Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 6 but for $\theta_i = 10^\circ$.

Fig. 8. Same as Fig. 6 but for $\theta_i = 30^\circ$. 
shorter wavelength, contributes to the change in shape of $s_{34}$. The comparisons show similar forms of $s_{34}$ throughout Figs. 9–11, though the theoretical results are usually of smaller magnitude.

Throughout Figs. 6–11 the comparisons often show agreement in the shape of the matrix elements, though differences remain in many comparisons. The most significant differences seen in Figs. 6–11 involve structures related to backscattering enhancement, which are consistently stronger in the experimental results. We thus surmise that more multiple scattering occurs in the experiment than is accounted for by the theoretical calculations. Further, in the experimental measurements that have secondary maxima (as is often the case with $I_s$), these maxima are either relatively weak or even absent in the theoretical results. These differences are also clear in previous comparisons.$^9,21,34$

It is significant that the differences noted in previous studies in the $p$- and $s$-polarized intensities$^{30,31}$ or in $s_{11}$

In Fig. 9 the comparison of $s_{12}$ is good, and in Figs. 10 and 11 the comparisons of $s_{12}$ produce qualitative but not quantitative agreement. The shape of $s_{34}$ in Figs. 9–11 has changed greatly at this wavelength, and the results have stronger positive regions than those seen in Figs. 6–8. We believe that the refractive index of gold, which shows a higher conductivity here than at the
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**Fig. 9.** For $\theta_s = 0^\circ$ and $\lambda = 3.392 \mu m$, the unique matrix elements $s_{11}, s_{33}$, and $s_{34}$ and the $+45^\circ$-polarized intensity $I_+$. Experimental results (solid curves) are compared with numerical results (dashed curves; surface impedance method, surface roughness consistent with a Gaussian process).

In Fig. 8 the theoretical and experimental results for $\theta_s = 30^\circ$ are shown, where it can be seen that most of the backscattering enhancement has disappeared in $s_{31}$, $s_{32}$, and $I_+$. The largest differences seen in the comparisons of these quantities are smaller than those in Figs. 6 and 7, but small differences are now distributed over a wider range of $\theta_s$. In the negative region of $s_{34}$ the experimental results show significantly smaller values of $s_{34}$ for $10^\circ < \theta_s < 40^\circ$. The interpretation of the general shape of $s_{34}$ is not entirely clear, though it suggests competition between contributions from single scattering ($s_{34} > 0$) and double scattering ($s_{34} < 0$). Again, $s_{12}$ remains small in magnitude, and some differences are seen in the results.

We now present further comparisons for this rough surface at the longer wavelength ($\lambda = 3.392 \mu m$). These results are shown in Figs. 9, 10, and 11 for $\theta_s = 0^\circ$, $10^\circ$, and $30^\circ$, respectively. As one would expect, the diffraction widths of structures related to backscattering enhancement have increased at the longer wavelength. For example, the full width of the enhancement peak in the experimental result for $s_{11}$ is $35^\circ$ in Fig. 9, but at the shorter wavelength in Fig. 6 this width is $14^\circ$. Generally, the theoretical and experimental results for $s_{11}$, $s_{33}$, and $I_+$ show similar forms, though small differences are now apparent throughout a range of scattering angles. In Figs. 9 and 10 the experimental results for $s_{11}$, $s_{33}$, and $I_+$ consistently exhibit somewhat stronger backscattering peaks, as had been found at the shorter wavelength in Figs. 6 and 7.

It is interesting that $s_{12}$ has become more significant at the longer wavelength. In Fig. 9 the comparison of $s_{12}$ is good, and in Figs. 10 and 11 the comparisons of $s_{12}$ produce qualitative but not quantitative agreement. The shape of $s_{34}$ in Figs. 9–11 has changed greatly at this wavelength, and the results have stronger positive regions than those seen in Figs. 6–8. We believe that the refractive index of gold, which shows a higher conductivity here than at the
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**Fig. 10.** Same as Fig. 9 but for $\theta_s = 10^\circ$.
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**Fig. 11.** Same as Fig. 9 but for $\theta_s = 30^\circ$. 
impedance method in the results of Figs. 6–11, we conclude this section by briefly comparing these theoretical results with analogous results for a perfectly conducting rough surface. The numerical methods for the perfect conductor applied here employ exact integral equations and are described in detail elsewhere. The discretization and averaging parameters were identical to those quoted in the beginning of this section, and integration of the p- and s-polarized intensities always indicated that energy conservation was maintained to within 1%. Figures 12 and 13 show these comparisons at \( \Theta = 0^\circ \) and \( 30^\circ \), respectively, for \( \lambda = 1.152 \mu m \), while Figs. 14 and 15 show similar comparisons for \( \lambda = 3.392 \mu m \). The results for \( s_{11}, s_{12}, s_{33}, \) and \( I \) for the perfect conductor are generally in close comparison with those of the penetrable surface. There are modest differences in these quantities at \( \lambda = 1.152 \mu m \), while at \( \lambda = 3.392 \mu m \) (where the surface conductivity is higher) the comparisons are considerably

Fig. 12. For \( \Theta = 0^\circ \) and \( \lambda = 1.152 \mu m \), the unique matrix elements \( s_{11}, s_{12}, s_{33}, \) and \( s_{44} \) and the +45°-polarized intensity \( I \). Numerical results that employ the surface impedance method (solid curves) are compared with results for the perfect conductor (dashed curves); the surface roughness is consistent with a Gaussian process.

Fig. 13. Same as Fig. 12 but for \( \Theta = 30^\circ \).

Fig. 14. For \( \Theta = 0^\circ \) and \( \lambda = 3.392 \mu m \), the unique matrix elements \( s_{11}, s_{12}, s_{33}, \) and \( s_{44} \) and the +45°-polarized intensity \( I \). Numerical results that employ the surface impedance method (solid curves) are compared with results for the perfect conductor (dashed curves); the surface roughness is consistent with a Gaussian process.

Fig. 15. Same as Fig. 14 but for \( \Theta = 30^\circ \).
Fig. 16. Segment of one of the profilometer scans of the surface that illustrates the sharp peaks and the broad valleys of the experimental surface. The shape of the profilometer stylus employed is also indicated (60° wedge angle, 0.4-micron blunt tip).

closer. However, in any given figure the largest differences in the comparisons are consistently seen in the matrix element $s_{34}$. These differences are relatively large at $\lambda = 1.152 \, \mu m$, while in the more conductive case at $\lambda = 3.392 \, \mu m$ they are smaller but still significant. Thus the form of $s_{34}$ is strongly dependent on the finite conductivity in the cases shown here, while the other matrix elements have a weaker dependence. We conclude that the surface impedance method, which also produces results that are more consistent with the experimental data for $s_{34}$ in Figs. 6-11, is entirely necessary for accurate results in the cases of interest here.

5. COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR THE PROFILED SURFACE

It has been seen that the theoretical and experimental results of Figs. 6-11 of Section 4 provide reasonably good comparisons of the elements of the Stokes-scattering matrix. However, the differences that remain imply that more multiple scattering occurs in the experiment than is present in the theoretical results. The origin of this discrepancy is not immediately clear. As we have discussed in Section 3, the impedance boundary-condition method should be reliable for the surface of interest here, so we do not consider it to be a likely source of error. Considerable care has also been exercised in the scattering measurements, and thus we believe that the experimental results are accurate representations of the scattering properties of the surface. The measured statistical parameters $\sigma$ and $\alpha$ of the experimental surface are of high accuracy ($\pm 0.75\%$ statistical error and $\pm 2.0\%$ profilometer calibration error for $\sigma$, and estimated errors of a few percent in $\alpha$); changes in $\sigma$ and $\alpha$ of the size of the errors do not produce significant changes in the theoretical results.

On examination of this situation, we believe that there are unusual properties of the experimental surface that have a significant effect on its scattering properties. Figure 16 shows a selected segment of one of the profilometer scans of the surface. It can be seen that the surface peaks are often sharply curved, while the valleys tend to have a broader curvature. This behavior is usually more obvious than it is in Fig. 16, but it is consistently present throughout the data. The sharp peaks and the broad valleys cannot be attributed to the width of the profilometer stylus, which would produce just the opposite effect, so we conclude that they are present in the surface itself.

It is clear from Fig. 3 that the first-order probability density of surface height is close to Gaussian form. However, this resemblance does not necessarily imply that the surface statistically conforms to a Gaussian process, as we assumed in the numerical results of Section 4. In fact, for a Gaussian process the peaks and the valleys of the surface must have a statistically identical appearance, and we immediately conclude that the behavior seen in Fig. 16 is inconsistent with a Gaussian process. To study the deviations from Gaussian statistics, we could employ higher-order probability densities of height, but we have found it simpler to study the statistical properties of surface derivatives. In particular, we have compared the first-order probability densities of the first two surface derivatives with the Gaussian forms expected for a Gaussian random process.

To achieve reliable estimates of the derivatives in the presence of digitization noise in the profilometer data, we computed the Fourier transform of each scan. Only the first 900 of the 4096 complex Fourier coefficients were kept because only noise was present in higher coefficients. On performing an inverse transform, we obtained a profile in which only noise had been effectively removed. With suitable linear or quadratic frequency weighting, inverse transformation of the 900 Fourier coefficients permitted reliable determination of the first two derivatives of the surface.

Figures 17 and 18 show the probability densities of the first and second derivatives, respectively, that have been
Swere similar to those of Section 4, though it was necessary to make small changes to deal with the sampling interval of the profilometer data. In particular, we used \( N = 600 \) discretization points, the discretization interval \( \lambda/10 = 12 \) (at \( \lambda = 1.152 \) \( \mu \text{m} \)) or 8 (at \( \lambda = 3.392 \) \( \mu \text{m} \)), and the number of surface realizations of 3140 (at \( \lambda = 1.152 \) \( \mu \text{m} \)) or 1220 (at \( \lambda = 3.392 \) \( \mu \text{m} \)) owing to the fixed total length of the profilometer data.

We show the results of these calculations with the experimental data for \( \theta = 0^\circ \) in Figs. 19, 20, and 21 for \( \theta = 0^\circ, 10^\circ, \) and \( 30^\circ \), respectively. The comparisons here show substantial improvement over the analogous comparisons for the Gaussian model (Figs. 6–8). The heights of \( s_{11} \), \( s_{33} \), and \( I_1 \) near the backscattering direction have increased in the theoretical results of Figs. 19 and 20, so we conclude that the amount of multiple scattering has increased. The secondary maxima in these theoretical results have also become more distinct and are now only slightly below those of the experimental results. At \( \theta = 30^\circ \) (Fig. 21) the comparisons of \( s_{11} \), \( s_{33} \), and \( I_1 \) have also significantly improved. The comparisons of \( s_{34} \) are determined from the 20 profilometer scans. Both densities differ significantly from the Gaussian forms expected for a Gaussian process. The probability density of slope is flatter near the mean and presents small secondary maxima at \(-1.5 \) and 1.7. These secondary maxima fall near the maximum slope that is resolved with the 60° stylus described in Subsection 2.A. In particular, a steep side of the stylus touches the surface for slopes stronger than \( \tan 60^\circ \approx 1.7 \); the maxima near these values in Fig. 17 appear to arise from surface slopes stronger than these critical values. In Fig. 18 the probability density of the second derivative is strongly left skewed in a manner consistent with Fig. 16. As discussed above, we attribute this behavior largely to the properties of the experimental surface rather than to stylus effects.

It is of obvious interest to determine the effect of these properties of the experimental surface on its scattering behavior. To apply the numerical techniques of Section 4, one would apparently need to find a statistical model completely consistent with the experimental surface. This problem has proven formidable, and we have instead taken a more direct approach. We have applied the numerical methods, using the impedance boundary condition, directly to the data obtained with the surface profilometer. In this procedure each profilometer scan was first filtered in frequency space, as discussed above, for the removal of digitization noise. We employed the surface impedance method to calculate the \( p \) and \( s \) scattered amplitudes for an illuminated width \( g \) near one end of the profilometer data. The illumination was then moved transversely by an amount \( \Delta x \), and the process was repeated until the entire profilometer scan had been illuminated. We then averaged suitable products of the \( p \) and \( s \) amplitudes over all illuminated regions of the 20 profilometer scans to estimate the four elements of the Stokes-scattering matrix.

The numerical parameters employed in the calculations were similar to those of Section 4, though it was necessary to make small changes to deal with the sampling interval of the profilometer data. In particular, we used \( N = 600 \) discretization points, the discretization interval \( \lambda/10, g/\lambda = 12 \) (at \( \lambda = 1.152 \) \( \mu \text{m} \)) or 8 (at \( \lambda = 3.392 \) \( \mu \text{m} \)), and the number of surface realizations of 3140 (at \( \lambda = 1.152 \) \( \mu \text{m} \)) or 1220 (at \( \lambda = 3.392 \) \( \mu \text{m} \)) owing to the fixed total length of the profilometer data.

We show the results of these calculations with the experimental data for \( \lambda = 1.152 \) \( \mu \text{m} \) in Figs. 19, 20, and 21 for \( \theta = 0^\circ, 10^\circ, \) and \( 30^\circ \), respectively. The comparisons here show substantial improvement over the analogous comparisons for the Gaussian model (Figs. 6–8). The heights of \( s_{11} \), \( s_{33} \), and \( I_1 \) near the backscattering direction have increased in the theoretical results of Figs. 19 and 20, so we conclude that the amount of multiple scattering has increased. The secondary maxima in these theoretical results have also become more distinct and are now only slightly below those of the experimental results. At \( \theta = 30^\circ \) (Fig. 21) the comparisons of \( s_{11} \), \( s_{33} \), and \( I_1 \) have also significantly improved. The comparisons of \( s_{34} \) are
of the experimental surface would tend to create an abundance of multiple-scattering paths that are at the origin of backscattering enhancement. On the other hand, a surface consistent with a Gaussian process would have statistically identical peaks and valleys, and the degree to which such multiple-scattering paths occur would be reduced.

We believe that our profilometry of the experimental surface is good, but we do not claim that it is perfect. For example, the slope statistics of Fig. 17 show clear effects of the width and the shape of the profilometer stylus. The small differences seen in the comparisons in this section (for example, in $s_{11}$, $s_{33}$, or $I$ in Figs. 19 and 20) suggest that slightly more multiple scattering still occurs in the experiment, and small stylus effects could play a role in these differences. As we can see from the form of the stylus in Fig. 16, the surface itself should have even sharper peaks than those present in the profilometer data.

Further comparisons are shown in Figs. 22, 23, and 24 for $\lambda = 3.392 \mu m$ and $\theta = 0^\circ$, $10^\circ$, and $30^\circ$, respectively. It can be seen that $s_{11}$, $s_{33}$, and $I$ have again increased in the backscattering direction for $\theta = 0^\circ$ and $10^\circ$, and generally excellent agreement is seen in these quantities for all the cases shown. The theoretical results for $s_{12}$ are of larger magnitude in Figs. 22–24 than they are in Figs. 9–11 and now show favorable comparisons with the experimental results. The comparisons of $s_{34}$ are also quite good in Figs. 22–24, and although small differences can sometimes be seen, they exhibit a clear and significant improvement over those of the Gaussian model. It is interesting to note that even the speckle noise in the theoretical and experimental results of Figs. 19–24 is of similar levels; this is because both results are based on the same total length of rough surface.

We conclude that the comparisons of this section are generally excellent and show a distinct improvement over those of Section 4. It follows that most of the differences seen in the comparisons of Section 4 arose from the inconsistency of the experimental surface with a Gaussian process. When the properties of the experimental surface are taken into account, as we have done in this section, excellent comparisons of the four elements of the Stokes-scattering matrix are made. This conclusion is significant, for the differences seen in the comparisons of Section 4 would have left doubts concerning the correctness of the theoretical and experimental methods that we have employed.

The increase in multiple scattering apparent in the theoretical results of this section is reasonable for the surface curvatures seen in Fig. 16. The bowl-shaped regions

- Fig. 22. For $\theta = 0^\circ$ and $\lambda = 3.392 \mu m$, the unique matrix elements $s_{11}$, $s_{12}$, $s_{33}$, and $s_{34}$ and the $+45^\circ$-polarized intensity $I_1$. Experimental results (solid curves) are compared with numerical results (dashed curves; surface impedance method applied to profiled surface).

Fig. 23. Same as Fig. 22 but for $\theta = 10^\circ$.

Fig. 24. Same as Fig. 22 but for $\theta = 30^\circ$. 

excellent not only at $\theta = 0^\circ$ (as in Fig. 6) but also now at $\theta = 10^\circ$ and even at $\theta = 30^\circ$, where the negative part of $s_{34}$ shows a close comparison. The theoretical results for $s_{12}$ remain small but also show a more favorable comparison here than they do in Figs. 6–8.
which could lead to more multiple scattering than that found in the calculations of this section. However, the excellence of the comparisons of Figs. 19–24 clearly indicates that these effects would be quite small.

As we have discussed in Subsection 2.B, the quality of the experimental surface has permitted us to normalize scattering measurements from first principles. We thus conclude this section by presenting a comparison of experimental and theoretical results for the total powers contained in selected scattered intensities. Throughout the results shown in Table 1, it can be seen that the total \( p \)- and \( s \)-polarized diffuse reflectivities are all slightly less than unity and that there is consistently more absorption in \( p \) polarization. There is generally excellent agreement; the amount of multiple scattering. This statement is an oversimplification, which, although it is adequate for our purposes, leads to a deeper question: What then are the statistical properties of a rough surface that differ from those of a Gaussian profile.

There are a number of points to be made concerning these observations. First, the excellent agreement obtained in Section 5 clearly indicates that the theoretical techniques and the experimental methods employed here, when they are applied with care, yield entirely consistent results for a rough surface that produces multiple scattering. For a problem as subtle and difficult as that of wave scattering from a randomly rough surface, this conclusion is significant and strong. Further, for the crucial purpose of testing experimental methods and theoretical techniques in this field, the lack of detailed consistency of the experimental surface with a Gaussian process is not significant. More precisely, we have satisfied the main goals of the Introduction concerning the accuracy of surface characterization, scattering measurements, and theoretical methods to the extent that excellent comparisons have been made. In drawing conclusions, we have not found it necessary to employ an experimental surface that conforms in all details to a Gaussian process or to find a statistical model consistent with a particular experimental surface.

Our results also demonstrate that relatively subtle statistical properties may play a significant role in the scattering behavior of a rough surface. In the case of interest here, we have seen a contribution of surface curvatures to the amount of multiple scattering. This statement is an oversimplification, which, although it is adequate for our arguments here, leads to a deeper question: What then are the statistical properties of a rough surface that have significant effects on its scattering behavior? This difficult question certainly warrants further investigation, though it is not easily addressed by the numerical methods employed here. In approximations such as the Kirchhoff method and perturbation methods, only low-order statistical properties of the surface appear in theoretical results, although one might expect that more rigorous results would depend significantly on probability densities of higher order.

Finally, despite the excellence of comparisons presented here, we do not intend to imply that scattering from rough
surfaces is, in any wide sense, a well-understood field. There are important regimes in which theoretical methods or experimental techniques still find formidable challenges and considerable progress remains to be made. For example, the numerical methods employed here would readily fail at high angles of incidence, and our methods of surface characterization would be completely inadequate for a surface with significantly smaller structures. Hence there remain many open questions in the scattering of waves from surfaces, but the good comparisons presented here provide one unusual and important instance in which there have been well-verified theoretical and experimental results in this field.
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34. Compare Figs. 6 and 8 of Ref. 32 with Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. 33; also compare Figs. 4 and 5 with Figs. 9 and 10 of Ref. 33.
39. More precisely, for a zero-mean Gaussian process $h(x)$, probability densities of arbitrary order are all invariant under the transformation $h(x) 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Measurements are presented of the angular distribution of scattered intensity associated with backscattering enhancement from a conducting surface with two-dimensional roughness. For a linearly polarized incident wave, the diffusely scattered intensity is found to be significantly polarization-dependent.

The scattering of light from randomly rough surfaces has been of considerable interest. For conducting surfaces with steep slopes and correlation length comparable to the illumination wavelength, backscattering enhancement has been noted in the reflected diffuse scattering [1,2]. Considerable effort has since been directed toward theoretical and experimental investigations of scattering by a surface with one-dimensional roughness, largely because this case is more directly addressed with theoretical methods. In the one-dimensional case, the scattering properties have been studied through the p- and s-polarized diffusely scattered intensities [3-5], or more completely with the four unique elements of the surface's Stokes scattering matrix [6,7]. The backscattering enhancement has been attributed to the coherence of multiple-scattering paths occurring within valleys of the rough surface.

Even though early observations of this type of backscattering enhancement were for a surface with two-dimensional roughness [1,2], there has been little subsequent work applied to this case [8-10]. This may be partly due to the difficulty of the theoretical methods necessary to approach a two-dimensional rough surface when multiple scattering is significant [8,9]. These theoretical approaches have required considerable simplifying assumptions and approximations (for example, assumptions in the development of the Kirchhoff method in ref. [8], and the discretization of integral equations for scalar waves in ref. [9]). Hence, controlled experiments with well-characterized rough surfaces could be expected to provide the most reliable data for the case of two-dimensional roughness.

Previous qualitative observations have noted a remarkable polarization-dependence of the backscattering enhancement of a two-dimensionally rough surface [1,2]. This is illustrated in fig. 1, which shows photographs of the co- and cross-polarized backscattering enhancement from a two-dimensional rough surface with gaussian height statistics and with a height correlation function of rotationally symmetry gaussian form. For the case of normal incidence, both scattered intensities contain a strong backscattering peak surrounded by an annular region where secondary minima and maxima are clearly visible at various field angles. There appears to be nearly four-fold symmetry about the backscattering direction in the results of fig. 1. However, the symmetry of the situation implies that only a pair of two-fold symmetries (left to right, and top to bottom in figs. 1A and 1B) must always be observed. The dark regions of the cross-polarized scattering are of somewhat higher contrast than those of the co-polarized scattering. These patterns remain fixed as the rough surface is rotated about its normal, which verified that these observations are connected to the polarization of the incident wave, rather than any lack of statistical isotropy of the rough surface. The two-dimensional features seen in fig. 1 have not been in-
vestigated in previous theoretical or experimental work, and previous results [1,2,8,10] correspond only to a one-dimensional section of the intensity of fig. 1A or 1B along a horizontal or vertical axis. The purpose of the present paper is thus to provide measurements of the two-dimensional nature of the backscattering enhancement under controlled experimental conditions.

The surface employed in fig. 1 (as well as those employed in previous experiments [1,2]) is difficult to characterize because of the fine structure of the surface roughness. To study the polarization-dependent scatter with a well-characterized surface, in the measurements to be discussed here we have increased the surface correlation length and illumination wavelength by a factor of approximately two. The rough surface was fabricated using techniques that have been described in more detail elsewhere [1,2]. A 50 × 50 mm² glass plate was first coated with three layers of Shipley 1375 photoresist. The plate was then exposed to a series of eight statistically independent speckle patterns from a HeCd laser of wavelength 0.442 μm. The central limit theorem thus implies that the net exposure was approximately a realization of a gaussian process. In the exposing plane, the speckle patterns were isotropic due to the rotational symmetry of the optical system that generated them; their correlation functions were of gaussian form due to the gaussian laser mode. The plate was developed in Shipley 355 developer and coated with a thick layer of gold using standard vacuum evaporation techniques. The processing produced an approximately linear response of the photosist; this implies that the surface height should also have a correlation function of gaussian form.

The rough surface was characterized with a Taly-step surface profilometer employing a diamond stylus of conical form with 60° full angle and with 0.5 μm tip radius. Eight scans of independent parts of the surface were made, with each scan consisting of 8192 data points taken along a 1.58 mm length. The scans were corrected only for an unknown slope over the scan length through a least-squares fit to a linear function. The histogram of surface height was found to provide a close approximation to a gaussian probability density with standard deviation σ = 1.66 μm (skewness = −0.089, kurtosis = 2.84); the height correlation function was found to be of nearly gaussian form with 1/e width σ = 3.75 μm.

Figure 2 shows the definition of the polarization
direction of the incident polarization along the arc OP, and the cross-polarized intensity may be defined as that polarized in the orthogonal direction along a second vector $\beta$.

For the case of normal incidence, it is possible to effectively position a detector at the observation point $P$ in a simpler manner. As can be seen in fig. 2B, if the incident polarization state, the detected polarization state, and the rough surface are all rotated by the angle $\phi$, this is completely equivalent to the situation shown in fig. 2A. Of course, in the case of interest here the rough surface has isotropic roughness, and there is then no need to rotate it.

The experimental apparatus was similar to that described more completely elsewhere [6], with modifications to provide control of the direction of the incident polarization. The source was a Jodon HN-20 HeNe laser, which illuminated a 20 mm diameter of the rough surface. In the first results to be discussed here we employed the wavelength $\lambda = 1.152 \text{ pm}$, so that $a/\lambda \approx 3$ as was the case in fig. 1. A half-wave plate allowed the incident polarization state to be rotated by the angle $\phi$, and a polarizer that followed removed any residual ellipticity to produce a pure linear state with extinction better than $10^{-5}$. Appropriate settings of a detector polarizer enabled the co- or cross-polarized scattered intensity to be measured. The detector was an indium antimonide photodiode mounted on an arm of length $R = 700$ mm. This arm was positioned by a computer-controlled rotation stage, so that the detector could be scanned rapidly and reproducibly. Data were taken for $\phi$ between $0^\circ$ and $90^\circ$ in steps of $5^\circ$, and for $\theta$ between $-30^\circ$ and $30^\circ$ in steps of $0.25^\circ$. This range of angles comprises a complete set of measurements for a region of $30^\circ$ radius surrounding the backscattering direction in fig. 2A; the results shown below were plotted by imposing the symmetry for $90^\circ < \phi \leq 180^\circ$ that follows from the isotropy of the surface roughness. A limited amount of data was taken for $90^\circ < \phi \leq 180^\circ$ that is not shown here but was adequate to demonstrate that the scattered intensities obeyed the necessary symmetries discussed earlier. In a final procedure, measurements of the incident power allowed the intensities to be normalized to scattered power per unit solid angle, for unit incident power.

The measured co- and cross-polarized scattered
intensities are shown in figs. 3 and 4, respectively, and compare favorably with the photographs of fig. 1. The data is plotted in figs. 3 and 4 such that the front half of the figures contains independent measurements. Both scattered intensities contain a distinct enhancement peak centered at \((\theta, \phi) = (0^\circ, 0^\circ)\) with an approximately \(\pm 10^\circ\) width. This peak is surrounded by an annular region for \(|\theta|\) between \(8^\circ\) and \(20^\circ\) containing strongly polarization-dependent scatter with secondary minima and maxima. The co-polarized intensity has minima at \(\phi=45^\circ\) and \(\theta=\pm 12^\circ\), maxima at \(\phi=90^\circ\) and \(\theta=\pm 14^\circ\), and saddle-shaped regions at \(\phi=0^\circ\) and \(\theta=\pm 12^\circ\). The cross-polarized intensity of fig. 4 has minima at \(\theta=\pm 12^\circ\) for \(\phi=0^\circ\) and \(\phi=90^\circ\) with stronger contrast than those of fig. 3, which is consistent with the observations of fig. 1. Beyond \(|\theta|\approx 25^\circ\), both the co-polarized and cross-polarized intensities remain significant, but they are no longer strongly dependent on the angle \(\phi\).

Figure 5 shows sections of the results of figs. 3 and 4 for \(\phi=0^\circ, 45^\circ,\) and \(90^\circ\), in addition to the total scattered intensity determined from the sum of the co- and cross-polarized intensities. The three curves of the co-polarized intensity show different forms, so that this intensity does not strictly have the four-fold symmetry that is suggested by fig. 1A. Instead, this intensity has only the pair of two-fold symmetries that are required by the symmetry of the experimental situation (that is, symmetry for
\( \phi = (360^\circ - \phi) \) and \( \phi = (180^\circ - \phi) \). However, fig. 5 indicates that the form of the cross-polarized intensity is the same at \( \theta = 0^\circ \) and \( \theta = 90^\circ \). Thus, within the accuracy of our measurements, the cross-polarized intensity nearly satisfies a four-fold symmetry, even though this need not be the case. In the total scattered intensity in fig. 5, there are secondary maxima present at \( \theta \approx \pm 16^\circ \) for \( \phi = 90^\circ \), though these maxima are less distinct at \( \phi = 45^\circ \) and disappear at \( \phi = 0^\circ \). The total intensity has a weaker dependence on \( \phi \) than is present in the co- or cross-polarized intensities.

For the case \( a/\lambda \approx 3 \), there is thus general consistency of the experimentally results of figs. 3–5 with the qualitative observations of fig. 1. However, under other conditions, this rough surface may have different scattering behavior. In particular, we have studied the scattering properties of this surface for \( a/\lambda \approx 1 \) by employing the 3.392 \( \mu \)m wavelength of our HeNe laser. In fig. 6 are shown the co-polarized, cross-polarized, and total scattered intensities for all \( \theta \) and for \( \phi = 0^\circ \), 45\(^\circ\), and 90\(^\circ\). While the \( \phi \)-dependence of these intensities was restricted to \( |\theta| < 25^\circ \) in fig. 5, in fig. 6 there is a significant \( \phi \)-dependence for all values of \( |\theta| \) to 90\(^\circ\). On comparison with fig. 5, the widths of enhancement peaks have increased, as is to be expected at the longer wavelength. The shapes of the co-polarized intensities have changed considerably at the longer wavelength, and there are now modest secondary maxima at \( \theta \approx \pm 32^\circ \) for \( \phi = 0^\circ \), while for \( \phi = 45^\circ \) and 90\(^\circ\) this intensity has broader enhancement peaks without secondary maxima. The cross-polarized intensity shows nearly identical forms for \( \phi = 0^\circ \) and 90\(^\circ\), which was also noted in fig. 5, although the enhancement peaks are of smaller height in fig. 6. Finally, the total scattered intensity also has a lower enhancement peak than at \( \lambda = 1.152 \mu \)m, and the three curves show differences from one another that are larger than those of the corresponding curves of fig. 5. The forms of the total scattered intensity in fig. 6 generally resemble those of the co-polarized intensity.

The results presented in this paper thus demonstrate the detailed behavior of the co- and cross-polarized scattered intensities for a two-dimensional rough surface that creates backscattering enhancement. However, there is another way of interpreting these results for the case of normal incidence, which follows from fig. 2B. It is well-known that the polarization-dependence of the diffusely scattered light is determined by the 16 elements of the Stokes scattering matrix \([6,7,11,12]\). The elements of this matrix contain second-order moments of scattered amplitudes \([11]\) and describe, for various incident polarization states, the scattered intensity measured with standard polarization components \([12]\). When \( \phi = 0^\circ \) and \( \phi = 90^\circ \) in fig. 2B, the incident polarization states are horizontal and vertical, and the co- and cross-polarized intensities may then be expressed in terms of the four elements in the upper left of this matrix \([12]\). When \( \phi = 45^\circ \) in fig. 2B, the incident state is at 45\(^\circ\), and other elements in the third row and third column of the Stokes scattering matrix contribute to the co- and cross-polarized scattered intensities \([12]\). These three values of \( \phi \) are of primary importance, and at intermediate values the co- and cross-polarized intensities contain contributions from only the Stokes matrix elements men-
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tioned above. From the point of view of fig. 2B, the polarization-dependence of the experimental results of figs. 3–6 thus demonstrate that the fundamental matrix elements cited above play a highly significant role in the scattering properties of this surface.

The form of the Stokes scattering matrix is dictated by the symmetries of the scattering configuration [11]. The symmetries present for a one-dimensional rough surface give rise to only four unique matrix elements [6,7], but the form of this matrix has not been investigated for a surface with isotropic roughness in two dimensions. We thus conclude that the results presented here also provide a clear indication that future theoretical and experimental research should address the Stokes scattering matrix of such a surface.

This research was sponsored by the U.S. Army Research Office.
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Abstract

We present measurements of the polarization-dependence of the coherent and diffuse scatter from a set of conducting surfaces with strictly one-dimensional roughness. The surfaces have been fabricated with photoresist techniques and have been accurately characterized with stylus profilometry. The surface roughness varies by a factor of approximately seven throughout the series of surfaces, but all have height statistics that are close to Gaussian, and a correlation length that is nearly fixed and that is comparable to our illumination wavelengths. The polarization-dependence of the scattered intensity is fully specified by the four unique elements of the Stokes matrix, which are determined from six intensities measured with different polarization conditions. In studies of the coherent scatter we find large differences between the p- and s-polarized intensities, and we show that the relative phase of the p and s coherent amplitudes is strongly dependent on the surface roughness.

In the case of diffuse scatter, we demonstrate the wide range of behavior exhibited by the scattered intensities and matrix elements. The rise of backscattering enhancement and associated polarization effects are seen with increasing surface roughness, and it is shown that surfaces with surprisingly modest slopes may produce backscattering enhancement. At high angles of incidence, large differences between the p- and s-polarized diffuse intensities are observed.
Effects of finite stylus width in surface contact profilometry

K. A. O'Donnell

A study of the effects of stylus width in the profilometry of a randomly rough surface is presented. An approximate solution for the path of a flat-tipped stylus on an arbitrary surface is expressed as a nonlinear function of the local surface height and its first two derivatives. This solution is then averaged to find the first two moments of the measured profile when the surface and its derivatives are jointly Gaussian variables. The measured surface variance is found to decrease with increasing stylus size in a manner consistent with computer simulations.

1. Introduction

The scattering of light by randomly rough surfaces has remained a field of highly active research. There have been many studies of the residual scatter from slightly rough surfaces, while other researchers have considered the scattering of light by stronger surfaces where backscattering enhancement and unusual polarization effects may be observed. In such research a significant problem has been the statistical characterization of the surfaces employed in experiments. Although there are a number of possible methods of surface profilometry, mechanical profilometry with a small stylus has remained a reliable (and often the preferred) means of characterizing a rough surface.

A fundamental limitation of the resolution achievable with mechanical profilometry is the finite width of the stylus. Stylus are often of conical or shovel form with a sharp curvature on the profiling tip. Others have employed a stylus with a blunt (but still quite small) tip, in which a pyramidal shape ends in a flat contacting area. Micrographs of typical curved and blunt styluses may be seen in Refs. 8 and 9, respectively. Although realistic styluses may be submicrometer in size, they may not be sufficiently narrow to resolve the structures on the surface, even though these structures may play a significant role in the optical scattering experiments.

It is known that the effect of the stylus width is nonlinear in surface height, so that it is not generally possible to consider the profilometer output to be a convolution of the actual surface profile with an instrumental response. This nonlinearity has been noted through harmonic distortion in simulated scans of a sinusoidal profile, while sum and difference frequencies can also be present in the simulated output for a surface composed of two sinusoids. Furthermore, cusps can occur in the profilometer output when the contact point of the stylus changes position discontinuously while traversing a deep groove, even though the surface itself may be differentiable.

Such observations indicate that, mathematically speaking, the profiling of a randomly rough surface is a subtle and difficult problem. In some previous research the maximum well-resolved spatial frequency of a stylus with a given radius of curvature was estimated. Others have studied the effects of stylus width through numerical simulations of the profilometry of rough surfaces. Whitehouse has studied stylus effects for a model in which the stylus contacts the highest of three equally spaced points on the rough surface. A more realistic approach was taken by Church and Takacs, who studied the measured surface spectral density for a curved stylus and predicted an increase in measured roughness with an increasing stylus tip radius.

In the present study we also discuss the effects of stylus width in contact profilometry. Our method of solution for the stylus path resembles that of Church and Takacs, except that we consider the case of a one-dimensional stylus with a flat or blunt tip. This solution is expressed in terms of the local surface height and its first two derivatives and, as expected, in nonlinear in these quantities. We then determine
the first two moments of a profiled random process that originally had jointly Gaussian statistics of the height and the first two derivatives. For the profilometry of a process with a Gaussian height correlation function, results are compared with computer simulations and show a physically reasonable reduction in the measured variance as the stylus width increases.

In passing, we also note that analogous nonlinear transformations of random processes have been of wide interest in previous work.15,17 In particular, the effects of squaring, power-law transformations, and even clipping of random processes have been studied. As is shown here, the effects of stylus width provide another example of such a transformation, where the nonlinearities arise quite naturally in the calculation of the stylus path.

2. Determination of the Stylus Path

We first consider the trajectory of a one-dimensional stylus with a blunt tip of full width 2w that is following the contour of an arbitrary profile h(x). This shape of the stylus is investigated here partly because it is mathematically convenient and the stylus path can be well approximated, as is seen below. Furthermore, results that are of general interest for any stylus (such as its nonlinear response to surface height and the effect on the measured roughness) one clearly demonstrated here for the blunt stylus, while showing these properties for other stylus shapes may be quite difficult. However, it is important to note that both the blunt stylus shape and the one-dimensionality of the problem posed here can correspond to realistic experimental situations. For example, recent research14-16 employed a wedgeshaped chisel stylus with a blunt tip of submicrometer width to characterize surfaces with one-dimensional roughness. The wedge angle was sufficiently steep compared with surface slopes so that the contact point remained at the blunt tip, which is consistent with the case described here. In the particular applications of Refs. 4-6, a blunt stylus was chosen because it glides well on the gold-coated photoresist surfaces of interest, and a good resolution was obtained with a tip width considerably smaller than the correlation length of the surface.

As shown in Fig. 1, there are four ways in which such a stylus can contact the rough surface. If the slope of h(x) is of large magnitude at the stylus location, either the right or left edge of the stylus will contact the surface as is shown in case (a) or (c) of Fig. 1. If a maximum of h(x) falls within the stylus width, this maximum will be the contact point [case (d)]. Occasionally, both edges of the stylus will contact when the stylus is in a deep valley [case (b)]. Despite the simplicity of these four cases, the determination of the stylus path is still quite difficult unless approximations are made.

The path of the stylus may be considered to be that followed by an arbitrary reference point on the stylus.
3. First Two Moments of the Measured Profile

In this section the first two moments of \( s(x) \) are determined through application of Eq. (5). Throughout this, it is assumed that the original process \( h(x) \) is a statistically stationary and ergodic random process that is at least twice differentiable and, for the sake of convenience, is of zero mean. We first consider the completely general properties of the derivatives of such random processes. The second-order correlation function of \( h(x) \) is defined as

\[
C(\Delta x) = \langle h(x)h(x + \Delta x) \rangle,
\]

where the angle brackets denote an ensemble average. The variance \( \sigma^2 \) of the random process \( h(x) \) is \( C(0) \).

It is well known\(^*\) that the derivative \( h'(x) \) of the process \( h(x) \) is of zero mean and has a variance of

\[
\langle h'^2 \rangle = \sigma^2 = -C(0),
\]

and that \( h(x) \) and \( h'(x) \) are uncorrelated so that

\[
\langle h h' \rangle = 0.
\]

On applying these considerations to the random process \( h(x) \) and its derivative \( h'(x) \), we also have that

\[
\langle h' \rangle = 0,
\]

\[
\langle h'^2 \rangle = \sigma^2 = C''(0),
\]

\[
\langle h h'' \rangle = 0,
\]

where \( C''(x) \) denotes the fourth derivative of \( C(\Delta x) \) and \( C''(0) \). When we use methods directly analogous to those of Ref. 16, it is also straightforward to show that

\[
\langle h h'' \rangle = 0.
\]


\[
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\[
\text{\small 3}
\]
\[ (s) = \langle h \rangle + w(\langle \hat{h} \rangle) + \frac{w^2}{2} \langle \hat{h}^2 \rangle - w(\langle \hat{h} \rangle)_w - \frac{w^2}{2} \langle \hat{h} \rangle_w - \langle \hat{h}^2 \rangle_w, \]  
(14)

where the angle brackets denote a statistical average over all values of the relevant variates, and \( \langle \rangle_w \) denotes an average in probability space only over the wedge \( \hat{h} < 0 \) and \( \hat{w} \hat{h} < \hat{h} < -\hat{w} \hat{h} \) as in

\[ \langle f(\hat{h}, \hat{\omega}, \hat{h}) \rangle_w = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\hat{h} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\hat{\omega} \int_{-\hat{w}\hat{h}}^{\hat{w}\hat{h}} d\hat{h} f(\hat{h}, \hat{\omega}, \hat{h}) p(\hat{h}, \hat{\omega}, \hat{h}), \]  
(15)

where \( f(\cdot) \) is an arbitrary function. In particular, Eq. (14) follows by averaging Eq. (5b) over all the probability space, and to include the condition of Eq. (5a), by adding the second term of Eq. (5a) and subtracting the last two terms of Eq. (5b) averaged only where \( \hat{h} < 0 \) and \( \hat{w} \hat{h} < \hat{h} < -\hat{w} \hat{h} \). Now, of the first three terms of Eq. (14), only the second term is nonzero; direct integration over a Gaussian density yields

\[ w(\langle \hat{h} \rangle)_w = \langle \hat{h} \rangle_w = \frac{2^{1/2}}{(\pi \sigma)\hat{h}}, \]  
(16)

The last three terms of Eq. (14) may be evaluated by carrying out the trivial integration over \( \hat{h} \) in Eq. (15). The fourth term may then be written as

\[ w(\langle \hat{h} \rangle)_w = \frac{w}{\pi \sigma} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\hat{h} \exp \left( -\frac{\hat{h}^2}{2\sigma^2} \right) \int_{-\hat{w}\hat{h}}^{\hat{w}\hat{h}} d\hat{h} \]

\[ \times \exp \left( -\frac{\hat{h}^2}{2\sigma^2} \right) \]  
(17)

and evaluated in closed form as

\[ w(\langle \hat{h} \rangle)_w = \frac{w\sigma}{(2\pi)^{1/2}} \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{1 + (w\sigma/\sigma)^2} \right]. \]  
(18)

The fifth term of Eq. (14) may be similarly expressed as

\[ \frac{w^2}{2} \langle \hat{h} \rangle_w = \frac{w^2}{2\pi \sigma^2} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\hat{h} \int_{-\hat{w}\hat{h}}^{\hat{w}\hat{h}} d\hat{h} \exp \left( -\frac{\hat{h}^2}{2\sigma^2} \right) \int_{-\hat{w}\hat{h}}^{\hat{w}\hat{h}} d\hat{h} \]

\[ \times \exp \left( -\frac{\hat{h}^2}{2\sigma^2} \right). \]  
(19)

Equation (19) may be evaluated by expanding the exponential in \( \hat{h} \) in a power series, integrating term by term, and then integrating the resulting series over \( \hat{h}^{2n} \), with the result that

\[ \frac{w^2}{2} \langle \hat{h} \rangle_w = -\frac{1}{2(2\pi)^{1/2}} \left( \frac{w^2\sigma^2}{\sigma} \right) \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{(-1)^n(2n+1)!!}{n!(2n+2)^n} \left( \frac{w\sigma}{\sigma} \right)^{2n}. \]  
(20)

A similar procedure may be applied to the last term of Eq. (14) [only the powers of \( \hat{h} \) and \( \hat{w} \) arising in the integrals analogous to Eq. (19) are different] to obtain

\[ \langle \hat{h}^2 \rangle_w = -\frac{1}{2(2\pi)^{1/2}} \left( \frac{w^2\sigma^2}{\sigma} \right) \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{(-1)^n(2n+1)!!}{n!(2n+3)^n} \left( \frac{w\sigma}{\sigma} \right)^{2n}. \]  
(21)

Finally, on substitution of Eqs. (16), (18), (20), and (21) into Eq. (14), we are able to sum the two series to obtain the reasonably simple result

\[ (s) = \frac{w\sigma}{(2\pi)^{1/2}} \left( 1 + \frac{1}{2}(1 + \kappa)^{1/2} + \frac{1}{2\kappa} \ln[(1 + \kappa^2) + \kappa^2] \right). \]  
(22)

where

\[ \kappa = \frac{w\sigma}{\sigma}. \]  
(23)

Determining the second moment of \( \langle x \rangle \) requires techniques that are similar to averaging terms over regions of probability space, although there are more terms and the manipulations are thus more lengthy. We then briefly present the intermediate results rather than describing the details of the derivation. First, the square of Eq. (5) may be written in the form

\[ \langle s^2 \rangle = \langle T_1 \rangle + \langle T_2 \rangle_w, \]  
(24)

where

\[ \langle T_1 \rangle = \langle \hat{h}^2 \rangle + \langle \hat{w}^2 \langle \hat{h} \rangle \rangle + \frac{w^4}{4} \langle \hat{h}^2 \rangle \]

\[ + 2w \langle \hat{h} \hat{w} \rangle + \langle \hat{w}^2 \langle \hat{h} \rangle \rangle + \langle \hat{w}^3 \langle \hat{h} \rangle \rangle. \]  
(25)

\[ \langle T_2 \rangle_w = -w^2 \langle \hat{h}^2 \rangle - \frac{w^4}{4} \langle \hat{h}^2 \rangle - 2w \langle \hat{h} \hat{w} \rangle - w^2 \langle \hat{h} \rangle \]

\[ - \langle \hat{w}^3 \langle \hat{h} \rangle \rangle - \frac{\langle \hat{h}^4 \rangle}{\langle \hat{h} \rangle}. \]  
(26)

The fourth and sixth terms of Eq. (25) are zero because \( \hat{h} \) and its derivatives are of zero mean. In the case of the fourth term, \( \hat{h} \) and \( \hat{h} \) are statistically independent, the moment factorizes, and it is then zero; for the sixth term, a similar argument applied to \( \hat{h} \) and \( \hat{h} \) shows the term to be zero. The remaining terms then follow directly from Eqs. (7-12) with the
result that

\( (T_1) = \sigma^2 + \frac{\omega^4}{4} \tilde{\sigma}^2. \)  

(27)

Evaluation of the terms arising in Eq. (26) requires considerable more attention, and we only state the final results as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\omega^2(h^2)_w & = \frac{2\omega^3 \tilde{\sigma}}{\pi} \kappa^2 \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{(-1)^n(n+1)}{(2n+3)} \kappa^{2n}, \\
\omega^4 \langle \hat{h}^2 \rangle_w & = \frac{2\omega^3 \tilde{\sigma}}{2\pi} \kappa^2 \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{(-1)^n(n+1)}{(2n+1)} \kappa^{2n}, \\
2\omega \langle h \hat{h} \rangle_w & = \frac{2\omega^3 \tilde{\sigma}}{\pi} \kappa^2 \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{(-1)^n(n+1)}{(2n+3)} \kappa^{2n}, \\
\omega^2 \langle \hat{h} \hat{h} \rangle_w & = -\frac{2\omega^3 \tilde{\sigma}}{\pi} \kappa^2 \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{(-1)^n(n+1)}{(2n+1)} \kappa^{2n}, \\
\omega^4 \langle \hat{h}^4 \rangle_w & = \frac{2\omega^3 \tilde{\sigma}}{2\pi} \kappa^2 \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{(-1)^n(n+1)}{(2n+5)} \kappa^{2n}.
\end{align*}
\]

(28) \hspace{1cm} (29) \hspace{1cm} (30) \hspace{1cm} (31) \hspace{1cm} (32) \hspace{1cm} (33) \hspace{1cm} (34)

Equations (28), (29), and (34) have been obtained with the same approach as used with Eq. (19); to derive Eqs. (30) and (32) the integral of Eq. (15) may be done exactly, while Eqs. (31) and (33) may be derived by integrating over \( h \) and \( \hat{h} \) first in Eq. (15). On substitution of Eqs. (28–34) into Eq. (26) and then substitution of Eqs. (25) and (26) into Eq. (24), we obtain the second moment of \( s(x) \) as

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle s^2 \rangle & = \delta^2 + \frac{\omega^4}{4} \tilde{\sigma}^2 + \frac{\omega^3 \tilde{\sigma}}{\pi} \\
& \times \left[ \frac{\kappa^2 - 2}{\kappa^2 + 1} + \left( 2 - \frac{\kappa^2}{2} \right) \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{(-1)^n(n+1)}{(2n+1)} \kappa^{2n} \right. \\
& + 2(1 - \kappa^2) \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{(-1)^n(n+1)}{(2n+3)} \kappa^{2n} \\
& + \left. \kappa^2 \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} \frac{(-1)^n(n+1)}{(2n+5)} \kappa^{2n} \right].
\end{align*}
\]

(35)

Finally the series contained in Eq. (35) may be expressed in closed form in terms of analytic functions, with the relatively simple result

\[
\langle s^2 \rangle = \delta^2 + \frac{\omega^4}{4} \tilde{\sigma}^2 - \frac{\omega^3 \tilde{\sigma}}{4\pi\kappa^2} \left\{ (1 - 3\kappa^2) - (1 - \kappa^4) \left[ \frac{\arctan(\kappa)}{\kappa} \right] \right\}.
\]

(36)

Equations (22) and (36) thus comprise closed-form expressions for the first two moments of a Gaussian process profiled with a flat-tipped sylus of full width \( 2\omega \), within the locally parabolic approximation of Eq. (1).

3. Discussion

We now consider some of the consequences of the results derived in the section above. First, the mean \( f_{1r} \) r 1 of the profiled process of Eq. (22) is a positive quantity for all \( \omega > 0 \). This is quite reasonable, for, as seen in Fig. 2, the stylus path is expected never to fall below the level of \( h(x) \), and the path coincides only with the process where a maximum of \( h(x) \) lies at the stylus center. On expansion of Eq. (22) in powers of \( \kappa \), we obtain the result

\[
\begin{align*}
\langle s \rangle & = \left( \frac{\omega}{\kappa} \right)^{1/2} \frac{\omega^3}{12} \kappa^2 - \frac{\kappa^4}{80} + \frac{\kappa^6}{224} - \cdots, \quad \text{37.
\}
\end{align*}
\]

Equation (37) shows that the initial rise in the mean is linear in both \( \omega \) and \( \tilde{\sigma} \) and that surface curvatures become significant only through higher-order terms in \( \kappa \).

It is also of interest to consider the variance of the random process \( s(x) \). This follows from subtracting the square of Eq. (22) from Eq. (36), with the result that

\[
\sigma_s^2 = \langle s^2 \rangle - \langle s \rangle^2 = \sigma^2 - \frac{2\omega^2}{\pi} \tilde{\sigma}^2 - \frac{2\tilde{\sigma}}{3\pi} \omega^3 - \frac{(4 - 3\pi)\tilde{\sigma}^2}{12\pi} \omega^4 - \frac{\tilde{\sigma}^3}{5\pi^2} \omega^5 + \cdots, \quad \text{38.}
\]

where, for purposes of interpretation, the variance has been expanded as a power series in \( \omega \). It is clear from Eq. (38) that the lowest-order term is the variance of the original process \( h(x) \) and that the next term is negative and of second order in both \( \omega \) and \( \tilde{\sigma} \). Hence there is in general an initial reduction in the measured variance of the random process resulting from the finite width of the stylus.

Further simplification of these results requires an assumed form of the correlation function \( C(\Delta x) \) of \( h(x) \). Here it is assumed to be of Gaussian form.

\[
\langle h(x)h(x + \Delta x) \rangle = \sigma^2 \exp(-\Delta x^2 / a^2), \quad \text{39.}
\]

and, on application of Eqs. (7) and (10), it is immediately found that

\[
\tilde{\sigma} = \sqrt{2\sigma/a}. \quad \text{40.}
\]
The variance of the profiled process \( s(x) \) then follows from Eq. (38) as

\[
\sigma^2 = \frac{2}{3} \tau^2 \left[ 1 - \frac{4}{\pi} \left( \frac{w}{a} \right)^2 + \frac{4\sqrt{3}}{3\pi} \left( \frac{w}{a} \right)^3 
- \frac{4 - 3\pi}{\pi} \left( \frac{w}{a} \right)^4 - \frac{12\sqrt{3}}{5\pi} \left( \frac{w}{a} \right)^5 + \ldots \right],
\]

which demonstrates that the series generated is in fact a power series in the parameter \( w/a \).

To verify further the results derived in Section 2, we also made comparisons with computer simulations of the profilometry of a Gaussian process with a flat stylus. In this study, a large number of realizations of a Gaussian process with a Gaussian correlation function were generated. The stylus trajectory was then computed from Eq. (5) for each process, and the first two moments were then averaged over this ensemble.

These comparisons are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the variance of the numerical simulations of Eq. (5) agrees well with the variance from the expressions derived here [Eqs. (22) and (36)], since both show a consistent decay as a function of \( w/a \) until \( 2w = 0.8a \). This decay is relatively slow, and a stylus width comparable with the correlation length produces only a modest reduction in the measured variance. However, this behavior is consistent with the stylus effects arising in Eq. (5). That is, as can be seen from Fig. 2, \( s(x) \) has a shallower minima but broader maxima than \( h(x) \). The former effect tends to reduce \( \sigma^2 \), while the latter tends to increase \( \sigma^2 \), so that the net effect is apparently only a slow decay in \( \sigma^2 \) as a function of \( w/a \).

For larger \( w \) the numerical and exact analytical results employing Eq. (5) both show an increase in the measured variance. This is not entirely surprising, for the parabolic approximation of Eq. (1) should not be expected to hold for stylus widths greater than the correlation length. In fact in Fig. 2 a tendency can be seen for the approximation of Eq. (5a) to overshoot slightly the true stylus trajectory near maxima in \( h(x) \); for larger \( w \) these effects significantly contribute to an overestimation of the measured variance.

Also shown in Fig. 3 is the variance of the stylus path determined by exact numerical calculation of the stylus trajectory in the computer simulations without approximation. It can be seen that we obtained excellent agreement with the results based on Eq. (5) until \( 2w = 0.8a \), while for larger \( w \) the exact results show the expected monotonic decrease in \( \sigma^2 \). The dashed curve in Fig. 3 is the fifth-order approximation of Eq. (42), which produces considerably better agreement with the exact numerical simulations. This convenient approximation may thus be employed until the full stylus width is approximately equal to the correlation length, with good numerical accuracy.

These results are of considerable practical interest, and, to illustrate this, we briefly note some practical consequences. In recent research on characterization of a surface that was approximately a realization of a Gaussian process with correlation length \( a = 3.57 \mu m \), a blunt stylus with \( 2w = 0.4\mu m \) nominal width was employed. From Eq. (42) it is then clear that the measured variance should be 0.996 times the actual variance. This indicates that the stylus width plays a small role in these measurements and that the experimental results represent the properties of the surface essentially without stylus effects. On the other hand, the stylus width cannot be reduced without limit because of surface damage, and if there are surface structures that are considerably smaller in a particular experiment, the variance predicted by the equations derived here will be considerably less than that of the actual surface.

4. Conclusions

It has been shown that it is possible to consider the effect of stylus width in the study of randomly rough surfaces with stylus profilometry. For the case of a stylus with a flat tip, an expression has been derived that provides a good approximation to the profilometer output for a realization of a rough surface as long as the stylus width is comparable with or less than the correlation length. This expression is based on a locally parabolic approximation and could be generalized to higher-order approximations, although dealing with such higher-order terms appears to be exceedingly difficult. The expression is nonlinear in the surface profile and its derivatives and produces cusps in deep valleys of the surface and maxima that are broader than those of the original random process.

Closed-form expressions have been derived for the first two moments of the profilometer output if the surface height and its first two derivatives obey
Gaussian statistics, which is the case for a Gaussian process. It has been shown that the mean should increase initially in a manner that is linear in stylus width, while the variance should slowly decrease with increasing stylus width. For the case of a profile with a Gaussian correlation function, good agreement of the derived results with exact results from computer simulations is obtained until the full stylus width is comparable with the correlation length.
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